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Foreword
THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE is a diverse military organization,
composed of officers, enlisted members, and civilians. One characteristic
defining it is that of professionalism in all three of its personnel components.
Though professionalism has been recognized as an important part of military
culture and organization over the centuries, it has become critically important
in the twentieth century, the century of flight. For the Air Force, the weapons
systems that the service employs are maintained, supported, and operated by
members of the enlisted force. Inheritors of a proud tradition of service dating
to the earliest days of American military aviation, enlisted members have
fought-and too often died-in hostile skies around the world, in every conflict
in which American aviators have participated.
Organizing and training Air Force enlisted personnel have been among the
greatest challenges to the service's leadership, as well as among its greatest accomplishments. Young men and women from varied social, cultural, and
educational backgrounds enter the service; are introduced to its culture,
heritage, and traditions; are trained to fulfill myriad tasks; and then already
imbued with a sense of service before self, go forth to their first assignments.
Ongoing career training and professionalization continue throughout their
careers. That the Air Force has met the challenge of training its enlisted force
well is evidenced by its members' record of accomplishments in America's
wars and other times of national emergencies.
This work traces how the service built its enlisted cadre in the key, early
years of the service when the Air Force was itself a new and unsettled
organization. The lessons offered in this book present valuable perspective to
decision-makers today as they grapple with force drawdown and maintaining
appropriate standards of training and professionalism even as America's Air
Force is called upon to serve in new and increasingly more demanding roles.
RICHARD P. HALLION
Air Force Historian

iii

Preface
THE IMPETUS FOR THIS STUDY evolved from the early days of my
youth. My great-grandfather, grandfather, and father served in the ranks during
the three major American wars of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and
I heard stories of Gettysburg and the Meuse-Argonne and of fighting at the
Bulge. Moreover, motion pictures and television shows of the 1950s and 1960s
focused on war themes with, as I recall, movies and TV series about marines,
sailors, soldiers, but with little about airmen.
As an eighteen-year-old, fresh from high school, I, like thousands of youths
growing up during the Vietnam War, pondered my future. Recognizing the
possibility of being drafted and becoming cannon fodder, as my former-soldier
relatives called it, I opted to join the Navy. As an enlisted person I was
subjected to all kinds of hell. Six years after my enlistment, however, I obtained
a bachelor's degree and, at the prompting of my wife, left the Navy. It was off
to graduate school (thanks to the GI Bill) and an eventual commission in the
Air Force through ROTC. With a master's degree in hand and a gold bar on my
shoulder, my first assignment was as a missile officer at Malmstrom AFB,
Montana, an assignment that brought about my first exposure to enlisted
airmen.
There were similarities between what I experienced as a sailor and what I
perceived as the enlisted culture in the Air Force, but there were differences
too-less formality, a professionalism I had not experienced in my Navy
career, and a confidence that comes from knowing that your branch of service
"takes care of its own." When I was selected by the Air Force Historian's office
to attend the University of Wisconsin at Madison to obtain a doctoral degree,
Dr. Richard H. Kohn, the then Air Force historian, specifically asked me to
write a one-volume history of the Air Force enlisted corps. I was simultaneously delighted and intimidated. I was delighted because I knew that little
had been written on the subject but intimidated to know that my work would
be the first foray into what I perceived to be a significant segment of workingclass America.
Consequently, this book is not simply a study of military policy or a class
of military personnel. In its largest context it is about the growth of the United
States and its movement to a what some might call an organizational society
v
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during the first five decades of the twentieth century. The assumptions and
beliefs that permeated those who shaped the Air Force's enlisted personnel
policy reflect those of civilians who did the same for large businesses and
corporations. The Air Force's claim to be free from military traditions, its
dependence on technology, and its dreams of separation from the army
provided the impetus from which it adapted the thinking and practices of big
business governing its personnel. Thus, in another context, this is also a study
of an American institution's birth and coming of age as seen through the prism
of enlisted personnel policy. Most important, it is the study of Air Force
enlisted personnel, who over the years helped define not only what the larger
institution of the Air Force would become, but also fostered the professionalization of Air Force noncommissioned officers (NCOs) in the 1950s. By 1955,
the results of this professionalization would set the Air Force NCO apart from
his contemporaries in the other services in terms of culture and image.
The saying that when the right moment arrives, a teacher will emerge
seems particularly appropriate to my relationship with Edward (Mac) Coffman.
Coffman is my idea of the quintessential scholar-well-read, brilliant, liberal
minded, and dedicated to the study of history-and most of all, humble and
helpful. His social history of the Old Army is superb and certainly a significant
guide to my own thinking. He remains a good friend, a mentor, and most
important, an inspiration. Others who helped shape my thinking (for good or
for ill) on these issues include John Sharpless and David Zonderman of the
University of Wisconsin; Herman Wolk, Bernard Nalty, and David Tretler at
the Center for Air Force History; and David Segal at the University of
Maryland, College Park. I am also indebted to William Mahoney at the
National Archives and a score of other librarians at the Truman and the
Eisenhower Libraries, the Military History Institute at Carlisle Barracks, the
Library of Congress, the Pentagon Library, and the Air University Library, and
to numerous Air Force field historians across the globe who answered my
inquiries and gathered hundreds of Enlisted Experience questionnaires. I am
also thankful to the Air Force Historian's office for funding the project and to
Brigham Young University for providing me with a grant so that I might revise
and complete the final draft.
Finally, I extend my most sincere appreciation to my best friend and
spouse, Tamara, and to my children, Jared, Ferrin, Camber, and Brittia who
were inspirational. My father, Raymond, and mother, Dolores, both passed
away during the writing of this book. I dedicate this work to them.
MARK R. GRANDSTAFF
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Introduction
DURING MARCH AND APRIL 1946 in the old Labor Department
building in Washington, D.C., a six-member board headed by former Army Air
Forces Lt. Gen. James H. Doolittle met with forty-two officers and enlisted
personnel to discuss the relationship between the two groups during the war
just ended. World War II had brought thousands of young men and women into
uniform, thereby reducing the military's isolation from the civilian world and
opening the institution to criticism of its procedures and culture. Many civiliansoldiers found military life distasteful, degrading, abusive, and a throwback to
the "Prussian" military. In short, life in the military was akin more to
totalitarianism than to its parent democratic society.
It seemed clear to people such as Army Chief of Staff Dwight D.
Eisenhower that when testifying before the Secretary of War's Officer and
Enlisted Man's Relationship Board (otherwise known as the Doolittle Board),
if the military were to be made less abusive and an expanded defense
establishment were to be maintained in the postwar period, new peacetime
forces would necessarily need to reflect the democratic nature of American
society as a whole. Leaders understood that future recruitment and retention as
well as civilian acceptance of a standing military depended on how well the
armed forces perceived and implemented social reform, and how service in the
armed forces was marketed as an acceptable option for youth.
In this work, I examine specific legislation, policy, and historical events
that garnered public support for the growth and maintenance of a large
peacetime military, changed a long tradition of distrust for standing armies,
and, in turn, reflected a trend away from the "mass army" model that typified
the American way of waging war since the American Revolution.' In what
some scholars have deemed to be the dominant model of military organization
in western society through World War II, the mass army model consisted of a
small professional cadre augmented by reserves, conscription, and cycles of
mobilization and demobilization.
A product of the American and French Revolutions, the mass army
reflected the needs of a growing democratic society in war---civilian resistance
to large military expenditures, a distrust of standing armies, a redefinition of
military service as a right and responsibility of citizenship, and a willingness
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to mobilize fully society's resources in order to wage total war. In the aftermath
of World War II and with the rise of the Cold War and nuclear technology,
public support waned for the mass army in favor of a standing army that was
highly specialized and geared toward a new military mission-deterring war,
not waging it. 2 In this case, the military of today is moving toward a post-Cold
War model-one described as internally segmented and pluralistic as well as
externally convergent with civilian institutions.
The notion of convergence, as articulated by sociologist Charles Moskos
in his seminal 1977 article, "From Institution to Occupation: Trends in the
Military Organization," is also examined. Moskos suggests that the military
was moving away from an institutional format based on duty and service to an
occupational model that implied self-interest and marketplace economics. He
further argues that the erosion of the institutional model was recent (the advent
of the all-volunteer force occurred in 1973) and would severely undercut a
soldier's organizational commitment and performance as well as undermine
institutional values. "A military based on marketplace principles," one of his
students wrote, "can lead to the worst of two worlds: a military isolated from
civilian society and a lack of cohesion within the military." 4 In short, a fairly
recent phenomena in the military caused it to diverge from its parent society
and institutional format.
Contrary to Moskos, this study agrees with Morris Janowitz, who found
that the military was actually civilianizing, that is, converging with the larger
American society. The military bureaucratic structure and its procedures were
changing to meet society's economic, organizational, and social structures. 5
Much of my work delineates reasons for this convergence and argues that the
occupational model was established, not in 1973 with the genesis of the allvolunteer force (AVF) as Moskos and Janowitz have argued, but in the first
decade after World War II, and in the case of the Air Force (Air Corps), as
early as the 1920s.
Almost from its inception, the Air Force was a precursor to the type of
force that Moskos and other sociologists saw developing in the early 1970s.
Awarding more pay to personnel with technical skills, emphasizing scientific
management principles in recruiting and classification, encouraging a large
amount of technical specialization, and placing technical skills above military
performance-these were present in the Air Force almost since its origin as an
aeronautical division of the U.S. Army Signal Corps in 1907. More than the
Army or the Navy, the Air Force, a product of twentieth-century technology,
is an example of a military service whose cultural and organizational roots were
steeped in the bureaucratic rationalism and technological form that punctuated
the growing organizational society of the late nineteenth and twentieth
centuries.
Regarding the military's convergence, this study shows that to make a large
standing military acceptable in a democratic society in the Cold War era,
2
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external and internal changes were required to make the military appear more
American. These changes, which Moskos sees as divergent and threatening to
the military as an institution, were necessary to assimilate the armed forces into
society's ideology and daily life. Central to this assimilation was the military's
willingness to assume the role of "Americanizer"-an institution from which
youth could learn middle-class and democratic values and prepare themselves
for a place in America's technically driven and corporate future. Also important
to this assimilation process were changes in legislation regarding retirement,
housing, marriage, dependents, and fraternization which greatly facilitated the
concept that the military offered more than employment to marginal personnel;
it could be a job and a respected career (in the middle-class sense of a calling
or a life devoted to good works). In the case of the Air Force, nuclear weapons,
the communist threat, technological specialization, and the high cost of training
personnel, combined with acute retention problems, forced the Air Force to
introduce a policy that de-emphasized the pre-World War II image of an
institution offering skills and an opportunity to reenter the civilian job market.
The Air Force became a place where enlisted personnel were assured a career
and "a great way of life." This is the first study to explore the ways that these
events fostered a collective view in society and among airmen that a career in
the Air Force (and later, in the armed forces in general) was similar to service
in a middle-class profession. 6
Another important theme found in this work is the professionalization of
the Air Force noncommissioned officer. In this work professions are considered
as "somewhat exclusive groups of individuals applying somewhat abstract
knowledge to particular cases."7 A subordinate profession is what Robert H.
Weibe called "a profession within a profession," 8 and, according to Andrew
Abbott, is "generally a public and legal settlement" that arises when one
profession does not wish to share its jurisdiction. In this case, a subordinate
profession forms to accomplish tasks and formulate abstract knowledge in areas
in which the dominant profession sees as necessary, but not a part of their
knowledge, jurisdiction, or division of work.9 The termprofessionalizationthus
denotes a process whereby an occupation moves toward becoming a
profession.'° A career enlisted force is created when airmen are deemed as
career-bound (second enlistment and beyond), serve as noncommissioned
officers, and obtain a high degree of technical and military expertise.
In many ways, the professionalization of noncommissioned officers was
part of a much longer trend in American society toward a new middle class and
corporatism. At least since the 1870s, lawyers, doctors, financiers, businessmen, personnel managers, scholars, and scientists formed national networks and
established entry standards into their specialties." Army and Naval officers
took steps as early as the 1830s and 1840s to establish new promotion
regulations, professional journals, elaborate systems of military education, and
national organizations."
3
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Between 1950 and 1956, NCOs began to professionalize as they hammered
out a professional definition, established academies for professional military
education, formulated promotion and NCO certification criteria, obtained more
jurisdictional authority from the military profession (officers), and formed a
professional association (which occurred in 1961). Significantly aiding the
professionalization movement were congressional legislation, presidential
committees, and Department of Defense and Air Force policies that attempted
to build and sustain a career force and thus indirectly foster the professionalization process.*
Although much of the secondary literaturet assumes that the military is a
profession for only those who manage violence (commissioned officers), it may
be argued that the 1950s' professionalization movement produced Air Force
NCOs who today form a subordinate profession whose primary function is to
manage and apply military resources that meet and sustain the Air Force
mission. 3
While this work stresses enlisted personnel and concentrates on policies
that led to a large standing military, creation of a career enlisted force, and
professionalization of noncommissioned officers, it also examines extensively
the evolution of Air Force personnel policies and the rise of Air Force
organizations designed to formulate and enact those policies. In 1954, for
instance, Air Force recruiters who formerly worked in a joint Army-Air Force
recruiting command separated and formed an autonomous Air Force recruiting
group. The study also analyzes why the group formed and how it marketed the
concept of a large standing air force. Additionally, this study traces the inner
workings of the personnel department of the Air Force, analyzes the air
planners' worldview, and shows how Air Force personnel policymakers
adopted and used the personnel management techniques and practices of large
industrial firms.
The work ends in 1956 because the confluence of congressional legislation,
internal reform, and increased reenlistment rates suggests that the Air Force had
successfully created an enlisted career program that attracted, trained,
promoted, and retained the type of person that the air service desired. In fact,
the course of enlisted personnel policy was firmly in place by 1956, so that
even today, airmen are the clear-cut beneficiaries of a system that has been in
place for nearly forty years. Thus, in a sense, this is a study of a significant
segment of the American labor force.
It is important to note that this is not a study of aviation cadets, enlisted
pilots, commissioning programs, or the Air Force Reserve. Each of these topics
is noteworthy and deserves separate treatment. Neither does it extensively
cover policies regarding women and minorities. Only when minority policies

These are discussed in Chapter 5.
" For citations, see Chapter 6 and the Bibliographic Note.
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differed from those aimed at creating a career force do I make a distinction. For
the most part, however, career polices in the 1940s and 1950s pertained to all
AirForce enlisted personnel regardless of race, gender, or ethnicity. Pragmatic
and socially conservative planners created policies based upon the needs of the
Air Force, the social context of the times, and their own personal and
professional biases. Finally, airman culture, either in the barracks or in the
workplace is not examined. This remains an important area awaiting further
work.
In addition to difficulties with primary and secondary sources enumerated
in the Bibliographic Note, three additional difficulties arise when studying
personnel policy and are worth listing here. Frederick Harrod, in his Manning
the New Navy, suggests that one of the problems has to do with continuity and
change in policymaking.' 4 Change is rarely sudden and complete, and some
policies were considered for a long time before air planners implemented them.
Few policies were watersheds in the sense that old ways immediately stopped
and new approaches were automatically embraced. This study may contrast the
difference between the new Air Force and the old Army Air Corps, but the
delineation is only clear on paper. Vestiges of pre-World War II enlisted
culture remained well into the 1960s. Accordingly, this work could reveal only
trends, not absolutes, and specific policies are merely guidelines, not watersheds.
Another problem has to do with the flow of policy and the determination
of who was responsible for its creation. Part of the problem lies in the sources
themselves. Because much of the documentation comes from official and
semiofficial sources such as departmental reports, operational histories, and
action proposals, seldom does one gain an understanding of why officials
introduced or modified a given policy. Generally, however, it seems that the
Adjutant General's office during the interwar period-the G-1 (A-I) during
World War II and the Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel Office (DCS/P) after
1947-served as the centralized focus of personnel policymaking.
Although these departments created and issued policy, they left it up to the
commands to supervise the policy's implementation; and the commanding
generals exercised broad discretion in implementing policies of their own.
Especially in the postwar period, the DCS/P saw itself as a coordinating body
that set its general policy by legitimizing past practices and then by communicating to the commands how these policies and techniques were to be used in
other Air Force settings.' 5 Standardization of general personnel policy increased
during the late 1950s and 1960s as reporting procedures and computer
technology became more available.
A final problem deals with formulating generalizations about enlisted
airmen, given the size of the enlisted force. Indeed, airman is not one person,
but many. The term includes raw recruits and noncommissioned officers who
have served for many years. Additionally, each airman has experienced life in
5
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the Air Force differently, and, as a result, absolute generalization is defied
because contradictions abound in every case. This does not stop us, however,
from observing and documenting the changes and trends taking place in the
enlisted force.

6

+1+
The Foundation of
Air Force Enlisted Personnel Policies
1907-1945
ON SEPTEMBER 18, 1947, the United States Air Force was established
as an independent entity, coequal with the Departments of the Army and the
Navy. In short, it was given a life of its own-a life separated from the Army
hierarchy, budget, and traditions. Indeed, the new service found itself,
especially with regard to enlisted personnel policy, as much an autonomous
entity capable of innovation as a product of its Army heritage.
Undoubtedly, the fledgling Air Force owed much of its enlisted personnel
philosophy to technology. After all, throughout most of this century, the Air
Force and its predecessors wanted persons, primarily men, to fly, repair, and
maintain its aviation wonders. Just as aviation technology changed throughout
the twentieth century from biplane to jet, so did enlisted policy grow to meet
those demands.
To overlook the Army aviation's experiences gained as a small section of
the Signal Corps, its later transformations into the Air Service during World
War I, the Army Air Corps in 1926, and the Army Air Forces (AAF) before
World War I, along with the experiences of two wars and the consistent
struggle for autonomy, would miss the impact that tradition, war, and societal
influences had on the creation and evolution of policy. Indeed, the forty years
from the AAF's inception to its separation from the Army in 1947 proved to be
a period of trying, testing, and modifying Army and industrial personnel
policies and practices to meet the enlisted manpower demands of the new
aviation service.

Beginnings
From its inception as an Aeronautical Division within the Army Signal Corps
in 1907, aviators had to deal with establishing, recruiting, and training a cadre
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A Wright Model A airplane is seen at Fort Myer, Virginia, in 1908 (top left). At the top
right, Grover C. Loening is seen flying the Wright airboat. Beneath is a view of Fort
Myer with a Wright aircraft seen in flight on July 20, 1909. Top left, facing page, is
seen a French Caudron hydroplane. At the top right is Hugh Willoughby's Pelican
hydroplane, photographed on November 10, 1910. The center of the page depicts the
French Farman hydroplane, and the Wright-Martin K-3 Scout is seen at the bottom.
of enlisted men to care for their twentieth-century technological marvel-the
airplane. On July 18, 1914, Congress, convinced of the need to bolster military
aviation as a result of the impending war in Europe, passed an important
legislative bill, An Act to Increase the Efficiency of the Aviation Service of the
Army, and for Other Purposes (HR 5304). Important from an enlisted personnel
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policy perspective, this act established a new Aviation Section within the Army
Signal Corps and authorized for it 101 enlisted men.1 Of these men, only a
maximum of forty could train as Aviation Mechanicians, while another twelve
could receive flight training. The remaining forty-nine went directly to the
squadrons where they served in a second tier of occupational specialties,
including fireman, fuel-truck operator, and cook.2
One of the problems the fledgling Aviation Section first faced was
recruiting its initial complement of men. Eschewing untrained men fresh from
the recruiting depot, the new Aviation Section requested Army volunteers who
had already undergone basic military training and could immediately begin
technical training. Enlisted men who desired duty in aviation applied through
their commanding officers to the Chief of the Signal Corps. If the Army
approved their requests, they could move to their new station, often at their
own cost, and assume the rank of private under the Aviation Section's Table of
Organization.' For noncommissioned officers (NCOs), this meant a reduction
in pay grade, prestige, and responsibility.4
It must be said that in the Old Army, this was simply a fact of life. The
Adjutant General formulated organizational personnel rosters and designated
the correct number of men in each pay grade to efficiently man each post.
Those who chose to leave a company or change branches of the Army (such as
the Infantry, Cavalry, Quartermaster Corps) did so at the sake of their hardearned stripes. Yet to some, the Aviation Section as a new part of the Signal
Corps seemed worth the risk as promotion opportunity looked promising. 5
On December 5, 1914, forty-four men transferred to the new Aviation
Section-twenty-four from Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and the remainder from
Army posts in New York, Colorado, California, Texas, and Hawaii. 6 Following
their transfer, some attended the Technical Instruction School at San Diego,
California, and received systematic instruction in the operation, care, and repair
of aeronautical engines and planes.
In the years before World War I, aviation mechanical training was neither
elaborate nor well organized in America or the Aviation Section. It took time
for civilian and military aviation instructors to design a course, set requirements, devise testing methodology, and establish the hours required for its
completion. Most early training was hands-on with little in the way of formal
lectures. Additionally, the course developers emphasized a specialized
curriculum aimed at teaching the students only enough to make minor repairs.
Not desiring to produce finished machinists, aviation instructors were
concerned about balancing time, money, and the amount of skilled training
provided each individual.' For the Air Force, as with the commercial aviation
industry, specialization would become increasingly important in the years
ahead, but its roots went back to 1914.
Although the first thirty-seven of the enlisted mechanics earned their
specialty rating through on-the-job training and the passing of a standardized
10
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4
The landing field at the Marine Barracks located in San Diego, California, is shown

above.
test prepared by aviation instructors, completion of a formal course usually
meant certification in the Aviation Mechanician specialty. To receive this
specialty, an enlisted man was required to apply to the Adjutant General
(personnel officer) for an examination. A board consisting of three pilotofficers would then convene to test the candidate's theoretical and practical
knowledge.'
By July 1915, however, aviation instructors at the Technical Instruction
School at San Diego, California, had designed a comprehensive test consisting
of two parts. Trainees needed to demonstrate proficiency in airframe maintenance and repair as well as in engine construction and maintenance. After
achieving a passing grade of 75 on both the practical and theoretical parts of the
test and successfully completing a physical exam, graduates received
certifications of competency. As a powerful incentive, enlisted men receiving
a mechanician's certificate (for technical proficiency) or a pilot's rating (for
flying) received a 50 percent pay raise.9 The Air Mechanician specialty would
continue until the Air Corps Act of 1926 replaced the archaic designation with
two grades of specialized air mechanics.
On the eve of World War I, and within the first few years of their
existence, enlisted "airmen" had an identifiable image consisting of a
technically driven and skilled cadre of experts who by sheer novelty of their
11
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technology differentiated themselves from other Army branches. This image
persisted throughout all of the air arm's recruiting and training policies until
well beyond the 1950s.
World War I
In April 1917, after a series of U-boat sinkings and pressure from the Allied
powers, President Woodrow Wilson asked Congress for a declaration of war.
With the grandiose objective of "making the world safe for democracy,"
Wilson committed the United States to a massive buildup of machines,
weapons, and men. Not the least of his objectives was to increase vastly the
production of aircraft and to send an American expeditionary force overseas.'°
At the time of America's intervention in Europe, military leaders found the
Aviation Section of the Signal Corps in sad shape. Compared with European
standards in aviation technology and tactical training, America lagged far
behind. With only 65 officers, 1,120 enlisted men, and 200 obsolete planes,
both the Army and industry faced a monumental task as the Allied powers
requested in April 1917 a minimum of 2,000 planes per month and the requisite
number of officers and airmen to fly and repair them."
By late May, the Allies reconsidered the request and decided the figures
were too low. On May 23, French Premier Alexander Ribot requested 5,000
pilots, 50,000 mechanics, and 45,000 planes. This request not only changed the
scope of American aviation planning, it became the basis of America's future
air contribution during the war. By midsummer 1917, Congress appropriated
funds to meet these requirements, and the Air Service, now separated from the
Signal Corps and part of the AEF, was busy working with the Aircraft
Production Board to fulfill the demands of the Allies.
The Allies helped by furnishing plans for America's major technical
contribution to the war-mass production of the observation and day-bombing
plane, the British DeHaviland (DH-4). In addition, the French and the British
would also train and 2logistically supply the bulk of the American aviators and
enlisted mechanics.'
World War I proved critical to the development of the American Air
Service. The call for large numbers of men and planes greatly expanded the
Service's roles and mission. No longer viewed as an extension of balloon
reconnaissance, the plane acquired added dimensions; it could be used in aerial
combat pursuit, reconnaissance, and tactical maneuvers as well as strategic
bombardment. The implication of these new roles was quickly grasped by the
more progressive thinkers among American aviators like Col. William "Billy"
Mitchell, the American Expeditionary Forces (AEF) air officer on General John
J. Pershing's staff.' 3 Mitchell became American air power's most outspoken
advocate after the war.
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General William Mitchell is shown in the cockpit (above) during the Dayton Races held
in 1922 at Selfridge Field, Michigan, and with his staff (below) at Coblenz, Germany,
on January 15, 1919.
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For Mitchell and many American aviators like him, military aviation would
change the course of future wars. Homelands were no longer geographically
isolated from strikes, nor were troops and supply lines safe from air attack. For
the next thirty years, air advocates pushed for an autonomous air force, a
coherent strategic bombardment doctrine, and a technologically superior heavy
bomber from which to apply this doctrine."4 The origins of this ideological
campaign, however, can be traced to England and France during the period
1914 to 1918.
If World War I served as a catalyst for expansion, technological growth,
and the formation of an aviation ideology, it also furthered the development of
enlisted personnel policies and traditions. Personnel policy, especially in the
areas of recruiting, training, and promoting, reflected the demands of the
expansion and the new technology upon the army personnel system. Originally,
the Aviation Section (pre-World War I) recruited only experienced enlisted
personnel from within the Army Signal Corps. With the expansion due to the
war and the growth in technology, however, this selection process was no
longer acceptable.
The wartime need for recruits to repair expensive aircraft, man and repair
air-to-ground radio stations, repair and fuze armaments, pack parachutes, and
prepare technical directives and memos created new recruitment and quality
problems. To meet these needs, the new Air Service began to recruit actively
from the Army's total existing labor pool. The expanded requirements resulted
in a personnel imbalance within the Army that demanded new thinking about
total mobilization for war. Air planners wanted to know how to distribute
manpower equitably. What service or branch of service would get which men?
Early in the war, military aviation drew from the civilian labor pool a large
number of highly intelligent and skilled men who chose to enlist rather than to
face the draft. The other branches of the Army seemed to get the dregs. This
inequity eventually led to a ban upon enlistments and a call for a more efficient
means of classifying and distributing manpower within the Army and across the
services.
World War I accelerated aviation's need for intelligent labor and
encouraged the efficient use of manpower and training funds. For one thing, the
war changed how the American military would obtain its men. The entry of
America into the war and the passage of the Selective Service Act of 1917
demonstrated the confluence of two impulses-"to make the world safe for an
'American' brand of democracy" and to do so efficiently. American volunteerism was simply inefficient and wasteful. "Our objective," President Wilson
wrote, "is a mobilization of all the productive and active forces of the nation,
and their development to the highest point of cooperation and efficiency ....
The volunteer system does not do this.... When men choose for themselves,
they sometimes choose without due regard to their other responsibilities."' 5
One way to use military personnel efficiently was through classification,
14
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finding the right man for the right job. Personnel classification had its origins
at the turn of the century in the work of Frederick W. Taylor, the father of the
scientific management movement, who believed that every man was suitable
to a particular job."6 Accordingly, each job with its requirements had to be
identified and measurably quantified. Efficiency experts then constructed a test
to measure the correct degree of aptitude to learn and become proficient at such
skills. 17

The Regular Army, however, did not have such a classification system in
1917, and no one in the military knew how to establish one. This led Secretary
of War Newton D. Baker, at the suggestion of the President of the American
Psychological Association and Reserve Army Major Robert M. Yerkes, to
establish a classification committee under the auspices of the War Department.
Formed in August 1917 and directed by two prominent industrial psychologists
temporarily in uniform, Col. Walter D. Scott and Major Yerkes, this group
formulated a set of guiding principles that called for defining the job,
establishing a set of criteria for its measurement, and then finding the right man
to fulfill the requirements."
This pioneering venture eventually led to the construction of eighty-three
trade tests and the formulation of tables of occupational needs for various
military units. These new Tables of Organization and Equipment, based upon
mission requirements, became the foundation for manning units after the war.
Trade tests established who could fulfil the jobs listed in these manning tables.
Additionally, the committee published the trade specifications and occupational
indices used by both selective service and military personnel specialists from
which to cross-rate civilian trades to military jobs.' 9
Within a year, the Army directed the implementation of the new classification system. Each soldier filled out 5" x 8" qualification card upon which he
recorded background information, education, occupational experience, and
desires. Officers then forwarded such information up to group and division
levels for a centralized placement of needed specialists. Besides these
classification cards, the committee also produced a series of general classification tests known as the Alpha and Beta examinations. This testing not only
proved a breakthrough for matching men to occupations, it also provided social
scientists with information about the general intellectual quality of American
males.20 This use of the social sciences continued in World War II and
culminated in Samuel Stouffer's massive four-volume study on the American
soldier.21
Not satisfied with examinations testing only general mechanical aptitude,
the Air Service in 1918 convinced the Classification Committee to design
special tests in order to select only those mechanically inclined for jobs in
military aviation. That same year, the committee constructed a new examination to test mechanical aptitude for aviation specialties and then validated it
against proficient Air Service mechanics. As an additional supplement to the
15
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general Alpha and Beta tests, the new exam ensured that the Air Service would
continue to siphon off the "more trainable" inductees."
The growth in aviation technology also pushed for further specialization
of mechanic duties. The prewar Aviation Section of the Army's Signal Corps
used only the generalized specialty of Air Mechanician. The World War I
mobilization, however, demanded that the specialty be broken into at least five
subspecialties consisting of airplane engine expert, airplane cloth worker,
general airplane mechanic, air-propeller maker, and air-propeller tester and
inspector. Additionally, the planners created new specialties in armament,
communications, engineering, photography, and weather to meet the changing
roles of the Air Service.23
Though several of these specialties could be filled under the selected
service system, many, such as the aircraft mechanic and armorer specialties,
could not. At the outbreak of the war few recruits were trained airplane
mechanics. As a result, the Air Service established schools stateside and
overseas to train men who had little in the way of mechanical experience. The
Mechanics School, created at Kelly Field, Texas, by the Air Service in 1917,
offered courses in airplane and engine mechanics along with shorter courses in
aircraft armament, parachute rigging, flight instruments, and welding.24
Especially important were the French and British contributions toward
training aircraft mechanics, as even those who had some mechanical background were ignorant of European technology (the majority of airplanes used
during the war were European). Thus, in September 1917, 500 American
enlisted men arrived in Southampton, England, and then went on to British and
French factories. Later, in December, the Air Service and the Allies agreed that
a pool of 15,000 men be kept in England to work and train in British schools
and factories. Unfortunately, the Army had too few troop ships to transport the
men from the United States and could supply only a fraction of the 15,000.25
Maj. Gen. Mason M. Patrick, Chief of Air Service (AEF), in his final
report to the Commander in Chief (AEF), wrote candidly of his problems
regarding the European experiment in training enlisted men:
The supply of enlisted personnel was from the first mainly a physical
problem for the American Expeditionary prewar Forces, the procurement
of a sufficient tonnage to transport the needed troops. Several factors,
however, combined to raise this to a point of supreme importance second
to none in its relation to Air Service development. Facing the Air Service
was the newness of the aviation forces in the United States, the practical
nonexistence there of mechanical training centers, the variety of the types
of foreign airplanes, and the tools with which our mechanics would have
to deal, and the great 2amount
of construction necessary in the American
6
Expeditionary Forces.
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The men enjoy a sack race at
Kelly Field (top). General Peyton C. March, Army Chief of
Staff, is shown at Kelly Field in
March 1919 (bottom).
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French Nieuport 21s are
seen at the top. Second
from the top is a Roland
D-I Haifisch (Shark).
Next seen is a wreck of a
Curtiss JN-4D at Letot,
Texas, on October 11,
1918. At the bottom is the
first flight of a U.S. Liberty aircraft in France at
Romerantin on May 18,
1918.

own
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A German Fokker D-VII
is seen at the top. A British Royal Aircraft Factory B.E. 2C is featured
second from the top.
Third from the top is a
French Hanriot Dupont
two-seater pursuit plane.
An early Russian Sikorsky bomber is shown at
the bottom.
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Nevertheless, the training received in Europe was an important learning
experience for the many enlisted men who attended school there. The technical
knowledge imparted by the British and French aided the Air Service in building
a cadre of aircraft experts who would find jobs in civilian and military aviation
following the war. For the Air Service, however, those who chose to remain in
the Army would continue to lay the foundation of personnel policies and
enlisted traditions during the interwar years.

World War I: Demobilization and the Air Service
Following the victory in Europe, the Army began to reduce and revert to its
smaller peacetime size. After the war, however, there was much debate over the
need for Universal Military Training (UMT) and a large peacetime standing
army.2" Eventually, Congress chose to expand the size of the postwar Army by
authorizing approximately 300,000 men (appropriations, however, never
allowed for more than 160,000), but it refused to consider anything resembling
a peacetime draft. Congressional thinking evolved into the National Defense
Act of 1920, which codified several ideas, including a single promotion list for
officers and a branch chief for the infantry and cavalry, and it reorganized
logistical measures under the Assistant Secretary of War. Most important for
airpower supporters, the law made the Air Service permanent and it retained the
wartime office of Chief of the Air Service.2
Like its Army parent, the Air Service had also expanded during the war and
now faced a large-scale reduction. Still, it would remain much larger than its
prewar strength. By the end of 1920, the AEF was home, with the Army down
to fewer than 185,000 enlisted men and the Air Service under 10,000.29 In
retrospect, given manpower numbers and geographical distances, the demobilization was quick (in comparison with World War II), ill-planned, and at best,
haphazard. 3"
Although little has been written about the effect of demobilization on the
Air Service's regular enlisted cadre, even a cursory approach proves enlightening. For one thing, little was done about retaining enlisted specialists and air
mechanicians. Since many soldiers had at least a year remaining on their
enlisted contracts, some planners believed plenty of time was available to
address this problem. 1
Yet, quotas and appropriations made by Congress in 1920 aggravated the
situation. The Army had to scale back by more than 90 percent, which for many
meant early release from their enlistment contracts. Furthermore, to meet
congressional demands for manpower and financial economy, military planners
prohibited further recruiting for most of 1921 and cut soldiers' pay.32 The
confluence of these two factors, with an upturn in economic expectations in
1922, sent many soldiers racing from the service with the hope of using their
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newfound skills.33 The need for critical technical skills would force the Air
Service to make recruiting, training, and pay top priorities in the interwar
decades.
Another problem affecting the Air Service's enlisted men after the war was
promotions. Like the Army in general, wartime expansion called for many
regulars to be promoted into NCO slots. This promoted many into higher NCO
grades, so that following the war and a reduction in strength, many regulars
remained in the Army, thereby restricting the flow of future promotions.
Although World War I statistics are sketchy, it follows that during the war and
the expansion of the Air Service, many enlisted men were promoted to master
sergeants and remained there in the 1920s and 1930s. Similar grade humps
would occur after World War II and Korea.
Some have argued that Air Service promotions also suffered from the
Army's desire to give its other branches a larger share of the NCO positions
designated by Congress. For instance, one historian contended that the Air
Corps may have received the troops authorized by Congress during the interwar
period, but it failed to obtain "ample upper-level grades to support them." Thus,
he wrote, "With fewer intermediate and senior noncommissioned officer slots
in proportion to the size of force, advancement slowed to a trickle."34
Another historian argued similarly and added that other Army branches
simply could not furnish the grades and ratings needed by the Air Corps. Thus,
the scholar concluded, the Air Corps was lacking in both higher grades and
higher specialty ratings."
A careful analysis of Table I shows this was simply not the case. The Air
Service and its successors were consistently more top-heavy than was the rest
of the Army. A comparison of the median for the Air Corps' (4.2 percent) and
the Army's (3.1 percent) top three grades shows the disparity. When all NCO
grades are combined, the Air Corps' median percent of all NCOs (27.2 percent)
is substantially greater than the median percent of the Army in general (25.1)
and of the Infantry (21.8), Cavalry (23.0), and Quartermaster Corps (24.9).

Table 1
Distributionof Ranks
By Selected Years
1920-1940
(In Percent)
Year

Branch

1926

AC
Army
Inf

NCO]*

NC02**

NCO (Total)

PFC/PVT

4.6
3.1
1.7

23.0
22.7
20.8

27.5
25.9
22.5

71.5
74.1
77.5
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Table 1-cont'd
Year

1931

1935

1939

1940

Branch
Cay
QM
AC
Army
Inf
Cav
QM
AC
Army
Inf
Cav
QM
AC
Army
Inf
Cav
QM
AC

NCO1*

NC02**

NCO (Total)

PFC/PVT

2.0
5.4
4.3
3.1
1.8
2.2
5.4
4.2
3.1
1.8
2.1
5.2
3.6
2.5
1.4
1.7
4.2
4.2

22.9
19.9
24.4
22.0
19.6
23.0
19.1
23.4
22.0
20.2
23.5
19.1
21.2
20.2
20.4
19.5
15.0
23.3

24.9
25.3
28.7
25.1
21.4
25.1
24.6
27.6
25.1
22.1
25.7
24.3
24.9
22.7
21.8
21.2
19.2
27.5

76.1
74.7
68.1
74.6
78.6
74.9
75.4
69.8
74.6
77.9
74.3
75.7
72.1
76.9
78.2
78.8
80.8
68.5

Infantry

Cavalry

Q'Master

1.7
21.8

1.8
23.0

5.2
24.9

Medians
1920-1940
NCOI
All NCOs

Army

AC

3.1
25.1

4.2
27.2

War DepartmentAnnual Reports, 1920-1940, Adjutant General Files.
*NCOl=Master Sergeant, First Sergeant, and Technical Sergeant.
**NCO2=Staff Sergeant, Sergeant, Corporal.

SOURCE:

These historians failed to consider that promotion in the Army was
generally slow. The post-World War I grade hump, the grade ceilings placed
by Congress, and the requirement that NCO grades be tied to vacancies in the
Tables of Organization of units significantly reduced the chances for promotion
throughout the Army. Victor Vogel, an enlisted member of 2d Infantry Division
at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, recalled the promotion process during the 1920s
and 1930s:
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The men of an infantry company gathered about the bulletin board to read
the order promoting a private to private first class. "What is this man's
army coming to?" one soldier complained in disgust. "Hogan is promoted
to private first class and 36he only has six years' service. I'm going to
transfer to a good outfit."'
Moreover, Vogel remembered that one survey showed the average length
of service for privates as three years; that for privates first class as five years;
for corporals, twelve years; and for sergeants, eighteen years. "Sergeants of the
first three grades, the elite of the noncommissioned officers corps," Vogel
added, "averaged twenty-four years [of] service."37 In comparison with Vogel's
impression, Air Corps noncommissioned officers had less time in service when
promoted. According to one 1935 promotion list, the average years of those
promoted to technical sergeant was 17.7, and to master sergeant, it was 16.2.38
Opportunity for promotion was better in the Air Corps.
Though promotion opportunity was better in the Air Corps, air planners
continued to make changes in promotion policy. In 1933, for example, planners
solved part of the problem of slow promotions to technical and master
sergeants. Before this, the Air Corps based all first- and second-grade
promotions upon squadron commanders' letters of recommendations, specialty
examinations, and quotas determined by Air Corps headquarters. Thus, all staff
and technical sergeants were immediately promotable to the next higher rank
based upon vacancies and test performance. In 1933, the Air Corps adopted a
five-year, time-in-grade limitation as a basis for promotion eligibility to the
first two grades. Once meeting this requirement, eligible promotees were
ranked by total years of service in the Army. According to the 1934 Annual
Report, this change in the seniority system to include a time-in-grade
requirement resulted in "a more uniform and equitable system of promotion.
Although promotion policies changed, the Air Corps promotion philosophy
remained rigid, a reward for technical skill. From its inception, the Air Corps
placed an overwhelming premium on the upper grades. Promotions were a
reenlistment incentive largely due to three factors relating to the technical
nature of the service: a token of respect for the years in service, acknowledgment of the skills developed, and the confidence of the Air Corps in men who
repaired the essence of their technological existence, the airplanes.
By World War II, these concepts eventually evolved into a caste system
that placed airmen into the highest NCO ranks on the basis of their proximity
to the flying mission: aircrewmen (radioman, mechanic, gunner) were at the
pinnacle, ground crews were in the next echelon, and support personnel were
at the bottom. Noncommissioned officer grade ceilings, however, would not
increase drastically until the pre-World War II expansion in the late 1930s.
This caused one disgruntled Air Corps private to growl, "Prior to the expansion
of the service [World War II], no one expected a promotion and they were
rarely disappointed."'
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Early Manpower Legislation
Though problems remained with the demobilization, the Air Service soon had
the short-lived benefit of legislation expanding its size and capabilities. For
instance, the National Defense Act of 1920 authorized an enlisted force of
16,000 and stimulated a massive recruiting drive by the Air Service for
mechanically gifted men. Chief of the Air Service Maj. Gen. Charles T.
Menoher stressed as a selling point the idea that the Air Service was a great
opportunity, a chance for a man to become a skilled worker. It was "the
opportunity of a lifetime."'', The official Air Service recruiting motto became
"EARN AND LEARN." 42
With a need to fill 7,000 vacancies under the new act, Army and Air
Service recruiters quickly encountered several problems. High employment,
illiteracy (especially in the South), and congressional economic measures all
hampered effective recruitment. By early 1921, enlisted strength rose to 12,280;
it then halted as Congress lowered the Army's enlisted ceiling from 280,000 to
175,000.41 In turn, the Air Service's size shrank from the authorized 16,000 to
11,500, a 28 percent decrease." In June, the expiration of enlisted contracts and
other attrition sent Air Service manpower below 11,000. More cuts that year
meant discharging men early to meet the new limit of 10,300.41
When recruiting resumed in late 1921, the Air Service continued to
experience problems maintaining even a 9,500-man force. Not only were 3,000
men at the end of their enlistment contracts, but because of the Army policy
that allowed men to purchase a discharge, some took that avenue; some
deserted as civilian employment in skilled trades increased. By June 1922,
Congress again cut the Army to 125,000, allocating only 8,500 slots to the Air
Service.46 With the new cuts, the Air Service remained at full strength, but the
size and scope of air operations were severely hampered. The Air Service was
far from being operationally ready, a continual cause for concern in both its
supporters and the War Department.
If the National Defense Act of 1920 and the subsequent economic measures
defined early congressional and military attitudes toward the new peacetime Air
Service, then the Army Air Corps Act of 1926 went a long way to legitimize
air power in the eyes of the Army. This act not only granted the airmen corps
status, but it forced the Army to reduce the size and promotion quotas of other
of its branches in order to increase these in the Air Corps. The act also gave the
corps representation in each General Staff division and an Assistant Secretary
of War for Air, thus increasing its prestige and influence in the War and
Executive Departments. Most important from a manpower standpoint, however,
was the five-year expansion program. 47
Over a period of five years the Air Corps increased to 1,800 planes, 1,650
officers, and 15,000 enlisted men. With an expansion rate of approximately
1,250 men added to the Corps each year, Congress initially augmented the
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125,000 army limit by 6,240 men. Then, in what undoubtedly seemed to some
as a recurring nightmare, Congress increased the overall appropriations in fiscal
year 1927 to meet Air Corps aircraft procurement, but it decreased the amount
authorized to pay all soldiers. This forced the Army (the Air Corps was
excluded) to reduce NCO and specialist strength and to freeze promotions
until
48
losses in personnel allowed it to meet these new grade limits.
For the Army, the Air Corps expansion was problematic and fueled a
growing rift between airmen and the other combat branches. Though Congress
authorized a larger Air Corps, both the executive and legislative branches
between 1926 and 1935 opposed any increase in the size of the standing army.
Consequently, the Air Corps could only grow at the expense of other Army
organizations. By the early 1930s, Air Corps enlisted strength increased more
than 45 percent (from 9,079 to 13,190) at the expense of five infantry battalions
and a regiment of field artillery. 49
In addition, the Air Corps' advanced technology demanded more
specialists than any of the other branches (Table 2). Because specialties, like
promotions, operated under a fixed ceiling based on total strength, Air Corps
needs could only be met at the expense of the entire Army. As Tables 2 and 3
show, not only did the Air Corps have the largest percentage of its manpower
in the higher grades of specialties, but it increasingly shared a larger proportion
(20.8 percent) in the late 1930s of all Army specialty grades.
Table 2
Distributionof Specialties
By Selected Years
1920-1940
(In Percent)
Category*
Year

Branch

1925

AC
Army
Inf
Cav
QM
AC
Army
Inf
Cav
QM

1930

1

2

5.8
2.6
.5
.4
4.6
5.4
2.7
.5
.7
4.6

11.8
5.0
2.5
3.8
4.4
10.7
4.0
.7
.9
4.2

Total (1&2)
17.6
7.6
3.0
4.2
9.0
16.1
6.7
1.2
1.6
8.8

3&4

5&6

17.4
23.7
25.5
30.7
20.7
19.2
23.7
25.7
31.7
19.9

65.0
68.6
70.0
65.1
70.3
64.7
69.6
73.1
66.7
71.3
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Table 2-con't
Category*
Year

Branch

1935

AC
Army
Inf
Cav
QM
AC
Army
AC
Army
Inf
Cav
QM

1939
1940

1

2

4.5
2.5
.4
.2
4.3
4.6
2.4
4.0
2.3
.2
.2
4.0

15.2
4.7
.3
.2
4.1
12.4
4.1
12.0
4.7
.4
.7
3.9

Total (i&2)
19.7
7.2
.7
0.4
8.4
17.0
6.5
16.0
7.0
.6
.9
7.9

3&4

5&6

19.4
23.6
24.6
30.4
19.6
22.5
24.2
23.4
24.1
26.2
32.8
21.6

60.9
69.2
74.7
69.2
72.0
60.5
69.3
60.6
68.9
73.2
66.3
70.5

SOURCE: War Department Annual Reports, 1920-1940, Adjutant
General Files.
*Categories are broken down by specialty pay. Category 1includes
servicemen receiving the most pay and thus represents those most
skilled; category 6 includes those lowest paid, and presumably those
least skilled.

Table 3
Air Corps Specialization
As a Percent of Total Army Specialization
1924-1940
(In Percent)
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Year

Air Corps/Army
Specialization*

1924
1926
1928
1930
1932
1934

10.0
10.1
13.2
16.6
20.3
20.7
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Table 3-cont'd

Year

Air Corps/Army
Specialization*

1936
1938
1940

20.8
20.8
30.5

SOURCE: War Department Annual Reports, 1920-1940,
Adjutant General Files.
*This percentage is derived by dividing total Air Corps
specialists by total Army specialists. Thus by 1940, Air Corps
specialists accounted for over 30 percent of all Army specialists while constituting only 19 percent of the Army's total
enlisted strength.

In 1930, the Secretary of War reported to Congress that the later reductions
in various army grades and personnel due to the Air Corps expansion seriously
imperiled the Army's ability to perform its primary mission. In 1930, however,
in the midst of a depression that sent Wall Street and business to their knees,
Congress had more pressing matters to address.

Recruitment, 1920-1940
During the decade of the twenties, Army personnel planners developed
procurement policies designed to recruit and retain enough men to meet losses.
While some military planners believed the Army could attract ambitious young
men by offering them a chance to learn a trade or vocation, others thought the
extensive Army recreation program which included athletics, libraries, movies,
and servicemen's clubs would spur enlistments. Still others encouraged
patriotic appeals to recruit the necessary numbers.5" Initially, Army recruiters
met with some success, but increasing cost-cutting measures, including a
suspension of recruiting for part of the 1921 fiscal year, forced the Army to
reduce pay and eliminate the educational and vocational training incentives."'
Moreover, the Army put an end to centralized recruiting; it authorized posts,
camps, and stations to recruit directly. 2 Further handicapping the effort was the
requirement that recruits not only had to provide transportation to and from
military bases, they also had to pay for their meals until they were formally
inducted and sworn in.53
These factors, in tandem with slow promotion opportunities and an upturn
in the economy after 1922, persuaded few to either join or reenlist. In 1920, for
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instance, one recruiting survey reported that "the industrial centers of the
population present[ed] too strong an attraction to young men.., for the Army
to compete with."54 Even the highest paid army specialists made less than the
lowest paid skilled laborer in either the manufacturing or building trades (70
percent and 200 percent less, respectively)." It became evident that few would
enter a peacetime volunteer army simply for patriotic reasons. The combination
of pay, training, and benefits served as the biggest attraction6
Although the Air Service relied on the Army to do much of its recruiting,
it had its own recruiting stations and recruiters located at various airfields. Air
Service recruiters targeted people with interests in manned flight and obtaining
a skilled trade. Paralleling its parent organization, the Air Service began
recruiting in the spring of 1919 to replace demobilization losses. Its main
recruiting message emphasized the novelty of flight, the demands for skilled
"aviationists," and that life in the Air Service was a good job. One news release
read:
Men Wanted for Air Service: Have you a good job today? If not, what can
you find better than the Air Service? ... There will always be a large

demand for skilled aeroplane5 7pilots and mechanics. Now is the time to
learn at government expense.
By 1922, perhaps the biggest selling point was training, hence, to learn a
trade. Because aviation technology was new, few civilian institutions could
offer courses in this area. The Air Corps could not expect to attract experienced
journeymen in the essential mechanical trades, nor, because of its lack of
skilled journeymen, could it easily adapt the Army's apprentice program (onthe-job training) to the new technology. It became imperative that the Air Corps
establish a formalized school to teach critical skills while also basing its
recruiting campaigns on the acquisition of skills useful in civilian life. 8
For some, such as SMSgt. Elmer J. Howell, who enlisted in the 1930s, the
future of commercial aviation looked bright. He thought it a good idea to join
the Air Corps to benefit from the Air Mechanics schools at Chanute, Illinois,
because he wanted to "finish the three-year enlistment and obtain work at the
United Air Lines overhaul facility in Cheyenne, Wyoming.'' 59 He ended up
staying in the Air Corps/Air Force for more than twenty years. When TSgt.
August Linkey was asked why he enlisted, he matter of factly responded, "To
try for the free $15,000 mechanical course that was used in enlisted advertising.,6
In the 1930s, base pay, uniform throughout the Army's branches,
approximated civilian wages for aviation mechanics and specialists. The army
Tables of Organization, which determined unit structure and personnel
composition, allocated soldiers by grade, reflecting seven levels of rank from
private to master sergeant, and by rating for private and private first class as
one of six specialty divisions. Though promotions were often slow, specialists
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Chanute Field, Rantoul, Illinois, during maneuvers in 1936

received additional pay for skills to offset the promotion pace and provide a
retention incentive.
For example, a private with the lowest specialty class (6) received an
additional $3.00 per month in addition to his base pay of $21.00. When rated
as a specialist first class, the same private's pay went to $51.00 per month. In
the early 1920s, the Air Corps authorized the two grades of Air Mechanics to
receive incentive pay. A first-class mechanic, regardless of army rank, made the
equivalent pay of a technical sergeant ($84.00 per month), and second-class
mechanics received the pay of a staff sergeant ($72.00).6' Enlisted men liked
this pay because it helped offset slow promotion by paying them more for skill
proficiency while not charging them with additional military responsibility.
An air mechanic or specialist of the first three classes also received pay
common to all soldiers, which also compensated for the civilian income
differential and aided retention. A second-class air mechanic, besides his
$864.00 yearly base pay, received room and board ($480), a clothing allowance
($170), and retirement ($500) for a total of $2,014.00 per year.62 Add to this the
benefits of free medical care, athletics and amusements, opportunity for travel,
and a thirty-year retirement at three-fourths pay, and a private had a tidy pay
and compensation package that compared nicely to the $885 yearly average
received by twenty- to twenty-five-year-old civilian laborers and the $1,695
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that skilled workers took home in the late 1920s and the 1930S.13 Undoubtedly,
enlisted men of the other Army branches as well as civilian laborers were
envious of the air mechanic's higher pay.
Primarily as a vehicle for self advancement, the Air Corps also attracted
many ex-servicemen. One magazine advertisement proclaimed:
A bright energetic young man with initiative, should not remain a private
long. The enlisted man with a high school education who applied himself,
had a good knowledge of planes and motors, and could pass the physical
exams could learn to fly. He would then have a good opportunity for a
commission. Here was the opportunity of a lifetime.'
CWO Alfred Saxon, a thirty-year man who enlisted in 1937, recalled the
opportunities in the new aviation branch during the 1930s:
I voluntarily gave up my Army grade of sergeant to return to the U.S. and
reenlist in the Air Corps because I felt that there were greater cpportunities there for me. As it turned out that was exactly what happened.
Because I had three years [of] prior experience and because of the rapid
build up of the Air Corps [during the mid- to late 1930s] I advanced
through every enlisted grade and was appointed warrant officer.65
MSgt. Vincent Strauss, another career airman, enlisted in the Air Corps in
1934 "because it offered a better chance for advancement than the infantry. I
also wanted from early childhood to become an airplane mechanic.""6 Some
also joined because they thought it easier to gain entrance into West Point from
inside the Army rather than to wait for a congressional appointment.
Still others were attracted by the glamour of aviation and patriotic
sentiment. "As a teenager," Lt. Col. Robert E. Thomas recorded, "I developed
a keen interest in aviation from books and 'up close' at county fairs that
included some 'barnstormer' airplanes." As college was "out of the question"
for him at the time, Thomas enlisted "to attend Tech school in aircraft and
engine mechanics," and later gained a commission.6 On one occasion the
heady atmosphere of an Armistice Day parade in downtown Oklahoma City
was enough to persuade CMSgt. Steven Davis to enlist. "The sound of the
music," Davis wrote, "the drum beat, the American flag, the trim young officer
6
administering the oath, all combined to make it [enlisting] a memorable one."'
When Charles Lindbergh soloed across the Atlantic to France in May 1927, Air
Corps recruiters were quick to point out that he was "trained at Army Flying
Schools."'69 Thus, recruiters reinforced the image of the Air Corps as an
institution where heroism, the spirit of frontiersmen, advanced technical
training, and glamour flourished. By the end of the 1920s and well into the
1930s, the Air Corps rarely needed selling.
While glamour, patriotism, the desire for aviation training, or just plain
army life attracted youth, more than anything else, the economic depression of
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the period helped to fill quotas, retain men, and form a cadre of dedicated
professional airmen ready to take their place as senior NCOs in World War II.
Tables 4 and 5 show the partial effects of the depression upon the Army and
Air Corps. It apparently encouraged men to stay in the service. In 1932 and
1933, for instance, almost four persons reenlisted for every first-termer
recruited (Table 4). Compared with the previous decade, this meant that more
reenlisted and fewer deserted (Table 5), netting an increase in the number of
Air Corps enlisted personnel with a least three years' experience. The higher
the experience level, the greater the benefit to the service.

Table 4
Ratio of Reenlistment to FirstEnlistment:*
Building an Experienced Force
1924-1940
Year

Army

1924
1926
1928
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940

.38
.45
.47
.79
1.24
2.99
2.17
.94
1.15
.56
.58
.75
1.11
.42

Air Corps
.18
.49
.68
.94
1.69
3.35
3.72
1.38
2.21
1.61
.97
1.21
1.90
.48

SOURCE: War Department Annual Reports, 19201940, Adjutant General Files.
*Figures are derived by dividing the number of
first enlistments by the number of reenlistments.
Until 1931, the number of first-time enlistments
exceeded reenlistments; during the depression, the
converse was true.
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Table 5
Desertion and Unemployment Rates
1922-1940
(Per Thousand Men)
Desertions
Year
1922
1925
1926
1930
1932
1934
1936
1938
1940

Air Corps
3.26
5.28
5.81
2.40
1.00
1.05
0.60
0.92
0.39

Army

Unemployment

3.27
7.39
7.26
4.78
1.83
2.33
1.81
2.52
1.73

7.6
4.0
1.9
8.7
23.6
21.7
16.9
19.0
14.6

War DepartmentAnnual Reports, 1922-1940;
HistoricalStatisticsof the UnitedStates: Colonial Times to
1957 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1961), D 46-47.
SOURCES:

Planners, once concerned with maintaining and training an adequate force,
now concentrated their efforts on advanced training, quality of life issues, and
insuring that only premium soldiers could reenlist. As unemployment and hard
economic times are periods of manpower abundance both in the military and
in industry, enlistment becomes countercyclical to economic features. 70 Table
5 shows that desertions were significantly lower in the Air Corps compared
with those in the Army. Further analysis demonstrates that desertion rates were
at least partially correlated to the unemployment rate.*
Although the depression helped solidify a body of skilled aviation experts,
legislation during the period did little to provide a career path for such people.
Men entered the service and stayed in, not just for the skills they could acquire,
the legislated benefits, or patriotism; rather, they needed employment. The
turnover ratio (Table 6) shows that manpower gains during the interwar period
and especially during the depression exceeded losses due to discharge. Ideally,
planners wanted to maintain a gain-to-loss ratio of 1.00, unless purposefully
expanding or contracting the force.

Spearman's P correlation coefficients are Army, -. 86; Air Corps, -. 88; and Navy,

-. 82.
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Table 6
Turnover Ratio*
1920-1940
Year

Army

Air Corps

1920
.21
.25
1924
1.02
1.22
1926
.91
.90
1928
.97
1.05
1930
.95
1.09
1932
.80
.90
1934
1.00
1.07
1936
1.56
1.10
1938
1.07
1.18
1940
1.90
2.68
SOURCE: War Department Annual Reports, 1920-1940, AG Files.
*The ratio is a simple division of all manpower gains to all losses. With the
exception of 1920, 1926, and 1932, the Air Corps either maintained or exceeded its
actual size. In 1932, planners consciously reduced the size of the force.

Additionally, enlistment statistics for the 1920s and 1930s (Table 7)
demonstrate that during the 1920s, the Army and Air Corps recruited most
enlisted men from first-time enlistments. By 1930, this had changed, and priorservice enlistments and reenlistments far exceeded first-time enlistments. In
fact, through 1935, Army personnel planners restricted first enlistments since
their quotas were easily filled through reenlistments.li

Table 7
Total Enlistments*
1920-1940
(In Percent)

PriorService

Reenlistments

First-Time
Enlistments

Year

Army

AC

Army

AC

Army

AC

1920
1922
1924

54.4
55.6
18.6

41.2
40.7
15.0

NA
NA
22.5

NA
NA
12.9

NA
NA
58.8

58.8
59.3
72.1
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Table 7-cont'd

PriorService

Reenlistments

First-Time
Enlistments

Year

Army

AC

Army

AC

Army

AC

1926
1928
1930
1932
1934
1936
1938
1940

13.0
13.0
10.7
7.8
6.1
5.5
6.4
3.6

12.0
13.1
11.1
6.4
6.4
6.8
7.3
3.5

27.0
27.8
48.4
69.0
45.3
3.96
40.1
28.4

29.1
35.1
55.0
72.1
54.2
57.5
50.8
31.1

59.9
59.2
50.0
23.1
48.4
60.6
42.0
68.0

58.9
51.9
45.9
21.5
39.4
35.7
53.5
65.3

SOURCE: War DepartmentAnnual Reports, 1920-1940, AG Files.
*While during the 1920s first-term enlistments exceeded reenlistments,
statistics for the 1930s demonstrated the opposite.

With a high retention rate, the Air Corps could concentrate on retaining a
top-quality enlisted force. World War I-type mechanical aptitude tests were
reinstituted, and minimum intelligence scores were raised. The Air Corps
required letters of recommendation from local officials. Planners also
barred
72
married men who were not NCOs from enlistment or reenlistment.
With more experienced enlisted men remaining in the Air Corps, combined
with the emphasis on personnel and cost economies and a devastating fire at the
major training facilities at Chanute Field, Illinois, in 1934, technical training
was constricted. From 1934 through 1937, courses were shortened, and much
of the training took place at the unit level on an apprentice basis. Course
length and class size were back to normal by mid-1938, when the Air Corps
opened a branch of the Technical School at Lowry Field, near Denver,
Colorado.74
When Victor Vogel reenlisted in the cavalry during the depression, he
noted that "the reenlistment rate was high, though there [were] no bonuses, no
promises of promotion, and no additional incentives."'75 Furthermore, in 1933,
federal employees took a pay cut of 15 percent, decreasing a private's monthly
pay from $21.00 to $17.85.76 As the Army and Air Corps continued special pay
for mechanics and specialists, few chose to leave; many military personnel felt
fortunate to have jobs. By the late 1930s, Congress permitted the Army to
expand gradually and again accept first-timers. Getting into the service did not
become easy. "Recruiting was not intense," Sergeant Howell said of his
enlistment in 1937, "too many needed jobs!" He added:
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I contacted the recruiting station (only one in the state), was given a date
to report for exams and did so. I took an aptitude exam and a few
knowledge exams for the Air Corps. Besides the physical, only four of
over two-hundred qualified for the Air Corps. Two went to March Field,
California and two to Selfridge Field, Michigan.77
For some enterprising hopefuls, it meant directly importuning the
commander of the training center for entrance. For instance, in September of
1932, the commandant of the training center at Chanute wrote to the personnel
division at the Office of the Chief of the Air Corps requesting special
authorization to enlist two hundred qualified applicants. The commandant
pointed out that he had "a waiting list of applicants now numbering 850....
They are all high school graduates, many with some additional technical
education and all exceptionally qualified as to character, intelligence, and
general fitness." 78
Sgt. Marion E. Waldorf and Sgt. Edward R. Halverson were part of a group
that later applied directly to the Chanute commandant. Waldorf recollected:
Shortly after graduating from high school, I got a job with one of the
factories where most of the jobs were located and where most of the
breadwinners were employed .... After several months I was laid off. I
was interested in the Army Air Corps and proceeded to try to enlist. Now
I say tried because at that time a person had to submit an application and
three letters of recommendation before being accepted. My three letters
were from the mayor, the high school principal, and the number one man
at the factory.... I [then) journeyed to Chanute Field, Illinois and enlisted
with the intention of becoming the best airplane mechanic in the Army Air
Corps.7

Similarly, Halverson discussed how he enlisted:
I knew little about the Army Air Corps before enlisting. I had never seen
or talked to anyone who was or who had been in this branch of the
service.... Somehow I did get the address of the Commandant, Army Air
Corps Technical School, at Chanute Field, Illinois. I simply asked them
if I could join up [May 1939]. Return mail invited me to see if I could
qualify. Not having any money, I hit the road one morning and hitched a
ride down there [from Gilbert, Minnesota]."
Recruiting standards were tough because so many people were unemployed
and the Air Corps desired a certain type of individual. Aviation technology
demanded intelligent, mechanically gifted young men to work as technicians
and advisors to pilot-officers. Even as early as 1920, the chief of the Air
Service had an image of an enlisted man:
The work of these [enlisted] men is judged mainly by their ability to care
for intricate mechanisms, and the relation of the members of a squadron
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to the officers who pilot the machines is to a great extent that of advisors
and guardians to men whose lives depend on 'the advice and care given."'
In their roles as technicians, advisors, and guardians, enlisted men had to
have the "right stuff," which according to air planners included good character,
intelligence, and a high school diploma. "It is intended to limit original
enlistments," the Air Service's official newsletter said, "to men who have a
high school education or to those men whose mentality is sufficiently
developed to warrant training in the highly specialized trades required for Air
Service work." 82
Air planners in the 1920s concentrated on building up the force, whereas
during the depression they focused on quality by increasing the established
entrance requirements. As the U.S. entry into World War II neared, the Air
Corps continued to seek only top-quality men. On June 1, 1939, for instance,
the Air Corps was authorized an increase of 23,644 men to be recruited within
one year. Of these, more than 17,000 needed specialized technical training.
Rather than select men on a first-come, first-served basis, however, air planners
established stringent requirements for recruits-to pass tests, complete basic
training, attend civilian technical training, and be willing to enlist for three
years. Most planners believed that it was a small price to pay for the skills
received, and they were often self-congratulatory about their abilities to attract
high-quality youth. Most recruits, according to one report, were high school
graduates and came from "fine American families."8 3

Training and Specialization, 1920-1945
One 1920 article in the Air Service News Letter boasted of Army aviation's
uncanny draw on young men:
Red-blooded young men naturally feel the call of the air. It is so new, so
measurably different from any other profession or sport, that it draws men
as honey does bees. It presents a wonderful opportunity to a man .... If
a man be a real man, the call of an outdoor life and a profession such as
the air game is, is infinitely more attractive than clerking behind a counter
or keeping books. It is possible for such a man to become an expert in a
new and well paid line, by enlisting in the Air Service of the United States
and attending the Air Service's Mechanics School."
It was aviation technology, as differentiated by Air Corp specialties, that
drove the recruiting requirements for Air Corps enlisted men of the interwar
years. The technology demanded high costs in time, training funds, and
manpower from the general labor pool. Costs were necessary, however, as the
Air Corps embarked on finding and training men in skills that few possessed.
Because many of the new specialties could only be taught in a formalized
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setting, and not on the job, the Air Corps began to establish centralized training
centers. The Mechanics School, which moved from Kelly Field to Chanute,
Illinois, in 1921, offered formal courses for many Air Corps specialties,
including airplane mechanics, motor mechanics, propeller and fabric workers,
magneto and instrument repairmen, radio electricians, welders, carpenters, and
photographers.85
Premised on practical knowledge, instructors taught specialty courses on
the principle that "doing a thing is the best way to learn how." "It was an easy
matter," one instructor wrote, "to turn out theoretical experts who could not put
in a cotter pin or intelligently fill a ship with gas." It was clear that the Air
Corps geared training toward producing engineers and mechanics, not
intellectuals. 86 As demonstrated in the 1920 twelve-week airplane mechanic
course curriculum, practical training far outweighed theoretical instruction:
three weeks-theoretical and practical work on aircraft riggings. Lectures
included why rigging is necessary and then transitions into building torn
down ships into flyable ones.
three weeks--engine fundamentals-Information was designed to train
men in removing and replacing motors, adjusting propellers and carburetors, and testing the completed product. There was no attempt to repair the
engine-that was a different specialty.
six weeks-wire-making, building loops, adjustment of control wires, the
inspection of wires, struts, turnbuckles and wing and fuselage
connections."
After graduation, new mechanics went to the Flying Department to work
for three weeks on actual flying aircraft. According to this philosophy,
The student has his first ride-and it is a very chastening and stimulating
thing for a man on his first ride to look down three thousand feet and
realize that soon he will be responsible for keeping the ship in the air. He
leaves the school with the same idea he was given when he entered-that
his is a great trust, and that he was considered available as a student
because his superiors thought him worthy.88
The amount of training given one man was a matter of debate. Early course
work aimed at generalized training, but technological improvements, smaller
training appropriations, and retention caused fluctuations between generalized
and specialized training. During World War I, for instance, the great need for
mechanics, combined with a short training time, limited funds, and a large
manpower pool, pushed air trainers into advocating very specialized instruction.
With these constraints alleviated after the war, air planners took a more
generalized approach. By 1930, the Air Corps Technical School at Chanute
reported that they had totally revised their curriculum based upon the idea that
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they could now train mechanics on a broader scale. As a result, trainers revised
courses so that an airplane mechanic was
now trained in all the subjects relative to the maintenance of both airplane
and engine. The use of metals in airplanes [elaborated] the course for
welders; the machinists' course was broadened and perfected, and in
general the courses have been improved, modernized, and expanded."
By 1939, with the prewar expansion in high gear, the availability of more
funds, and the coming on-line of more technologically sophisticated aircraft
like the B-17 and B-24, the Technical School again opted for specialized
course work. Besides general classes in airplane mechanics, there were
specialist courses in carburetors; electrical, instrument, and propeller repair;
five different types of armorers (based on aircraft type); four specialties in
photography; one in bombsight maintenance; and a final course for Air Corps
Supply and Technical clerks?0
As World War I had accelerated the need for specialized training in
aviation, the scope and pace of World War II significantly accelerated the
technological sophistication of aircraft and aviation equipment, thereby
requiring either highly trained generalists or a host of specialists. Time, money,
and manpower dictated the latter. Other factors including the time element and
a rapid deployment to Europe and the Far East increased the demand for larger
training quotas and tighter class schedules. To these ends, trainers designed
courses to be plane-specific, and then taught only parts of the B-17 and B-24
aviation systems to the new airmen." Men who once could be trained in all
aspects of an aircraft now specialized in a specific aircraft and specific
electrical/mechanical systems.
Providing technical training to all recruits posed a difficult challenge. Air
planners had hoped that all new recruits could be sent directly to mechanics'
school for testing and training. Unfortunately, during the interwar years, not
technology, manpower, nor funds were available to establish a lengthy training
pipeline. 2 Though a more centralized pipeline had developed during World
War II, the 1920s and 1930s saw the technical schools establish their own
training quotas and then send out recruiting parties to enlist potential trainees.
Until a centralized process developed, the Air Corps gradually relied on an
extensive apprentice program which saw a nucleus
of formally schooled air
3
mechanics train new men in their squadrons.1
Eventually, planners assigned some squadrons semiannual quotas from the
technical schools, but because of operational demands, unit commanders
released few to attend. Thus many, such as TSgt. Gerald Driscoll, initially
received training on the job and later went to school. He remembered:
I was assigned to the 3d bombardment Squadron, 6th bombardment group.
There was informal training in Airplane Mechanics, wing wiping (fabric
cleaning and doping) etc. I finally was placed in the communications
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section for training as a radio operator at squadron level. I finally went to
school, at Group Level, for Radio Mechanics and Radio Operators. This
was my primary assignment for three months.... I completed the course,
was returned to the squadron and assigned to a B-18 Combat Crew as a
Radio Operator-Gunner. As a result of the schools I was qualified to take
the exam for Air Mechanic-Radio Operator ....

qualified.94

I passed the exam and

Another problem facing the Air Corps was the amount and type of basic
training given to enlisted men. Its technological nature significantly differentiated the Air Corps from other branches of the army and increasingly emphasized technical over military training. "Recruit training was very basic," one old
Air Corps sergeant said; "it had nothing to do with our job, as our job was to
learn to be an airplane mechanic!"95
The ongoing need for technical specialists and the nature of aviation
equipment eventually eclipsed the need for extensive basic military training.
During World War I, basic training for the Air Service was almost nonexistent;
the interwar years sparked a debate between Air Corps and War Department
planners on the amount of military training needed before attending technical
schools. For the most part, however, the Air Corps followed the War Department's General Order 7 (1927), which called for unit recruit training.96
Since the Army offered little in the way of standardized military training,
the squadron commander and the first sergeant usually dictated the amount and
type of training. CMSgt. Jesse Davidson recalled:
At the time of my enlistment (1937) there was no formal recruit training.
Each outfit was responsible for indoctrinating all personnel assigned to it.
My training was given by a corporal assigned to the task by the first
sergeant. The corporal had twenty-six years of service and also was the
company barber. The training was highly personalized. It consisted of
military history and customs, military courtesy and respect, Army
regulations and procedures, and military justice. There was no technical
training. 97
Those who were recruited directly by Chanute Field for technical training
had more rigorous basic military training. Sergeant Dayton believed that his
recruit training was tough and "highly disciplined.... We were awakened at
0600, attended roll call, marched to breakfast (plenty to eat), marched to the
drill field, practiced close-order drill till noon, then to the mess hall, and
attended classes during the afternoon on military courtesy, small arms, customs
of service, etc. By 1700 [5 PM), we were free to go to the mess, gym, movies,
or study for examinations."'

The thrust of the massive prewar buildup beginning in 1938, combined
with a lack of precedent and training directives, resulted in training inconsistencies. The debate over the amount of military training given to airmen was
rekindled. With the war escalating, the need for aircraft technicians and training
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Aircrew radio operator training, Kansas City, Missouri (top). Radio operations on a
bomber (bottom left). Aircrew radio operator training at Scott Field, Illinois (bottom
right).
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Aircrew gunnery training, Selfridge Field, Mt. Clemens, Michigan, 1930 (top). Photo
interpretation training at intelligence school, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (bottom).
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programs opted for developing technical skills over basic military training.9
Problems quickly erupted when an infantry officer was placed in charge of
the Air Corps' first replacement center at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri. He
insisted on teaching new airmen "soldierly skills" and allotted 127 hours for
physical training, drill, marches, and marksmanship; 60 more hours than the
War Department had prescribed for its infantry units. Within four months, the
officer was transferred, and the school-of-the-soldier part of the curriculum was
reduced by a third, reflecting three fewer hours than the War Department
standard."0
During the first two years of the war, basic military training was secondary
to technical schooling. By 1943, however, the decreased need for technicians
allowed the Air Force to focus on the type, scope, and duration of recruit
training. Trainers extended and changed basic training to reflect the needs of
theater commanders who desired more practical training in camouflage,
chemical warfare, and first aid. Trainers reduced drill and ceremonies but spent
more time on marksmanship. As air fields advanced into enemy territories,
trainers taught more about air base defense. Thus, in late 1943 and 1944,
recruits in basic training could not graduate without completing a course on
using the Springfield 30.06 or the M-1 rifles and the Colt .45-caliber pistol."'0
After the initial rush to train technicians and air crews, the AAF established
a training pipeline in which a consistent flow of manpower emerged with both
the military and technical education needed for their newfound duties as
airmen. In a tradition extending back to the interwar decades and then
reconfirmed during World War II, soldiers of the AAF were clearly technicians
first, and soldiers, a distant second. Changes in enlisted policies during World
War N only reinforced these beliefs.
Effects of World War II on Enlisted Personnel Policy
The confluence of several factors forced the AAF to create, modify, and adopt
new enlisted personnel policies. One key factor was the massive increase in
enlisted personnel, from 20,824 in 1939 to 1,900,805 in 1945, due to the pre1943 selective recruiting campaigns and the draft. Another factor was the rapid
acceleration of aircraft technological advances during the 1920s and 1930s,
which called for new specialized training programs. Innovations in industrial
and military personnel classification and training systems also caused air
planners to revise their personnel policies and programs.'0 2
As a result of the need to train thousands of young men during World War
II, both recruit (military) and technical training had become centralized,
standardized, and divorced from the unit, and the two types of training occurred
independently of each other. Basic training evolved from learning about
military protocol on the job to a system of centralized recruit reception centers,
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enlisted replacement centers, and unit training centers. Reception centers
indoctrinated, classified, and tested recruits and then sent them to replacement
and unit training centers (aircraft crews) based upon classification results.
These centers conducted both initial and advanced technical training (based on
aircraft type).' 0 3 This centralization and division of training was peculiar to all
services and continued into the Cold War era.
The need to classify thousands of recruits and train them in the latest
technology compelled planners to look to industry and the Navy for a different
classification system. Even before World War I, the Navy had developed a
classification system based on craft lines that included career paths, in-service
training, and a means to classify and consolidate ranks with specialties,
something neither the Army nor the Air Corps had developed.'°4 To standardize
personnel management, the Army and the Air Corps extrapolated the Navy's
and industry's classification systems, categorizing all personnel by occupational specialty. By 1945, the Navy had expanded from 36 specialty ratings to
174 separate job classifications; the Army, including the AAF, had devised 532
military occupational specialties (MOSs); and the Marines had moved from
simple rank titles (private, corporal, etc.) to 21 broad occupational groupings
with 369 specialties.1 5
Once the Army defined its occupational specialties, it devised an
information system to report manpower strengths servicewide. As the Army
had no integrated manpower planning system before the war to match needs to
resources, the development of this classification and reporting system was
crucial to personnel planners.1"6 For the Air Corps, this meant a centralized
system for ascertaining and meeting the various commands' needs. Planners
could set quotas for specialists based on the needs of various commands and the
size and timing of technical school classes.
Although the new classification system simplified categorizing and
assigning enlisted personnel across a spectrum of jobs and units, technological
sophistication and the need to train new airmen in a variety of skills increased
the number of occupational specialties required." 7 A close look at Air Force
classification regulations during the war shows how personnel planners
subdivided, or shredded-out, MOSs. For example, in the 1930s, aviation
mechanics were craftsmen trained to work on an entire aircraft, from wings to
engine to hydraulic system. By 1943, the classification scheme divided
mechanics into eight functional groups, of which there were forty-seven
subclassifications of mechanics. The Airplane Engine Specialist Group
included the following nineteen subgroups:
Airplane Carburetor Specialist
Group
Airplane Crew Chief
Airplane Engine Mechanic
Airplane Powerplant Specialist

Airplane Fabric and Dope
Worker
Airplane Cable Mechanic
Airplane Hydraulic Specialist
Airplane Line Chief
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Airplane Engine Overhaul Shop
Chief
Airplane Supercharger Specialist
Airplane Target Motor Mechanic
Engine Test Operator
Airplane and Engine Mechanic

Automatic Pilot Specialist
Depot Engineering Chief
Fuel Tank Repairman
Glider Mechanic
Mobile Repair Unit Chief
Procurement Inspector1 08

These specializations were then stratified by specific aircraft model and by
the echelon of maintenance performed (on the flight line or the various stages
of depot maintenance), which geometrically increased the number of specialties. For example, in April 1944 a delineation was made among the technician,
mechanic, and repairman categories:
Technician-High-grade man in a technical field, but not in maintenance (i.e.
electronics, radar, fire-control, etc.)
Mechanic-Maintenance person who works on the flight-line or can repair
equipment with a minimum of parts and tools
Repairman-Maintenance person at intermediate and depot levels of repair. At
these levels or echelons, engines are overhauled, radios reworked, and
radar equipment diagnosed and repaired."9
Besides increased specialization in traditional aircraft areas, innovations in
electronics, radar, personnel, and medicine also increased the needs for new
specialties and training."' During the war, the Air Forces required four
technical specialists for every pilot, while the ratio of ground to flight personnel
approached seven to one. When all noncombat assignments were compared
with flying assignments, the ratio more than doubled to sixteen to one. "' Table
8 shows that all services became more specialized and required fewer combat
specialties. For the Air Forces, more than 50 percent of its enlisted jobs were
in mechanical, repair, administrative, and technical specialties.

Table 8
Distributionof Enlisted Positions
By OccupationalArea and Service,
End of World War II
(In Percent)

OccupationalArea
Ground Combat
Electronics
Other Technical
Administrative/Clerical
Mechanics & Repairmen
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War Dept
Total
24.1
5.8
7.2
15.3
20.0

Army*

AAF

Navy

Marines

39.3
3.8
6.6
15.1
8.9

8.1
7.6
19.9
35.9

9.5
9.1
11.1
37.6

33.6
8.1
3.9
15.0
21.8
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Table 8--cont'd

OccupationalArea

War Dept
Total

9.2
Craftsmen
16.6
Services
1.9
Miscellaneous (including
aerial)
100
Total
SOURCE: Wool, Military Specialist,p. 21.
*Excludes AAF manpower statistics.

Army*

AAF

Navy

7.1
19.2
-

4.7
14.5
9.5

21.9
10.9
-

Marines
2.6
14.9
-

The advance of technology and the crisis of war, however, led to further
specialization, and the age of the all-around craftsman-type of airplane
mechanic was over as the Air Force subdivided expertise into small functional
areas. In other words, no one mechanic could repair all aspects of an aircraft's
powerplant; nor could an electrician be responsible for repairing all radar,
navigation, and communication equipment.
The intricacies of technology also demanded educated and intelligent
personnel to man new electronic and advanced technical systems. As a
Selective Service System report observed, "The military weapons and
equipment of World War II reflected the technological advance of civilization."
required better educated and more skilled
New weapons and appurtenances
2
people to master them."
From the beginning of the war, the AAF demanded men who scored among
the top 36 percent of all those tested. The requirement for skilled technicians,
the recognition that few were entering via the draft, and the realizations that
thousands would need training at schools in condensed and accelerated courses
caused air planners to push for a change in War Department manpower
procurement policy.
Procurement policy would fluctuate largely because the Army resented
policies that assigned them less educated and lower-scoring personnel.
Nevertheless, throughout the war the AAF obtained the largest share of the
high-scoring manpower pool from the Army General Classification Test and
the Mechanical Aptitude tests." 3 The Air Forces' publicized high mental
standards, along with its perceived connection to aviation technology, caused
some to see assignment in the Air Forces as a prospect for elite status. Slang
terms, like GIs, gobs, and grunts, described the other services, yet nothing
derogatory developed for the Air Forces." 4 This caused one scholar to speculate
that "the creation of the Army Air Forces in 1941 probably marks the true
beginning of the modern-age of military specialization and advanced technol45
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Aircraft mechanics service
a B-18 engine and propeller (top) and other men
check propellers (right).
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ogy, as well as the onset of a change in society's less-exalted view of military
life.""'5 Although the dating of the modem-age of military specialization is
debatable, the point about the elite technological nature of the Air Force (versus
the elite status of a military elite like the Marines) and the lack of a derogatory
stereotype is well taken.
Besides increased technological specializations centering on aircraft,
enlisted personnel concerns began to encompass a new grouping of support
personnel that the War Department and Adjutant General previously handled.
The integration of Arms and Services with the Army Air Forces (ASWAAF)
began during 1943 at the consistent prodding of General Henry H. "Hap"
Arnold, and it culminated in all support functions, such as medical, quartermas.ter, and finance, being transferred to Air Force control." 6 Integration of these
support forces and the reorganization of the Air Forces under a General
Headquarters Air Force in 1935 were significant steps toward ensuring the
AAF's future autonomy." 7 Yet in World War II, it seemed a logical outgrowth
of the AAF's desire to control all aspects of the operation.
One problem which air personnel planners immediately faced was
assimilating this large body of support personnel into the airman ranks. For one
thing, it meant changing the way the air arm manned its units. While the Air
Corps was a branch of the Army, its table of organization focused on the
aircraft and specialties that maintained them. With the addition of combat
support personnel, air planners' views necessarily broadened. Staff officers
began to prepare exact manning tables for an entire base rather than narrowly
focused tables of organization. Maj. Gen. Hubert Harmon, whose work on
development of the exact manning table began in mid-1942, expressed his
enthusiasm for this manning procedure borrowed from industry and the Navy:
I'm sold on the exact manning table idea. I don't believe any industry
would or could operate on a Table of Organization system such as we are
using now.... Pretty nearly every civilian employer knows exactly what
the people in his establishment are doing. In the Navy, they have no table
of organization for a battleship or cruiser. They put on it the number of
men that are needed to man the type of engine on it, to mount the guns,
cooks, and KPs to feed that number of men, etc.ii
Besides developing new manning procedures, air planners needed to
reconstruct the image of airmen to include these new categories. This image no
longer emphasized the airplane mechanic as the preeminent advisor and
guardian of pilot-officers, who were, according to General Arnold's philosophy, only part of a team. Whether mechanic, clerk, aerial gunner, or pilot, men
(officers and enlisted) had to work together to ensure the destruction of the
Axis menace. In a letter of November 6, 1943, addressed to all AAF personnel
regarding the integration of the Arms and Service branches, Arnold reinforced
the notion of teamwork. Noting that the AAF would no longer have internal
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branch distinctions, the general emphasized the importance of building an
"efficiently functioning, hard hitting team":
You are all members of this team whether you pilot the planes, repair the
guns, build the airfields, maintain the radios, drive the trucks, handle the
supplies, or care for the sick and wounded. Your teamwork in the past has
been the basic reason for our outstanding success against the enemy. Your
efforts toward greater teamwork in the future will hasten the enemy's
defeat and "unconditional surrender."'' 9
Air Force public relations officers made sure that articles, advertisements, and
even wartime comic books reflected the teamwork theme. When, for example,
one paper wanted to run a comic strip showing fighters piloted by a solo pilot,
public relations suggested that illustrating bombers would be more appropriate;
it would emphasize teamwork. 2"
As the war progressed (post-1943), two consequences of the teamwork
concept became evident. First, planners ultimately directed the team image at
air crews, and second, this emphasis enhanced air crew morale at the expense
of officer-enlisted discipline and overall enlisted morale.' 2' Personnel planners
were very sensitive to the fact that the loss of a B-17 or B-24 often meant the
lives of at least three officers and eight enlisted men. By stressing the analogy
of a team, enlisted men were coequals to their officer comrades; they were not
factory workers dying at the request of their capitalist superiors. Furthermore,
working and fighting as a team was quintessentially American-one did it for
America, hometown, family, or the girl left behind. It was like suiting up for
the Friday night homecoming game; the entire town came out to support and
cheer the team on to victory. The team, while down in the third quarter, would
find the stamina and grit to come back and win. It was the power engendered
by this image that the Air Force hoped would keep the men flying despite huge
22

losses.1

During World War II, air crews replaced ground repair crews as the elite
group of enlisted men. Samuel Stouffer, in his work on the American soldier,
identified the factors that kept morale high among air crews. Their members
were well-educated, young volunteers with high ratings and high intelligence
scores. Although the entire enlisted cadre of the Air Forces was conscious of
the recognition given the Air Corps, those who were part of an air crew "enjoyed the highest degree of status and prestige."12' This status and prestige was
enhanced by Air Force promotion policy. Foremost was the rapid acceleration
of promotions during the expansion and buildup of the Air Forces.' 24 "Promotions were so fast before and during World War II," one NCO recorded, "that
you had to look at the bulletin board to see what rank you were each month....
In my first two years I went from private to master sergeant."''l2
Many benefited from increased promotions, but it was the air crews that
rceived the fastest promotions. The Air Force often rewarded them with the
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highest grades not on the basis of seniority, but rather for performance of
technical functions.' 6 As one airman explained,
In aviation units it seemed that more NCOs were in place even though
performing duties usually performed by privates. For instance, all career
gunners were in the grade of buck sergeant. Once in the combat areas, the
engineer and radio men were advanced to staff sergeant. This was true
among the officers assigned27 to the crew, the pilots were advanced from
second to first lieutenants.'
Fast promotions were not without drawbacks, however. Stouffer found that
rapid promotions produced feelings of relative deprivation (this was the origin
of that term) because each airman knew of someone else who was being
promoted faster than he. In 1943, a change in the Air Forces' enlisted rank
structure which enhanced the status of air crews at the expense of other enlisted
specialties also increased the growing top-heaviness of the enlisted corps.
Although during the 1920s and 1930s the Air Corps followed the Army's
rank structure of seven grades and specialties, the war brought about a change.
The AAF amalgamated its mechanic specialties into one seven-grade rating
system broken down into occupational categories and subspecialties. This new
structure eliminated specialist ratings, provided the basis for occupational
groupings and job descriptions, and suggested a career plan for vertical
promotions within several occupational classes. Though the Navy had been
experimenting with this plan for some time, career planning for enlisted
members was new to the Army and the Air Forces.
In 1942, the Army abolished specialist ratings in favor of technician
grades. Instead of air mechanics receiving specialty pay, the Air Force now
designated such sergeants as aircraft mechanics. This eliminated private first
class air mechanics from receiving the pay of a staff or technical sergeants. The
Army now distributed pay in seven categories, not in the fifteen possible prior
28
to the change. 1
This change encouraged a streamlined promotion system. In a step toward
centralizing promotions, the amalgamation of rank and specialty allowed a
command to delegate promotions based upon a bulk allotment quota rather than
on a specific opening on a unit's table of organization. 29
Finally, perhaps most importantly, the change blurred the distinction
between NCO and specialist as the technician grades dissolved the barrier
between the identities of a noncommissioned officer who supervised and the
technician who worked at his specialty.' 3 ° In a rebuttal to War Department
planners who were determined to preserve the distinction between technicians
and NCOs, air personnel planners argued that
it is not believed that such a distinction is necessary since in the majority
of organizations in the Army, command functions are clearly defined, are
not overlapping, and require no differentiation in command authority as
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between equivalent grades of non-commissioned officers assigned to the
same type of duty. It has been the experience of the Army Air Forces that
it is desirable for the most skilled technicians to exercise the command
functions, particularly in the sections of units engaged in servicing and
maintenance and in which technicians predominate."'
The AAF now expected technicians to progress through the ranks and
become shop supervisors, and progressively less technically oriented. The new
ranking system was much like the Army's old system without the specialty and
mechanic's pay, and it created problems for many technicians who believed
that craftsmen should not be burdened with supervisory chores. Many, such as
Sergeant Howell, who had come in before the change were angry.
My experience as an NCO was miserable from the start when I was
reduced in pay from $84.00 per month as an Air Mechanic 1st to $72.00
when I made staff sergeant! I gained no privileges except I could get
married and live off base (with CO permission). I was now subject to a
whole raft of NCO
type details, always in charge of something (like
32
barracks chief) !'
The elimination of the specialty pay grades did not ensure the ascendance
of quality NCOs. Moreover, the amalgamation seemed to exaggerate the
difference between technicians who were technical experts and those who were
good NCOs. In a service that depended upon technical skills, some frowned
upon NCO duties largely because they found supervisory work taking time
away from their areas of expertise. "We ended up with way too many chiefs,"
Sergeant Howell recalled, "mostly incapable and way too few good technicians
because the T.O.E. required NCOs to be assigned NCO duties as well as
Technical Duties. The
NCO duties were always relegated to the 'few' that
33
could handle them."'1
The merging of skill with supervisor status is subject to several interpretations. First, it could be viewed as an attempt by management to instill the
company view within its work force. Second, internal promotion policies could
discourage a working-class consciousness from developing, as it could
segregate a growing proletariat via specialization and encourage competition
for standing in the company. Promotion along job ladders (by skill) not only
would differentiate workers by job specialties (thus, making them less likely to
support each others causes), but it would increase
competition among workers
34
(from the same job specialty) for promotion.'
None of these interpretations fits the air planner's view of why the Army
system of specialties and grades was amalgamated into a seven-grade rating
system. Planners based their decision on two factors-reduced administrative
problems (mainly in pay and classification) and the concept that an airman was
a technician first and always. As the March 29, 1946, Grade Structure Plan
stipulated,
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Enlisted Personnel will not normally be charged with any command
responsibility. These personnel will form the body of specially trained and
qualified individuals required for actual performance of the many duties
incident to the operation of the Air Forces. The principle of increased
stature for and monetary compensation commensurate with technical skill
and proficiency is here recognized.'35
The Air Forces based promotion and rank upon technical skills. Promotion was
thus a reward for technical expertise and a means to retain qualified personnel.
The results of this new rank/specialty system were twofold. On the one
hand, by merging specialty and rank together, the technical aspects of the job
took precedence over traditional NCO-command functions, and military
authority was diffused. On the other hand, this melding caused a homogenization of diverse skills under an umbrella of traditional military rankings. In the
prewar period, for instance, enlisted men were stratified by skill, the work's
proximity to the aircraft, and a sharp division between lower enlisted and NCO
ranks. During World War II and afterward, enlisted men were stratified by
technical function, that is, soft or hard technical skills and, to a lesser extent,
by rank. The fusion of an industrial classification and promotion system with
the technical requirements of the AAF caused the new ranking system to
promote occupational expertise, not military values.
A similar problem existed in the Navy as World War II technology forced
an emphasis on occupational skills over traditional military structure. Like the
Air Corps, the Navy also stressed rate (or rank) rather than a combination of
rate and rating (rank and specialty). This made it difficult to determine who was
in charge, except in technical work centers. In short, authority was diffused
throughout the enlisted force, perhaps beyond the military's need for authority
positions."' In other words, as Sergeant Howell pointed out, both the Navy and
the Air Corps had too many chiefs and not enough Indians. The diffusion of
authority in the Air Forces' rank structure, frozen promotions, dichotomy
between supervisor and technician, loss of NCO prestige, and need to design
a system to compensate technical skills in the postwar period-all were directly
related to these changes in rank and promotion policy.
Arnold's emphasis on teamwork and the new rank and promotion structure
favored aircrew morale at the expense of other Air Force enlisted men. It also
defined new boundaries between officers and enlisted men. Little communication between officer and enlisted man characterized the interwar Air Corps. The
unit's first sergeant mediated most squadron problems.' 37 Thus, when General
Arnold and Chief of Staff General George C. Marshall toured various air bases
in 1943, they were appalled at the lack of discipline. "There is a general lack
of proper military courtesy," Arnold furiously complained, "and a... lack of
good discipline." He also asserted that problems in war-fighting capability were
directly related to ground discipline and that junior officers were to blame for
the current conditions. They were lax in saluting, uniform regulations, and
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Generai George C. Marshall and Rep. I.
Buell Snyder, Chairman of the House
Military Appropriations Committee at
Camp Beauregard, Louisiana, on April
11, 1941 (top). General Junius Jones
conferring with a younger officer at Fort
Worth, Texas (center). Movie actress
Bebe Daniels and Lt. Col. Henry H. Arnold at Long Beach, California in October
1932 (bottom).
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military courtesy. "In many instances," Arnold fumed, "they have been seen
associating with enlisted men in bar rooms and other places."' 38
In the midst of formulating fraternization policy, air policymakers received
a letter addressed to the Secretary of War from Senator W. Lee O'Daniel,
which forced them to reconsider their restrictive thinking.13 9 The Senator was
furious that the Air Corps promoted a caste system in a civilian army! The
Senator wrote:
It may be well advised that in this time of crisis [that] enlisted personnel
are constituted very largely of individuals who are peers of any persons
any where, whether those standards be social, moral, intellectual, or
commercial. I... cannot but resent this attempt to inculcate snobbery by
a military elite .... If there is a custom of the service which confines
association between officers and enlisted personnel, to official business,
it is bad, not good."4'
Compounding this problem was the fraternization occurring between male
officers and females in the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps.'14 Beginning in
early 1942, a combination of political pressure and manpower shortages forced
planners to rethink the role of women in the Army. By 1944, more than
120,000 women were in uniform serving in a variety of military jobs including
parachute riggers, gunner instructors, aero-photographers, and administration
so that men might be free for combat duties.' 42 The introduction of women into
the military so quickly sent planners scrambling for answers on how to handle
relationships between the sexes in a military organization.
Air personnel planners eventually agreed that fraternization policy was
complicated by a citizen army, the novelty of women in the Army, and the
war.143 Some planners advocated a new stance on fraternization. "It is
suggested," Air Inspector General Maj. Gen. Junius Jones wrote, "that a letter
be sent to the major commanders in the United States indicating the difficulty
of adhering to the hard and fast rules of peacetime association between enlisted
and commissioned officers ... great care should be exercised to avoid the
association between enlisted and commissioned personnel, both male and
female, when they are in the same direct chain of command."'44 Though no
action was taken to define fraternization policy, the door to enlisted-officer
relations outside the workplace and in the direct chain of command was
opened. In 1946, the Doolittle
Board would again study this issue, producing
45
a bitter and intense debate.'
In a letter to the Air Provost Marshal in response to Arnold's inquiry to the
Air Forces Training Command at Fort Worth, Texas, in April 1944 regarding
military discipline, one old Air Corps pilot-officer aptly described the new Air
Force culture emanating from the war. He wrote:
I feel very strongly that the present situation [poor discipline] has been
brought on by the Air Forces themselves. During the period of the Great
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Expansion [1936-1943] the idea that an Air Force soldier, or officer, must
also be trained as a soldier was not only considered but was disparaged.
The publicity given the Air Forces didn't help either. The boys began to
believe that the result of the whole conflict was in their hands. I have
heard many a young officer quickly raised to responsible rank and
position actually express the opinion that the Air Force was a technical
branch and above the discipline as known in the "old-fashioned Army."
Bomber crews are encouraged to mix; Sunday morning in towns like El
Paso will show drunken officers assisted by enlisted men and drunken
enlisted men carrying drunken officers. Inquiry proves them members of
the same crew given passes together "to build a close-knit organizat io n . ,,4
If the mixing of officers and enlistees, and of males and females was
troublesome for air planners, so was the introduction of blacks into the AAF.
Only in the expansion year of 1939 were blacks admitted into the Air Corps.
Before that, there were simply none in the ranks, as the Air Corps required
"men of technical and mechanical ability." Influenced by cultural stereotypes,
military planners, like most of white America, did not believe blacks capable
of retaining technical training.' 47 While the AAF accepted some blacks for
flight training at the segregated Tuskegee Institute in Alabama, most blacks
(never more than 6.1 percent in the AAF), regardless of mental aptitude, found
themselves in segregated labor battalions. 41
Thus, during World War II, the changes in promotion policies, the

Women's Airforce Service Pilots (WASPs) with North American AT-6 trainers at
Avenger Field, Sweetwater, Texas, March 9, 1944.
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emphasis on teamwork at the cost of military discipline, the introduction of
minorities, the continued reliance on technological advances, and specialization
molded the Air Forces into a more democratic structure. Technological
specialization furthered the idea that a person was just one piece in a giant
machine. All parts had to work in unison to produce the desired resultsvictory over Japan and Germany. Promotion policy, while favoring the air
crew, affected the entire enlisted corps simultaneously. The results were a
preeminence of technicians in traditional authoritarian positions and, ultimately,
a subjugation of rank to occupational skill. Add to this the introduction and
gradual integration of women and blacks into the Air Forces and a new
worldview was constructed from which postwar enlisted policy would be
formed.
Is it any wonder why some of the old Army Air Corps could not help
reflecting upon the interwar years as a Golden Age of Army aviation? After the
war, the institution was never the same. No longer small, isolated, and limited
in scope, the postwar Air Force would evolve into a modernized corporate
institution complete with a global mission and a vast army of personnel
managers developing policy based on a bedrock of assumptions and values
instilled during World War I, the interwar period, and World War II. It would
remain for postwar society to provide its own set of assumptions and values
from which the military would hammer out future enlisted policy-a constellation of values and assumptions that would take into account a reliance on
technology and industrial theory.
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+2+
The Military American:
Personnel Policymaking
1945-1955
WITH THE PASSAGE OF the National Security Act in July 1947, the
Army Air Forces dream of independence became a reality. Its separation from
the Army that September meant, among other things, that it had to form and
codify its own personnel policy. Although some in the Air Force believed
policy could be created unfettered by the "barnacled procedures" of the Army,
that simply was not the case. The basis for Air Force personnel policy was
wedded to its experience as a branch of the Army, membership in the new
National Defense Establishment (later, the Department of Defense), and
evolving civilian personnel theory and practices of the 1940s and 1950s.,
This background of Army experience and the adoption of industrial
personnel theory and practices, however, were not the only sources on which
personnel planners developed an enlisted personnel policy. A societal context
existed as well. Woven deeply into the fabric of American culture was a
profound dislike for a large standing peacetime military establishment. From
the Revolution through World War II, American society opted for a small
military during peacetime and a large mass army raised from the civilian
population at the breakout of war.
After World War II, Americans, for the first time in their history, accepted
a large, peacetime defense establishment. This change was occasioned when
U.S. political leaders asserted that, with the rise of a global communism, the
threat of nuclear war, and the development of long-range bombers, the United
States would no longer have the luxury of an extended time to mobilize. Rather,
the next war would be fast and nuclear and would involve strikes on the
American homeland.
Although concerns over the spread of communism and a nuclear war
helped solidify support for a large peacetime military, reforms within the
military convinced U.S. citizens that a peacetime military establishment was
needed to ensure American security. By 1956, changes in the Department of
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Defense (DOD) and various service personnel policies and programs made it
apparent that the military could serve many purposes. It could teach youth
democratic values and discipline as well as serve the public in a business
sense-as a place where youth could train for a good job, obtain fair pay and
good benefits, and find a career. The Air Force found itself creating and
implementing enlisted policy in an era that embraced a new approach toward
military manpower- creating policy dedicated to making the military more
democratic, more progressive, and
more corporate.
I
Changing Attitudes: Advertising, Standing Armies, and Military
Careers
During the war, the Selective Service Act of 1940 was the instrument used to
supply the services with sufficient manpower. Congress extended the system
in 1945 and 1946, but terminated it in April 1947.2 Top military officials, such
as General Dwight D. Eisenhower, predicted that with the end of the draft,
American society entered a "critical juncture" in the development of its military
establishment. No precedent existed for manning and governing a large
peacetime military. There were "no sign-posts to go by, no experience on which
to base sure forecasts," he told his commanding generals in March 1947. What
we need, he said were, "public understanding, public support, and public
action." "Americans must understand," he added, "that the Army offers able
Americans not only three things every man wants-good pay, a real career, a
chance for advancement-but also the honor and dignity which is associated
with National service in time of need." What Eisenhower wanted was 30,000
3
recruits per month, "of high-quality and every one must be a volunteer."
The military, however, found it initially difficult to recruit high-quality
volunteers, and eventually petitioned Congress to reinstate the draft in July
1948.4 Even the Air Force, which attracted more of the middle class into its
ranks than the Army did, still was forced to accept many slow learners and
unruly recruits. An initial public opinion survey, conducted by a national
advertising firm in 1947 at the request of the Army, showed many of the
"problems" enlisted in urban areas to escape potential family or community
conflicts, while the higher socioeconomic levels joined with a desire to learn,
prepare for civilian life, or to make the military a career.' The pollsters warned
the armed forces that "too large a proportion of such unambitious youth means
that there will be an inadequate supply of men who want to make the most of
every opportunity and who are eager for positions of responsibility and
leadership." Associating moral qualities with socioeconomic levels, the
pollsters concluded that lower classes required "considerable supervision,"
intimating that these classes were lazy and morally inferior.
The survey contended that the biggest problem for the Air Force, and to a
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lesser extent the Navy, was the inability of the American public to understand
what the military did in peacetime, a failing that could cause civilians to frown
upon the idea of a large standing peacetime military establishment. Neither did
the public look favorably upon the military as a possible lifetime career, as
"military positions, whether technician, noncom or officer, do not receive the
same status accorded civilian occupations." Middle-class parents, especially
those in business and professions, viewed a military career as suitable only for
those who could not succeed in civilian life. They were also afraid, the survey
report contended, of what "loose morals and evil companions" would do to
their sons. Furthermore, these parents believed that service personnel could not
have a normal home and family life. "In the face of these attitudes," the public
opinion report pessimistically concluded, "it will be difficult to attract able,
ambitious boys, especially from the middle class" into the ranks of the military
and retain them.7
SBecause the military wanted public support for a standing armed force, it
sought advice from adverting agencies to project an image that would attract
volunteers and sustain public approval. These commercial advertising
specialists proposed a solution to the military's need-create an image of a
standing force composed of good, dependable, democratic citizens (the middle
class), not the dregs of society (the lower classes). It was reasoned that the
public would sustain a standing military if, first, there was a credible threat and
if, second, the standing military posed no threat to American society.'
At first, the firm of N.W. Ayer and Sons directed an advertising campaign
aimed at convincing war-weary veterans that the postwar army and air force
"would be greatly unlike their wartime prototype and had genuine benefits and
opportunities to offer volunteers." 9 The Ayer firm believed that the attitude of
veterans created an antimilitary bias in prospective recruits who needed a new
and different outlook on understanding the postwar armed services. In 1947 the
Army and the Air Force, after determining that many veterans supported the
military, jointly hired Gardner Advertising to shift advertising emphasis from
veterans to middle-class parents and youth in order to increase "the prestige of
military jobs and careers," and change the attitudes of middle-class parents
toward military life.10
From 1946 through 1955, the major theme underlying all Army and Air
Force public relations and advertising campaigns was that a standing military
was necessary and that military service was an "appropriate career."" The use
of the word careerseemed to stress the idea that the American military was not
an institution to fear; rather it, like other businesses, offered youth a job and a
chance for upward mobility. The meaning of careerhas changed over time, but
in the 1940s it was coming to denote an accepted occupation rewarded with
education, promotion opportunity, good pay, benefits, and a retirement.' 2
Advertising consultants formed a campaign with two distinct phases. From
1946 through 1948 they concentrated their advertising and public relations
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efforts at the national level and involved all forms of media and institutions.
Ayer advisors convinced the four major radio networks to donate time for
recruiting programs.' 3 The Advertising Council (formerly the War Advertising
Council) also volunteered to help by eliciting aid from the National Association
of Magazine Publishers and the American Newspaper Publisher's Association.
These groups urged their members throughout the country to promote and build
the prestige of the Army and the Air Force. Magazines, like Colliers, The
SaturdayEvening Post, and Life, printed free, full-page advertisements on such
topics as "Be an Air Force Specialist" and "Picture a Man Starting His Higher
Education [in the Army and Air Force]."' 4 By the late 1940s, the Army and Air
Force were spending millions of dollars on radio, television, and magazine
advertising.
By the middle of 1947 and through the 1950s, some of the largest national
organizations, such as the Knights of Columbus, the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
and the Sons and Daughters of the American Revolution, actively promoted
military service. Many of these groups aided the advertising efforts from a
sense of patriotism, fear of another world war, and a desire to support our
armed forces during the Cold War.
The American Legion even went as far as developing a mobilization effort
and a recruiting plan that called for each Legion post to help actually recruit.
With more than eight million members in chapters, lodges, and posts across the
country, these organizations gave military recruiting a large national network
through their membership and publications. Some organizations extended
themselves further not only when they conducted direct mail campaigns, but
also when, at the community level, they established permanent recruiting
committees to aid Army and Air Force recruiters locally.15 Although no records
detail how successful these amateur recruiters were, they undoubtedly helped
foster positive attitudes toward the military by publicizing the need for a large
standing force and the benefits youth received from military training.
Once advertisers began to saturate the national market, they concentrated
on the second phase of their campaign-local community participation. By
September 1947, the Army and Air Force Recruiting Service was avidly
encouraging recruiters to become public relations experts, as in "Community
Relations Pay Off!" "All recruiters should take an active interest in civic
organizations," wrote an editor of the Recruiting Service Letter, "by cooperating and assisting these groups you will earn their gratitude and... will reward
the Army and Air Force Recruiting Service many times over.'"16
Recruiters added training in community relations to their school curriculum.* By December, the Recruiting Service adopted a new public relations
program that established a civilian Military Manpower Committee to "marshal,
unify and coordinate community support" in each community with a recruiting
For a discussion of the recruiter school curriculum, see Chapter 3.
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station.17 The American Legion, the Eagles, Elks, Kiwanis, and Lions clubs,
and the United States Junior Chamber of Commerce all agreed to establish
committees and serve as spokesmen for the military in their communities.
Central to this plan was the Community Relations Kit designed by the
Recruiting Service and Ayer advertising. In these kits, sent to all recruiting
stations and local chapters of consenting national organizations, recruiters
enclosed how-to books for setting up committees and preparing speeches and
newspaper releases, and a directive from the chief of the Military Personnel
Procurement Service to add official sanction.
One guidebook found in the kit directed recruiters to select an important
member of the community to head a recruiting committee and train committee
members to use the enclosed advertising to publicize America's need for a
strong Army and Air Force. Other advertising topics included emphasizing the
high-quality opportunities and benefits open to volunteers, achievements of
local men in the services, and the benefits of the Army and Air Force to the
community itself."8 The recruiter's message to the local community was clear:
National security needs strong armed forces; the military offers pay and
benefits, just like a civilian job; and the military is really part of the community
because not only does it bolster the local economy, its service personnel are
neighbors as well as the community's sons and daughters.

Making the Military American: The Doolittle Board and the
Framework for Postwar Reform
Although advertisers, recruiters, and community associations attempted to
convince the public that working in the modern military was similar to
employment in a middle-class career and that it could benefit youth, reforms
within the military also helped Americans see the armed forces in a new light.
By 1955, the armed forces began to resemble an institution patterned after
society's democratic heritage.
Much of the impetus for these reforms came when veterans, immediately
after returning from the war in 1945 and 1946, complained that the military was
far from being an American (democratic) institution. They argued that a caste
system of enlisted men whose personal liberty was controlled by a small group
of officer-elites resembled more a totalitarian institution than one governed by
a democracy.
On March 27, 1946, The Officer and Enlisted Man's Relationship Board
met in the International Brotherhood of Electrical Worker's Building in
Washington, D.C., at the request of Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson to
address veterans' complaints.' 9 The board, nicknamed the Doolittle Board after
its chairman, former AAF Lt. Gen. James H. Doolittle, sought "a way to make
the Army more compatible with a democratic nation.",20 "During this postwar
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phase [of an interim Army]," the board's report read:
Note must be taken of changing concepts, social unrest, a transitional
period in which thinking is directed toward the perfection of democratic
processes, with greater emphasis on human relations, security, the dignity
of the individual-all the result of the great war years and many of the
factors, i.e., greater education of the masses, greater world-wide dissemination of information, increased speed of transportation, geographical
dislocation of peoples, etc. 2"
The board, which consisted of three ex-officers and three ex-enlisted men,
met for two months, interviewed forty-two servicemen, and read more than a
thousand letters from officers and enlisted personnel."2 Discussions surrounded
promotion, quarters, pay, segregation, enlisted men's rights, fraternization,
custom and courtesies, venereal disease, wives' clubs, dating, and chaplains."
The final report, signed by Secretary Patterson, condemned the undemocratic
"Prussian" holdovers of social distinction in the American Army and demanded
changes.24
Besides condemning the caste system, the report also sketched the
framework for postwar military reform. On a practical level, these suggested
reforms connected pay scales in industry to military pay; reinforced the concept
that promotion should be based on merit, not seniority; specified the need for
a codified set of grievance procedures and a manual of enlisted men's rights;

Lt. James H. Doolittle stands on the pontoon of his Curtiss Racer after winning the
Schneider Cup Race in Baltimore, Maryland, in October 1925.
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and advocated that all off-duty military personnel be free to "pursue normal
social patterns comparable to our democratic ways of life." 25
Furthermore, the board encouraged military personnel to live "in civilian
communities, rather than on Army posts" so as not to "divorce military
personnel from [a] civilian outlook."26 On an ideological level, some of the
recommended reforms were aimed at justice, social leveling, racial and gender
integration, and morality. The committee suggested an overhaul of the military
justice system including giving enlisted men the right to sit on court-martial
boards. The board also criticized the segregation of blacks and urged an
acceleration of the Gillem Board's recommendations. 27
Finally, the Doolittle Board recommended that service in the military
should improve "character, knowledge, and the competency of those serving."28
Though the board had no legislative power, within the next five years most of
its recommendations were acted upon. By 1950, a new Uniform Code of
Military Justice replaced the old Articles of War.29 The new code standardized
penalties imposed by commanders and court-martial boards, placed enlisted
men on courts, and introduced the Bad Conduct Discharge in lieu of the
Dishonorable Discharge for some offenses.3" Other committees reviewed racial
and gender discrimination and called for the "highest standards of democracy
[through ensuring] equality of treatment and opportunity" in the Armed
Forces.3' In 1948, Executive Order 9981, which in effect ordered the military
to desegregate, put the military on the path toward ending segregation, while
Congress established the legal basis for women in the military.32 Neither action
ended discrimination, but the executive order and legislation were the
beginning of controlled change.
The Hook Committee studied pay and allowances in 1947 and 1948.33
Named after the President of American Rolling Mills, Charles R. Hook, the
DOD joint military-civilian group reviewed life insurance, retirement, survivor
benefits, tax exemptions, post exchanges, and various forms of pay. The Career
Compensation Act of 1949 (PL 81-351, 63 Stat. 802) incorporated many of the
committee's recommendations. The act provided an 18.8 percent total pay raise
and revamped an outdated compensation system.34 Pay and allowances were
factored to reflect industrial wages and were then tied to a service person's pay
grade and length of service.35 Special pays, such as flight pay, hazardous duty
pay, and foreign duty pay, were then added to the basic pay, as were the two
most important nontaxable allowances, those for quarters and subsistence
(food). Other financial remunerations established by the act included changes
in hazardous duty pay, survivor benefits, retirement, and reenlistment bonuses.
Several committees continued to scrutinize pay and benefits in the 1950s.
The Womble Committee in 1952* and the Cordiner Committee in 1957
followed along the lines established by the Doolittle Board, the Hook
See Chapter 5 for more discussion.
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Committee, and the 1949 legislation. 6 The Womble and Cordiner Committees,
like the Hook Committee, suggested legislation that would make a career in the
military more attractive, namely, with increased retirement benefits, medical
care for dependents, various reenlistment and proficiency pay incentives, and
promotion based on merit.3 7

The Military as Employer and Labor Force: An Analogy
For Reform
Changes in the military compensation structure pointed up some of the growing
similarities between enlisted personnel in the Armed Forces and the civilian
labor force.38 What made the military's compensation system germane to
workers in the period 1946-1950 was that in many industries, such as steel.
auto, meat-packing. rubber, and electronics, a series of collective bargaining
rounds hammered out wage patterns and social welfare programs.
Many employers adopted the results of these bargaining sessions by adding
new pensions, health benefits, and suppiemental unemployment payment
packages to their company's personnel policies. Thus, union leaders and
workers would be very familiar with the contents of various compensation
packages and could look at the military as a progressive employer offering its
employees good benefits. Moreover, civilian workers could read about the
military compensation system and compare it with their own situations.3 9 The
military apparently compensated its personnel for the hardships caused by
service life with fair wages and good benefits which included a twenty-year
retirement.4°
The military twenty-year retirement provision paid better than many
companies' retirement plans. 4' In 1945, Congress authorized voluntary
retirement to Army enlisted personnel after twenty years of active service and.
within three years after World War II, all military branches adopted the twentyyear retirement as legislated in the Army and Air Force Vitalization and
Retirement Equalization Act of 1948 (Title 62, U.S. Statute 1081, 1948).
Pension plans became a major factor in labor relations after World War II when
their tax status was clarified and wages were stabilized via regulations. Heated
negotiations by the steel. coal, and auto industries during this time influenced
all the major features of pension plans-financing, benefit formulas, eligibility
requirements, retirement policies, and vesting policies.
Although it is debatable whether military pensions paid more than
industrial pensions, soldiers did not directly contribute to a retirement fund.
According to one survey, the proportion of contributory plans increased from
less than one-half of all company retirement plans before the war to nearly twothirds in 1949 before falling dramatically in the 1950s. Eligibility for retirement
benefits varied from about twenty or thirty years' service in most industries. In
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addition, many workers worked twenty years, retired, and then waited till age
sixty-two to collect benefits. Congress based military retirement on the concept
that it was a transitional payment for those entering civilian life and would help
to offset the presumably lower wages received by those entering a second
42
career. Hence, military retirees collected immediately upon retirement.
Additionally, few employers gave special pay or compensated workers
with food and quarters allowances. Though food and housing allowances were
not specifically paid, industry did offer additional pay for overtime and shift
premiums whereas the military did not. Other contrasts are important. In 1949,
an E-4 airman on flying status and married was typically less than twenty-four
years old and had more than four years of service. Including base pay and
allowances for quarters and food, he received approximately $3,135.00 yearly,
of which 49 percent was not taxable. The median income for American families
with the head of household under thirty-five years of age in 1949 was
$2,998.00 (after taxes).43

Besides pay and allowances for quarters, subsistence, and hazardous duties,
enlisted personnel also received other benefits: money for military clothing; a
death gratuity; enlistment and reenlistment bonuses; overseas allowances;
disability pay; group life insurance; free medical, post exchange, and
commissary privileges; and thirty days of paid annual leave. By 1956, Congress
extended medical benefits to dependents and a dislocation allowance for
personnel moving from base to base.
Finally, if military personnel had a tough time obtaining housing, it was no
different from many young workers in postwar America.' At least the
government in the guise of Congress and the military was doing something
about it, for the armed services offered pay and benefits that labor unions
fought hard to obtain in the immediate postwar era.45 In fact, the military was
promoting itself to service personnel as a good employer that offered soldiers
"substantial opportunity for improvement" and good working conditions.46
During the Cold War period, the military had become analogous to a corporate
system, which Americans understood: it was a big business that compensated
its workers well. 47 Of course, the more the military reflected something familiar
to most Americans, the more acceptable it became as an institution.
An Image of Reform: The Military as a Big Business,
The Air Force as a Test Case
Although the analogy of the military as a big business originated at the close
of the nineteenth century, the concept received new impetus in the postwar era
as civilian and military leaders attempted to make the military more efficient,
economical, and understandable by the general public." In 1945, for instance,
Secretary of War for Air Robert A. Lovett congratulated General Hap Arnold
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for the outstanding progress the AAF had made in adapting business principles
to the needs of the war.49 In peacetime, Lovett cautioned the general, dollars
were tight, and only through using "the best possible business management
practices" could the AAF ensure an efficient and economical force. Arguing for
an elaborate financial "comptroller" system, Lovett stressed that the AAF was
rapidly becoming a "big business," which demanded corporate budgetary
systems.5 °
By 1946, the AAF's new commanding general, Carl A. Spaatz appointed
Maj. Gen. Hugh J. Knerr, who shared Lovett's view that the AAF was big
business, to head the newly formed Air Board. Spaatz commissioned the board
to formulate and recommend AAF policy and to propose an organizational
structure. Members of the board, according to Knerr, "actually occupied the
status of vice presidents with specialties . . . [and] function as a Board of
Directors." The business analogy was evident in the board's proceedings as
members often referred to directing the Air Force as "running a major
corporation."'"
Air leaders made several sweeping reforms designed to make the service
efficient, scientifically managed, and economical. The Air Force's first
secretary, W. Stuart Symington, a former president of Emerson Electric,
initiated many of these reforms.52 The new secretary consistently said that the
Air Force was one of the world's largest businesses and that its most important
function was to "get maximum efficiency for the taxpayers' dollar through the
establishment of modem business procedures."53
In an address to the Aviation Post of the American Legion in New York
City on November 11, 1947, Symington proudly listed the management reforms
underway. First, the Air Staff, like Emerson Electric, consolidated a headquarters organization and streamlined it for the "efficient use of time, effort, and
money; and the elimination of too elongated communication channels and red
tape."54 Second, air leaders instituted a program of cost control, which
according to Symington, he designed to "bring the long-established efficiency
techniques of the business world into the realm of military operations." In
Symington's mind, to instill cost control in the military, one had to find a
substitute for the profit motive.55 Thus, in order to tie senior Air Force officers
to a market economy system of rewards for efficient production, he pushed for
changes in the officer efficiency rating report. "We now believe we found it
[the substitute for the profit motive]," Symington declared, "Henceforth, the
Air Force commanders will be rated twice each year-not only on military
ability, but also on business and managerial ability."56
Several changes in personnel policy encouraged military leaders to view
themselves as business managers. In order to bring the military more in line
with industrial promotion procedures, the Officer Personnel Act of 1947 sought
to streamline the officer promotion system by basing advancement on merit, not
seniority.5 7 Since officers now had to compete for promotions and subsequent
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Secretary of War for Air
Robert A. Lovett visits
Ellington Field, Texas,
with Maj. Gen. Henry H.
Arnold (far right), July
31, 1941.

pay increases, "officers in the future" according to the Air Force Secretary,
"will have an additional incentive for getting the most out of the money
entrusted to them." 58 If Symington found a substitute for the "profit motive,"
he also found one for the "business world's spur to successful operation-competition." Symington required all commanding generals of the various
commands to submit to the Chief of Staff's office a monthly "Cost of
Operations Statement." The newly formed Air Comptroller then analyzed and
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compared commands for fluctuations and efficient, economical operations.
Financial and management experts promptly investigated deviations.
Beginning in 1947, the Army and Air Force adopted business management
courses and taught them to officers and NCOs.'° The Air Force added special
courses in business management, cost accounting, and personnel management
to the Air University's curriculum.6' In early 1948, Carl Spaatz decreed in a
letter to all commands that "one of the fundamental policies of the Department
of the Air Force is to conduct all of its operations with business efficiency [and]
all levels of the Air Force must get management training.",62 Initially, a
management instructor course was established at Craig Air Force Base,
Alabama, and those sent to the course from the various commands were to
return to their individual bases and establish similar courses. By late 1948,
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management courses in each command were flourishing.63
Likewise, planners believed that courses in personnel management were
needed "to put order and science into military policies." As one Air Force
Times article elaborated, "During the war, business and industrial managers
entered the military and gave the military something totally lacking before the
war-a composite picture of industrial personnel practices as applied to
industries of scale.",64 In 1947 twenty-five Army and ten Air Force officers
attended the business schools of Harvard, Stanford, and Columbia Universities
and the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania for postgraduate
studies in business and personnel management. 65 Following their course work,
the Air Force sent each officer to one of six major American businesses for onthe-job training: Standard Oil Company, Douglas Aircraft, General Electric,
General Foods, Ford Motor Company, and General Motors. 66 After training, the
officers were assigned to service schools and command headquarters to teach
and formulate management and personnel policy. 67 The policy of sending
officers to business school continued through the 1950s so that those trained
would become "a common denominator for both the military and business. 68
In 1950, the Air Force also established Education with Industry, a program
devised to encourage two-way exchanges between the corporate and military
systems. During the course of their studies, Air Force students learned more
about procurement and industrial mobilization while their civilian counterparts
learned about military needs and systems. According to one source, top air
leaders deemed the cooperative venture a success. They saw it as "a practical
program at the operational and management levels which produced competent
executives and specialists to handle similar operational and management
problems in the Air Force.'
In subsequent years, largely because of its increasing dependence on
advanced technology, the Air Force relied heavily on civilian methods and
practices, and civilian administrators and military leaders forced the service to
change. Officers and noncommissioned officers, henceforth, became managers
who applied scientific methods and business skills to military problems. For the
public, however, the fact that the military began to talk in terms of business
management made the armed forces more understandable and undoubtedly less
ominous. By making the military analogous to large businesses complete with
a profit motive, competition, and scientific efficiency, the military seemed more
corporate, more American, more familiar.

Combating the Great Fear: Containing Communism and Winning the War of Ideas
Perhaps the increasing emphasis that the national leadership gave to the
communist threat was even more fundamental than advertising, internal
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military reform, and the big business analogy had been to the populace's
acceptance of a peacetime standing military as a new American tradition.
Communist attempts to seize control in Greece and Turkey in 1947 led to the
Truman administration espousing a commitment toward containing communism globally. 70 Soviet incursions into Czechoslovakia and Berlin in 1948, the
fall of China to communist forces under Mao Zedong in 1949, and the invasion
of South Korea by North Korean communist forces in 1950 made it readily
apparent to many Americans that the United States was losing out in a
worldwide struggle to contain and preserve democratic institutions.7" The
explosion of the first Soviet atomic weapon in 1949 exposed America's
potential vulnerability to strategic attack. Americans who saw the United States
as the preeminent world power after World War II found communist gains very
disillusioning.72 Countries seemed to fall like dominos to communist aggressors
worldwide.
Some of the disillusionment in the nation's evident loss of international
influence could be attributed, in part, to American success in World War II,
success that had strengthened belief in the Wilsonian idea that the United States
could order the world. After World War I, the Wilson administration was
powerless to effect significant changes in the world political order. After World
War II, however, the United States was the preeminent power. Also contributing to American hegemony were the emergence of nuclear weapons, a superior
production capability, and the Marshall Plan. At no time between October 1945
and November 1956 did public support in favor of the United States involvement in world affairs drop below 69 percent.73
Even beyond communist gains and nuclear capability, many feared that
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Americans could not withstand the pressures of ideological warfare. As early
as 1945, military leaders such as Omar N. Bradley, Henry H. Arnold, and Carl
A. Spaatz warned the nation about young soldiers returning from World War
II and becoming vulnerable to subversive ideologies. When 500 businessmen
and civic leaders attended an AAF conference on the veteran problem, Spaatz
told them that thousands of "young and susceptible" veterans who "have a lot
political power and interests in common" were coming home. They will listen,
he added, "to those who promise to remedy their real or imagined wrongs...
discontented youth makes [sic] troubled waters." Alluding to Adolf Hitler and
the German youth, Spaatz admonished, "When 'the man on the white horse'
comes forward in such a situation, things begin to happen as they happened in
Germany.... Hitler rose to power on the back of youth ....

It can't happen

here because we are going to take steps with the lessons of Europe in mind."74
The lessons of Europe soon lent analogies to Stalin and the growing communist
encroachment. There would be no more Munichs, no more Pearl Harbors, and
no ideological subversion.
Americans easily translated fascism under Hitler into communism under
Stalin." President Harry S. Truman in 1947 eloquently summed up a very

Carl A. Spaatz as a second lieutenant in 1916 (left) and as a lieutenant general in 1944.
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simplistic view of competing ideologies. Lumping all totalitarian regimes into
one class, the President argued before a joint session of Congress that "nearly
every nation must chose between alternative ways of life .... One way of life
is based upon the will of the majority, and is distinguished by free institutions,
representative government, free elections, guarantees of individual liberty,
freedom of speech and religion, and freedom from political oppression .... The
second way [is based] upon the will of a minority forcibly imposed upon the
majority.""7 On another occasion, Truman was less subtle. "There isn't any
differences in totalitarian states," he declared, "I don't care that you call them
Nazi, Communist, or Fascist."" Americans could reduce fascism, nazism, or
communism to moral terms-it was simply a question of supporting either the
Lord or the Devil.
During the Cold War when Americans perceived foreign policy failures,
they saw the problem due not so much to their democratic system as to the
weakness of individuals to succumb to communist ideology.7" "I have in my
hand fifty-seven cases of individuals [in the State Department]," Joseph
McCarthy, the junior senator from Wisconsin claimed to a fearful public on 9
February 1950, "who would appear to be either card-carrying members or
certainly loyal to the Communist Party, but who nevertheless are helping to
shape our foreign policies.""7 The ideological weakness of some was subverting
America's vision of its preeminence. When some prisoners of war proved
susceptible to Chinese brainwashing during the Korean war, Americans were
shocked. In the clash of ideologies, the United States appeared to take a distant
second place.
The fear of alien subversion was not new in the United States. The Alien
and Sedition Acts of 1798, the anti-Masonic party, the persecution of the
Mormons and Catholics, the fear of urban immigrants, and the Red Scares
shortly after World War I and World War II all spoke to a fear of societal
upheaval, ideological subversion, and, as one scholar put it, a "pestilence of the
mind."80 To combat ideological warfare, some people, in the late 1940s,
suggested that the military should become a training ground for developing
character, instilling moral values, and teaching the responsibilities of democratic citizenship. By making youth morally strong, the assumption was that
they could withstand the influence of a godless communism and become
productive members of American (i.e., middle-class) society.
The idea of using the military to Americanize youth was not new.
Associations such as the YMCA had been attempting to teach character
development and Protestant religiosity to middle-class youth and immigrants
even before the Civil War." In 1910, the Boy Scouts of America sought to
prepare young men to enter the American middle classes by teaching character
development and instilling American values. 2 The urge to nationalize this type
of training exhibited itself in the Universal Military Training (UMT) movement
in 1916.
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After the war started in Europe in 1914, some social reformers known as
progressives hoped that the campaign for national preparedness and UJMT
would encourage "moral virtue" and "civic purity" in the military and society.
Military progressives, such as Secretary of War Newton D. Baker and Army Lt.
Col. John McAuley Palmer advocated restructuring military institutions to
incorporate social reforms and citizenship training.83 Pushing for a plan of
UMT for all young men, they believed the army could become a school for
citizen soldiers and a builder of good character. Military training and a tour in
the reserves would teach citizenship, self-discipline, a skilled trade, and
morality and would serve as a great Americanizer for the nation's increasing
immigrant population. As former Army Chief of Staff Leonard Wood
explained:
The man comes out of the training camp... better physically. He comes
out with a better coordinated mind and muscle; he had learned habits of
promptness, personal neatness, respect for authority, respect for the law,
respect for the rights of other people; he has learned to do things when he
is told and as told and to do them with promptness and exactness ....

I

think it [UMT] is one of the strongest forces for Americanization we
have.8 4
The initial UJMT movement failed in the wake of World War I, but social
reforms in the military continued during the war and into the 1920s.
A good example of the influence social reformers had on the military was
the Commission on Training Camp Activities (CTCA), which was established
early in World War I to entertain servicemen and protect them from the "evils
of sin."85 President Wilson appointed Raymond Fosdick, a former settlement
worker and expert of European and American police systems as chairman of the
commission. The group also included experts from several progressive
associations including the YMCA, the Playground Association, and various
social work agencies. On many Army and Navy bases, commission members
established community singing, baseball, post exchanges, and theaters, and
provided university extension lectures to educate and promote the good
character development of soldiers.
The CTCA also initiated crusades against alcohol and prostitution. The
Military Draft Act prohibited the sale of liquor to soldiers and gave the
president the power to establish zones around all military bases to ensure that
an area was free of alcohol and prostitutes. As the commission, with the support
of the Wilson administration, went about "wiping out sin," or at least making
it inaccessible to servicemen, the Army adopted the motto, "Fit to Fight." In
what one official called "the cleanest army since Cromwell's day," young men
were exhorted to "live straight to shoot straight."86 Perhaps put a little more
crudely, "a man who is thinking below the belt," one CTCA syllabus warned,
"is simply not efficient."87
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Films made by the commission like Fit to Fightand End of the Road taught
soldiers and women who lived near military bases that promiscuity was painful
(due to venereal disease) and tragic, for "loose living" inevitably brought ruin
to a young person's life. 88 About the Army's campaign to strengthen the
character of its soldiers during the war, the progressive Secretary of War,
Newton D. Baker, told the American public he wanted soldiers embarking for
France to have an invisible armor "made up of a set of social habits replacing
those of their homes and communities.""9 In actuality, the Army found that
alcohol and sex were difficult to regulate in France and during war; some
soldiers simply ignored the rules.90
America's disillusionment with the outcome of the First World War and its
subsequent retreat into isolationism, combined with national financial setbacks
and a Red Scare, subverted any reformer's hope for further using the military
in the 1920s as an agent for social change.91 Even during the depression years
of the 1930s and the establishment of a successful variant of UMT (the Civilian
Conservation Corps), the interwar Army remained small and continued to be
viewed warily by a citizenry conditioned to believe that a standing military was
un-American.
Nevertheless, in the aftermath of World War II, many of the same reform
programs defeated after World War I found fertile ground in new debates over
92
UMT, the communist threat, a large peacetime army, and conscription.
Reformers argued that, in a war against an ideology such as communism, it was
not enough to have a strong defense force when the moral and democratic
traditions of the country were at risk. American peacetime armed forces during
the 1950s would have to serve other purposes once relegated to local community associations, schools, and civilian programs, such as teaching youth
character development and middle-class values.
Some reformers, like James Hannah of Michigan State University, feared
that educational reforms had failed to produce Americans grounded in
democratic values and moral limits because such attempts had proved sporadic
and ill-conceived. If local communities could not provide the necessary
education, Hannah argued, then there must be a national means to ensure an
educated democratic public. "Teaching such fundamentals," Hannah pleaded,
"should be done at home and in school but it is not being done and the services
provide the 'last chance' for society to do the job.... [Without such training]
there is no assurance that our country will come out right in the end."93
Arguments for UMT in 1947 and 1948 addressed many of these ideological
issues. Although military leaders like Eisenhower and Marshall saw UMT as
a means to augment the traditionally small military with a large reserve, others
argued for UMT's capability to instill morality and democratic ideals. A large
unified armed service under a peacetime draft could act as a national educator
of democratic virtue.
Defense planners and policymakers well understood that for a large defense
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establishment to exist during peacetime, fundamental changes were needed to
ensure against the traditional fears and distrust of powerful military forces.
Wedding progressive rhetoric about using the military to instill democratic and
moral values in youth to the idea that the Cold War demanded a larger
peacetime military helped convince the public that Americans did not need to
fear a standing force composed of sons and daughters so trained. "One good
way to insure ourselves [American society] against such a catastrophe [military
takeover]," the President's Committee on Religion and Welfare in the Armed
Forces admonished, "is to strengthen good citizenship in every military man,
and to preserve within the military as much of his civilian life as possible."94
President Truman, who favored the moral and democratizing dimensions
of UMT since his days as an officer in the Army reserves during the 1920s,
appointed this committee in 1948 to study education, religion, community
relations, leisure, and housing. Chaired by the president of the National Social
Welfare Assembly, Frank L. Weil, the ten-person committee was comprised of
educators, clergymen, and civic leaders who believed, like Truman and Weil,
that the peacetime military forces would shape the future "mental, moral, and
social outlook" of an unprecedented number of American males.95
"The National Military Establishment," Stephen Early, the Under-Secretary
of Defense, told a national audience of community leaders and members of the

Assistant Secretary (later
Under Secretary) of Defense, Stephen Early.
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presidential committee, "has become the greatest single educational force in the
country.... We must make certain that these young men return to their homes
better and more useful citizens, strengthened by self-discipline and fortified in
the democratic faith." 96 The social reform ideology of the progressive era found

a new home in the post-World War II military.
The committee supposedly acted in an advisory capacity only. Yet, because
of the attention Truman placed on its reports, many in the DOD felt pressure
from the Weil group for significant social reforms. A perusal of the list of
participants demonstrates the high-level attention that this committee and its
task received. At one committee conference on community participation in the
military, speakers included President Truman; Robert Bondy, Director,
National Social Welfare'Assembly; Eduard Lindeman, New York School of
Social Work, Columbia University; Harvey Firestone, President, United Service
Organization (USO); Jane Hoey, Director, Bureau of Public Assistance, Social
Security Administration; William Nelson, Dean, School of Religion, Howard
University; and Solomon Freehof, Chairman, Division of Religious Activities,
National Jewish Welfare Board.97 Moreover, the fact that military leaders
recognized the need for democratizing a peacetime armed services and training
youth in American values immensely helped the adoption of many of the
committee's recommendations.98
Teaching Youth the American Way: Political Indoctrination and
The Military's Information and Education Program
One of the most important reports of the Weil committee, which appeared in
December 1949, examined the status of the information and education (I&E)
programs in the military.99 Designed to help stimulate morale, the Army's first
formal political indoctrination program began in 1941. Much of its literature
targeted the draftee who wondered why he was fighting, where he fit into the
national picture, and what exactly his purpose was as a soldier. Films like the
Why We Fight series and other media like The Yank magazine and Stars and

Stripes newspaper or radio shows and posters explained the urgency and
necessity of the war.1°° Local information hours were also held in which
commanders updated their soldiers on the progress of the war.
By August 1945, military educators added educational and vocational
correspondence courses to the program and centralized its administration under
the United States Armed Forces Institute (USAFI) at Madison, Wisconsin. 1'
Unlike the I&E program, USAFI was not intended as a source of indoctrination; it offered remedial training in reading and writing, and later expanded into
technical and college course work.'0 2 In the immediate postwar period, the I&E
units not only continued to inform soldiers on topics such as the United
Nations, the Marshall Plan, and the Truman Doctrine, they also began to
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emphasize the benefits of remaining in the service as a career.1
By 1949, the implication of marrying indoctrination and education was
clear to policymakers. Such programs were "based on the premise that a
soldier, seaman, or airman can serve his country with maximum effectiveness
only if he understands his responsibilities as a citizen."''.. "But information and
knowledge," Weil's committee pointed out, "may be meaningless unless they
are related to the ideals and principles by which we live and for which we may
be forced to fight .... Democracy and the democratic way of life remain but
philosophies until they are put into practice."'0 5
Hence, all I&E in the military should have one overriding purpose-to
make personnel better citizens impervious to the attack of conflicting
ideologies. "The mind of the individual fighting man," the committee argued,
"will become of supreme importance in developing and utilizing the weapons
of an advanced technology, [and] also in the use of ideas as weapons .... The
so-called 'cold war' in which we are presently engaged is already, in substance,
a war of ideas."'" The Soviet Union, likened to its Nazi counterpart by the
of ideas
Weil group, "is a nation which has far excelled others in the perversion
07
and has utilized these perverted ideas to an unsurpassed degree."''
The Weil Committee's challenge to the DOD was "to significantly
strengthen the information and education programs as [the committee's
challenge] was no less serious than the challenge presented to the whole
0
American people by the current world conflict in the field of ideas."' ° The
implication was clear: a democratic army made good citizens, and an army
comprised of good citizens was not to be feared; it would be a bastion of
ideological strength. The Cold War would be won or lost, if not on the
battlefield, then in the minds of the opposing forces. In July 1949, the DOD
took control of the Army program and began actively to administer the
indoctrination program for all the services.""
By 1951, the primary emphasis of the I&E program shifted from the World
War II focus on morale toward the theme of anticommunism. The Armed
Forces Radio network broadcast a number of shows such as "The Traitor,"
"The Pledge," and "No Other Way" which described what the various facets of
American life would be like if the communists took over. The 1951 training
film Face to Facewith Communism portrayed an Air Force sergeant returning
to his hometown on leave only to find it controlled by "commies." Defined by
the film's narrator as a "realistic presentation of life in this country under
communism," the sergeant was relieved to find finally that the whole event was
staged by the community to "show what could happen.......
It is easy to overstate the degree to which the military actually embraced
the mission of ideological indoctrination. Yet it is really not important to the
argument here whether the military did or did not fervently embrace this type
of indoctrination."' Rather the military, through its information program,
appeared to Americans to be teaching youth the foundations of being good,
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democratic citizens. This image of being the grand, Americanizer went a long
way in helping society embrace a large peacetime defense establishment. Thus
the armed forces may not have liked the job of indoctrination, but they
enhanced their image by appearing to do so. Such political indoctrination
continued well into the 1960s when the emphasis shifted to domestic issues,
including race, gender, and ethnic equality.

Teaching Youth Middle-Class Values: Virtue, Morality, and the
Military's Character Development Program
Closely related to the war of ideas and political indoctrination was the belief
that immorality and godlessness also substantially subverted democratic ideals.
"The fundamental principles which give our democratic ideas their intellectual
and emotional vigor," one committee report on the military chaplaincy read,
"are rooted in the religions that give our democratic faith a very large measure
of its strength."'112 As communism "utterly rejected" moral law and individual
liberty, religious faith represented the "antithesis" of Marxist-Leninist thought.
The report concluded that "a program of adequate religious opportunities for
service personnel provides an essential way for strengthening their fundamental
beliefs in democracy and, therefore, strengthening their effectiveness as an
instrument of our democratic form of government."'"13
Military leaders and recruiters recognized early in the twentieth century
that it was necessary to convince family and friends, as well as potential
recruits, that the service would provide a moral environment that strengthened
a young person's character during their son's or daughter's term of service. Just
as it had during the years before and during World War I, the idea that the
military should provide a moral environment and develop strong character
assumed new life in the postwar period.
"The mother whose son is drafted into the military service," the Weil
committee's report on the uses of leisure time in the service explained, "will be
far better satisfied if she believesher son has wholesome surroundings and that
he will be given an opportunity to improve himself and to return to civilian life
a better man than when he left it.""14 One way to do that, the committee
reasoned, was to establish strong military-sponsored religious programs and to
broaden the responsibility of the chaplain corps." 5
Another way to reassure parents about military service was for the
institutions to establish wholesome programs to prevent character deterioration
and actively promote character growth."' Character-building programs, similar
to those established by the CTCA during World War I, now served to reassure
parents that the military would be a place of moral training and high-mindedness. Since the stories Americans heard from their friends and relatives in the
service would, the Weil Committee contended, "inevitably condition [their]
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thinking" about military life, the armed forces needed to provide programs that
countered the traditional view of soldiers' and sailors' gambling, swearing, and
promiscuous behavior."'
Successful recruiting by the armed forces depended on how well the public
recieved this new democratic and moral image. As in the World War I venereal
disease program, military and civilian policymakers reframed the new program
to reflect moral content and promote character building. "We have totally
rejected the old view that it was not the duty of the Army to chaperon its
members," Secretary of the Army Kenneth C. Royall told one civilian audience
in 1948. Sounding like a World War I social reformer, the secretary continued,
"A man to whom the moral appeal is successful is valuable to the Army not
only because he avoids VD [venereal disease], but we have learned that men
of character are the best soldiers.''g
While most soldiers during World War II viewed anti-VD films, little was
done in the way of preventative moral training. The new drug, penicillin, was
relied on to minimize the threat of VD. It was in the postwar period that
civilian and armed forces leaders promoted the military's new role as moral
teacher.
Military leaders established new VD programs that emphasized moral
education rather than mechanical prevention. Instead of issuing condoms or
treating soldiers with penicillin after the fact, as was done in World War II, by
1947 the services began to stress self-discipline and continence to avoid
infection. "Continence," one Army report read, "is stressed as the only logical,
moral, psychologically, and physically sound basis for the prevention of
venereal diseases."'" 9
World War II VD lecture films were recalled in 1948 and replaced with a
series of films based upon the moral approach. The Miracleof Birth, first in the
series, received high praise from church, medical, and women's groups. The
film focused on the need for each person to develop self-control and moral
responsibility-"principles which tend to insure personal happiness, the
sanctity of marriage, and the security of home."'' 0
Other teachings argued against sexual promiscuity as a token of personal
prowess and protested that drugs such as penicillin were anything but infallible
cures for venereal disease. Moreover, base commanders were given explicit
instructions to court-martial sex offenders and restrict personnel who contracted
VD. The Armed Forces Discipline Control Board, in league with other civilian
and military personnel, and like the CTCA of World War I, targeted areas of
prostitution and placed them off limits or closed them as their World War I
counterparts had done. By early 1948, the Army boasted a 40 percent decline
in VD.`2 Unfortunately, the report failed to cite the type of data used to derive
this statistic.
The Weil Committee, also like the World War I CTCA, deemed "character
building" programs as "indispensable" and took similar steps to eradicate
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vice."'22 As young men were susceptible to "getting into [moral] trouble,"
planners created an extensive leisure-time program. Suggested plans included
comfortable barracks with showers, day rooms for writing letters and playing
games, post exchanges with snack bars, base theaters, transportation to town,
and athletic programs. Other essential character and morale building programs
advocated by the presidential committee were service clubs for parties, lectures,
and entertainment; community relations programs such as the USO; the library
and hobby shop; and the serviceman's council."'
Finally, the Weil Committee encouraged marriage, family life, and better
housing. Professional officers and NCOs, most of whom were married, were
crucial for training and educating recruits. The poor living conditions then
available, however, convinced too many of the invaluable cadre to leave the
service. "Our war experiences, our urban slums, and the present lack of homes
for the military," one social worker counseled military and civilian leaders,
"have shown that there is no other single factor which can undermine military
life and the
whole social order more thoroughly than bad housing
124
conditions."'
Poor health due to inadequate military health care programs, high divorce
rates, and high turnover, according to the committee's findings, crippled the
armed services and the country: "If we try to build up the military by breaking
up family life, we shall soon have neither a strong Army to defend this country
nor a country worth defending."' 25 The committee's answer, of course, lay in
an efficiently planned and organized community complete with voluntary
organizations that took a significant interest in the individual's struggle for
existence.' 26 Volunteer organizations like the Red Cross, the YMCA, and the
USO, in addition to military associations like the Navy Relief Society, the Air
Force's Family Services, and the various wives' clubs, were originally designed
to help families and encourage proper behavior. By the mid-1950s, military
bases and the surrounding communities began to reflect a company-town motif;
they later became icons of an era that reflected efficiency, organization,
suburbia, middle-class and family values, national planning, and consensus.1 27

The Results of Reform: Large Peacetime Standing Armies and
The Acceptance of the Military as a Career Alternative
In 1955, Public Opinion Surveys of Princeton, New Jersey, polled Americans
about their feelings regarding careers in the peacetime military forces.1 28 The
questions asked were similar to those used in the Gardner Advertising poll in
1947 but the results were significantly different. Americans across all wealth
strata now believed in the necessity of a standing military and a selective
service system.
Anticommunism rhetoric began as early as 1945, escalated throughout the
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Truman and Eisenhower administrations, and effectively became the rubric for
changing an entrenched tradition. To many Americans it became obvious that
the Cold War was heating up and that atomic weapons made another major war
unthinkable. In 1950 alone, public opinion polls demonstrated that most
Americans saw the Soviets as intending to rule the world, and Americans were
willing to spend more on national defense to ensure that the Soviets did not
succeed.' 2 9 A standing military was essential as a deterrent force, but in a war

of ideas as much as of weapons, a military organization would need to reflect
American values and beliefs.
Advertisers attempted to shift opinions about the nature of the military with
a massive public relations campaign. Advertising at the national and local
levels projected the idea that the military was more than an onerous obligation
during wartime; in peacetime, it was a job.
In 1947, the job concept appealed to lower-income parents and youth who
looked to the military as a means of social mobility. Middle-income parents,
however, looked cautiously at the concept of a military career for their
offspring. Few would support a son's or daughter's decision to enlist; the
military was too immoral. By 1955, parents saw the military differently. Now,
only 27 percent of all respondents said they would be displeased if their son
took a military career as his life's work.
Those who reported they would be pleased if their son chose a military
career said they made this choice because they believed the military provided
a good job, presented a patriotic endeavor, and served as a school for character
development and discipline. Even those indicating they would be displeased did
not cite bad influences as a cause for their view of a military career. Eighty-one
percent did not believe that the armed services promoted bad habits.130
From 1946 through 1955, several factors combined to ease the concerns of
middle-income parents. In light of events in foreign policy and the Korean war,
politicians and military leaders stressed that communism seemed on the move
both abroad and within the United States. Many people believed that America's
youth might submit to communism's subversive ideology. Moreover, major
advertising campaigns sought to make society aware that the military was an
important American institution from both a national security and an educational
standpoint. The military would protect the United States from a holocaust while
it instilled in its youth American values and a proper respect toward authority.
Besides an anticommunist rhetoric, the Korean war, and the advertising
campaign, a number of major reforms occurred in the military to ease the
concerns of middle-income parents. Presidential and congressional boards and
committees suggested changes in the armed forces' treatment of personnel, its
pay structure, and its approach to moral issues. Civilian and military leaders
vigorously worked to put the services on a business basis and began to talk in
economic and business management terms. Leaders addressed welfare issues
and adopted changes.
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By the mid-1950s, the military's image had changed. Its policies and
programs increasingly reflected a democratic society, and they became
designed to train society's sons and daughters in the American way. Progressive reforms, New Deal-like programs, and Fair Deal rhetoric found a home in
the new military and sowed the seeds for the armed forces to mean more than
just being a serviceman. They represented a job and a way of life."'
The 1955 poll demonstrated that the opinion of the military had changed
in the eyes of thousands of Americans. Veterans, parents, and children agreed
that although the draft was a primary impetus for volunteerism, the services
helped youth find a trade, obtain a moral education, and gain broad experiences. In fact, more than 71 percent of those polled looked upon military
personnel as desirable members of their community.
Advantages of a military life, according to these adults, included education
and training, discipline and character development, travel, and financial reward.
In an era of anticommunism and consensus, the military was the grand
Americanizer. Among those polled, 46 percent were veterans or spouses of
veterans. Of these, more than 50 percent served in World War II and had a
favorable outlook on the time they spent in the service. This is32in contrast to
1945, when few recalled their military experiences favorably.1
More important, especially from the Air Force's point of view, the public
accepted the Air Force as the premier service and an acceptable career option.
Thirty percent of the respondents chose the Air Force for their son's occupation
(the Army garnered 15 percent; the Navy, 26 percent; and 22 percent stated no
preference). More than 90 percent of those responding said that the Air Force
would contribute the most to winning the next war.
Many believed that the next conflict would be short, nuclear, and aerial.
Those who preferred the Air Force cited it as a cleaner, better educated service
with broader opportunities. Moreover, it was newer than the Army and Navy.
Young men also found the Air Force an attractive option. Thirty-four
percent of sixteen- to twenty-year-old males chose the Air Force as the service
to join; the Army tied with the Navy at 26 percent each. 33
Although public opinion may have sustained a standing military and
evidenced high regard for Air Force, planners measured success not in polls but
in the number of quality recruits obtained, trained, and retained. A significant
step toward building a career force was the development of a professional
recruiting service that would ensure that only those with the "right stuff' need
apply.
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Recruiting for the New Service
1945-1955
ALTHOUGH AMERICANS BEGAN TO ACCEPT the idea of a large
peacetime military establishment, this did not mean that they were willing to
send their sons and daughters into the Air Force for a four-year tour. Consequently, one of the new service's first recruiting challenges was to differentiate
itself from the other services and to convince the public that it could provide
recruits with training, character development, a respectable job, and good
benefits.
Besides having to market itself as a viable employer, the Air Force had to
contend with its own massive expansion. Between 1946 and 1955, the Air
Force's growing air defense and nuclear retaliatory missions, coupled with the
Korean war, caused its enlisted strength to grow from 263,029 in June 1947 to
352,085 in June 1950, then to spurt during the Korean War to more than three
times its 1947 size (to 847,737 in June 1952), and to remain well over 800,000
through 1955. As in World War II, the Korean war and the draft (indirectly)
provided the Air Force with a pool of bright volunteers who chose the air
service over a possible tour in the infantry.
A poor reenlistment rate after the 1953 cease-fire in Korea further
aggravated the recruiting problem that resulted from this massive increase in
manpower. Besides having to increase enlistments to meet expansion demands,
the Air Force had to recruit nearly 15 percent of its standing force yearly, as it,
unlike the Army, had to maintain its strength through volunteer recruitment and
not the draft.'
Also complicating the recruiting effort was the need to find personnel
capable of receiving technical training. As in the past, the Air Force's need for
specialists required teaching technical information to novices. This requirement, combined with the escalation of the Cold War and the expansion of the
Air Force, compelled Air Force planners to design programs that sought bright
trainees who would train and expand its recruiting force and publicize its way
of life.
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A Separate Service
Concurrently with the growth and development of a recruiting service, the AAF
found it necessary, during the postwar fight over unification of the services, to
promote itself as a separate branch of the armed forces. AAF leaders believed
that public enthusiasm held the key to obtaining autonomy from the Army and,
later, a larger share of a fluctuating defense budget.2 As a result, whenever the
opportunity arose in the immediate postwar period, the AAF's public relations
department sought to sell the American public on the idea of a large, active
duty Air Force capable of air defense and nuclear retaliation.
"Our primary goal," AAF Commanding General Spaatz said in a radio
interview in March 1946, "is to develop and maintain a stabilized peacetime air
force capable of immediate, sustained, and expanding application of the
accepted American doctrine of military air power ....
That means only one
thing . . . we must have an air force in being of adequate size and proper

composition, strategically deployed, and in a high and constant state of
readiness."'4 "What we do now," Spaatz later told Maj. Gen. Frederick L.
Anderson at Air Force personnel, "the plans we lay and the support we earn
from the American people during the period will firmly establish the pattern for
our future air power ....

We know what it takes, but we can only accomplish

our mission if we have public confidence and approval."'5
First on Spaatz's agenda was an independent air force. Among other things
this meant explaining the need for a large peacetime air force which not only
went against the grain of American military tradition but, in time, caused
dissension within the other branches of the Armed Services as well. The Navy
dissented because the AAF challenged its belief that ships were the country's
first line of defense; many in the Army dissented because, while the air arm did
not support UMT, it still wanted a large air force. 6
Although some in the Army disliked the idea of a separate air force,
Marshall and Eisenhower qualifiedly endorsed it because, in part, both
witnessed the effectiveness of tactical and strategic air forces during the war.
Eisenhower as Supreme Allied Commander visualized the combination of
Army, Navy, and Air Force as his "three-legged stool," with each leg playing
equally in the victory. Moreover, top AAF leaders like Arnold and Spaatz were
personal friends of Marshall and Eisenhower and had taken the time to educate
them on the capabilities of air power in theater and in strategic roles.7
Unlike AAF leaders who advocated a large, standing air force, the two top
Army leaders proposed something quite different-a traditional small cadre of
military professionals capable of expansion during times of national emergencies and a relatively small air force. This plan, in some respects, was similar to
the proposed UMT program prior to the United States' entry into World War
I, which required that all young men between the ages of seventeen and twenty
(unless deferred or otherwise unqualified) receive a year's military training and
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spend some time (five years) in the organized reserves or National Guard.!
In General Marshall's view, Americans, because of their traditions, would
opt for the UMT program, which called for a large, rudimentarily trained
reserve force that would augment the smaller professional force.' Others like
President Truman also favored UMT, but for different reasons-military
training would discipline, instill civic pride in, and educate the next generation
of Americans.
AAF leaders, on the other hand, opposed the program for two key reasons.
First, UMT would serve for training only, and trainees were not considered part
of the armed forces for peacetime operations. Thus UMT, however useful it
was to the Army, could not supply the pilots and highly trained technicians the
technologically driven air service needed.'°
Second, the Army tacitly endorsed a separate air force, but under the UMT
proposal it would remain small. When, in the spring of 1945, Marshall
introduced a trial plan calling for a postwar AAF of only 16 groups and
120,000 men, General Arnold openly split with Marshall over the issue."
Arnold based his argument on the image of a future war involving high
technology and a nuclear surprise attack. Using analogies from the most recent
war, he explained to Marshall and the media that, in the new aviation and2
atomic age, a "nuclear Pearl Harbor" would cripple if not defeat the nation.'
Rather, Americans would fight future wars using well-prepared and technologi-
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cally advanced, active-duty armed forces, especially air forces. In the case of
a surprise attack, Arnold emphasized that a sixteen-group Air Force could not
train the 200,000 airmen required annually under the War Department's UMT
program.' 3 UMT or no, Congress would have to fund a retaliatory, nuclearequipped air arm, maintained in a state of constant readiness.
Despite Truman and Marshall's backing, the image of a nuclear armageddon laid waste to the UMT program.14 In an era of cost-cutting and shrinking
budgets, the public and Congress accepted the AAF's argument that a prepared
air force was more economical and efficient than a huge reserve of military
manpower. Following Arnold's lead, Air Force leaders decisively argued that
they could not employ reserves fast enough, and thus in case of war, rapid
expansion would demand a sizable standing force. "Moreover, America needed
to rely on advanced technology, not on manpower, for "the weapons of today,"
as General Arnold explained, "are the museum pieces of tomorrow."'"
With enthusiasm for UMT ebbing and conflict with the Soviet Union
possible, Congress created the DOD and granted autonomy to the AAF on
September 18, 1947. " In April 1948, General Marshall pointed out to the Army
staff that because support for UMT was dwindling at the same rate that support
for air power was growing, the Army should consider withdrawing its backing
of the UMT program."• Air Force spokesmen, including future members of the
Air Staff and secretaries of the Air Force, would continue to advocate powerful
air and nuclear retaliatory forces well through the 1950s.
Manpower Needs, 1945-1956
Sustaining public support and creating a specific niche in the postwar defense
establishment were not the only problems the AAF faced before 1947. All
branches of the armed services felt the immediate need for personnel to replace
those lost during the rapid demobilization. Despite all the planning, once
demobilization began, it issued a torrent of discharges. When Japan quickly
capitulated after the nuclear strikes, Army demobilization quintupled-from an
anticipated attrition of 1,100,000 men to a new target of 5,500,000 by June
1946." As President Truman recorded in his memoirs, "The program we were
following was no longer demobilization; it was disintegration of our armed
forces."'2 By July 1947, the Congress further hacked the size of the Army.
What was once an Army (including the AAF) of 12,000,000 was reduced to a
peacetime service of 1,070,000.21
Demobilization went no better for the AAF. 22 "We did not demobilize,"
one Air Staff personnel specialist explained, "we merely fell apart ... it was

not an orderly demobilization at all. It was just a riot, really."23 Between August
1945 and the spring of 1946, AAF strength plummeted 78 percent. By May
1947, only 14 percent of the August 1945 strength remained.24 Moreover,
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optimistic economic projections sent most skilled maintenance technicians
flocking to civilian jobs. Some regulars, after serving for the duration during
the war, simply retired.
The loss of so many enlisted men in such a short time had severe
repercussions on the AAF's mission effectiveness." For example, between
January 1945 and October 1946 the percentage of experienced mechanics
dropped by 91 percent. Further aggravating the loss was the inability of the
AAF to accurately estimate manpower losses. The statistical control system,
according to an April 1946 Air Board meeting, "busted down with everything
else" during the demobilization. "We don't know what units are where," the Air
Board minutes continued, "how many people are26 in them, how many airplanes
are in them, or what their state of readiness is."'
AAF Commanding General Carl Spaatz dejectedly reported that only 4
percent of the fifty-five air groups passed their 1946 proficiency tests:
"Airplanes were stranded in all parts of the globe for lack of maintenance
personnel to repair them.... Serviceable and even new aircraft, equipment, and
materiel were left to deteriorate for lack of personnel to prepare them for
storage."'27 When in February 1946 Jonathan Wainwright, commanding general
of the Fourth Army and a personal friend of the AAF' s commanding general,
asked the AAF for three C-47 aircraft to support his staff, Spaatz declined,
stating that he had too few maintenance personnel who were mostly "new,
untrained recruits" to repair them. "We have whole squadrons," Spaatz wrote,
"with less than ten mechanics."28
During the next five years, the AAF launched vigorous recruiting drives to
man its seventy-group goal that called for a minimum of 502,000 officers and
airmen. Desiring an experienced enlisted force, air planners offered enlistments
of three, four, and six years while discouraging those for twelve and eighteen
months. Additionally, to acquire men capable of technical training, the Air
Force raised its educational and Army General Classification Test (AGCT)
requirement to a higher level than the one used by the Army or the Navy.
As in the interwar years of the 1920s and 1930s, the size of the Air Force
constantly fluctuated. Although building toward a seventy-group goal, by
March 1947, Congressional appropriations allowed for only a fifty-five group
air force. The seventy-group goal, however, was not forgotten as Secretary of
the Air Force Stuart Symington lobbied for the Air Force's Four-Year Program,
which called for seventy groups and 444,500 officers and airmen by June 30,
1949.29

The Berlin Airlift during 1948 and 1949 caused an additional expansion of
Air Force manpower requirements. Yet, by July 1949, the Air Force had failed
to meet Symington's seventy-group program largely due to domestic issues as
the need to reduce the budget forced Truman to stress military reductions. To
trim the defense budget, Defense Secretary Louis Johnson ordered deep cuts in
all the services, forcing the Air Force had to cut back to forty-eight groups. By
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In spite of increased manpower requirements brought on by the Berlin Airlift in
1948-1949 (see Operation VITTLES, top photo), Secretary of Defense Louis A. Johnson
(on March 28, 1949, taking oath of office, on right, bottom photo) ordered deep cuts
in all services.
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this time, the Air Force already had acquired fifty-nine groups and was on the
verge of activating eleven more. With the December 1948 announcement, the
Air Force, once expanding, now began to contract.3 ° On the eve of the Korean
war, the Air Force's military strength stood at 411,277 officers and enlisted
personnel and 48 wings.3' All this haggling over defense budgets frustrated
Secretary Symington so much that he resigned his secretaryship and took a post
on the National Security Resources Board.
The 1950s saw continued turbulence in manpower requirements. With the
onslaught of the Korean War in the summer of 1950, Truman authorized the
buildup of 95 wings and 1,061,000 troops. 32 By the end of 1951, Truman
approved a 143-wing program but with only a 14 percent increase in military
personnel, to 1,210,000. The goal then changed from 143 to 120 wings in 1953
and to 137 by 1956. By 1956, the Air Force manned 131 wings with 914,000
military members.33 Considering poor retention rates and the need for large
numbers of manpower during the service's first ten years, the creation of a
modern recruiting34 system was paramount. (See Appendices 1 and 2 for manpower statistics.)

Recruiting Begins
Relying on Army traditions, training, and experience, the AAF developed a
professional recruiting service to meet its specific needs, needs the Army often
overlooked. As early as October 1945, air planners explained to the War
Department that the AAF faced a severe shortage of skilled manpower and
desired permission to do its own "selective" recruiting, as it had done prior to
and early in the war.
The AAF's manpower complaints largely went unheeded by a War
Department not ready to relinquish recruiting authority to the individual
services. The department had planned, after the war, to rely on its traditional,
general recruiting service to find enlistees for the entire Army.36
The intentions of AAF officers also concerned some in the Army who
believed airmen might try to bully the Army's postwar leadership into granting
the airmen autonomy.3 7 The War Department and G-1 consistently ignored
pleas from the Air Staff about its personnel situation and the need for the AAF
to conduct its own recruiting. 8 The Army was not willing to jeopardize its own
recruiting by increasing AGCT scores, thereby narrowing its pool of potential
recruits, just to serve the needs of the air forces. Neither was the Army willing
to allow the AAF to have a recruiting department separate from the General
Recruiting Service.39
The Army, however, allowed the AAF to initiate targeted campaigns for
specific manpower needs such as aircraft mechanics and electricians.40 The
results of these campaigns proved less than desired because even though the
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AAF could advertise, potential recruits had to visit Army recruiting stations to
enlist.41 The problem lay with Army recruiters who were rarely familiar with
specific AAF personnel regulations and often made false promises or enlisted
underage and illiterate men.42 Army personnel also steered some who wanted
to join the AAF into other Army branches. The net effect was that the air forces
were simply not getting the high caliber personnel they desired. The AAF also
wanted more control over advertising budgets. Yet, the Military Manpower
Procurement Division of the Army directed all advertising ventures for the
branches, and it believed the AAF's advertising needs were no more important
than those of the infantry or the quartermaster corps.43
Gradually, and as the AAF approached independence, the Army allowed
the air arm to supply its own recruiters and advertise with mobile recruiting
vans.44 Still, the Air Forces' recruiters remained subject to the Army area
commanders and could not directly enlist potential recruits other than at Army
recruiting stations or at nearby Army Air Fields. 45 In early 1947, as Congress
and the armed services debated unification and the need for a separate air force,
air personnel planners hoped for a separate system of recruiting.
As unification and autonomy became more likely, a separate recruiting
missions became less necessary. Partly, this was due to stabilizing enlistment
quotas and the return of routine peacetime recruiting duties. Mostly, however,
it was because of the appointment of Maj. Gen. St. Clair Streett, an AAF officer
who worked easily with AAF leaders, to command the Military Manpower
Procurement Department (MMPD) of the War Department.46 General Streett
directed the minimum Army-wide AGCT score to be raised, and he permitted
the AAF to set its own AGCT standard. 47 He also gave the AAF responsibility
over its own advertising budget and he increased the number of AAF recruiters
in the Army."
By September 1947, the fact that the Air Forces could have personnel at
fully functioning recruiting Army stations meant that the new service did not
need to duplicate facilities. The Army already provided offices and administrative personnel.4 ' The Army even relinquished control of some recruiting
stations to Air Force officers. Besides, the need to separate recruiting missions
went against the themes of unification and economy.5"
When the Secretary of Defense asked the Navy to join the new Air Force
and Army in a joint recruiting venture, the Navy declined. The Navy used
fewer recruiters, less money, and a centralized recruiting system and, like the
AAF, targeted technically trainable personnel for enlistment. It would be glad
to share facilities, but it did not want to blur recruiting philosophy through
amalgamation. The Navy did not want unification achieved at its expense.-'
Following separation from the Army in September 1947, the new Air Force
began to carry out its own recruiting objectives. Foremost was expanding its
existing recruiting organization to man an already extended network of Army
recruiting stations. Although the Air Force had conducted much of its recruiting
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on air bases or in communities where it had no enlistment authority, its
recruiters could now actively proselytize throughout the United States. Though
still decentralized into six Army areas, now the Army guaranteed Air Force
recruiters a position at each of its recruiting stations. 2
Each Army area covered a large geographic entity and contained many
recruiting units. For instance, the First Army recruiting area included 6
recruiting districts, 52 main stations, and 222 substations. Northern New York
alone contained 10 main stations and 62 substations. Besides these Army
recruitment offices, each Army and Air Force base had its own recruiting office
where recruiters received both new enlistments and reenlistments. 3
Besides positioning men at Army recruiting stations, the Air Force had
previously established a second recruiting network of its own. Air planners, on
the basis of commands and numbered air forces, functionally structured their
decentralized system to cover roughly the same geographic locations as the
Army areas did. Thus, each of the seven commands was responsible for
establishing, maintaining, and directing recruiting within the parameters
established by the MPPD and the Air Staff.54
At air bases, the number of Air Force recruiters varied by the size of the
military population on base and the nearby civilian community. In 1948,
Mitchel Field, New York, for example, had three officers and twelve enlisted
men, while Sioux City Air Force Base (AFB) in South Dakota had only one
officer and one enlisted man assigned.5
With more offices to man, the number of recruiters dramatically increased.
In late 1947, a survey of Army recruiting reported that 682 recruiting stations
throughout 5 Army areas had no Air Force personnel and the ratio of Army to
Air Force recruiters was 4:1. Responding to a letter from the Air Staff, the
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Army quickly agreed to increase Air Force recruiting personnel to 40 percent
and ensure at least "one Air Force man [enlisted or officer grade] in each
recruiting station and substation." 56 In addition to this assurance, the Army also
allowed the Air Force to exercise command over Army recruiting installations.
Though often second in command, air officers assigned to Army stations were
responsible for the station's administration and operations as well as for
informing the Air Force hierarchy of recruiting statistics.5 ' By 1949, the U.S.
Army and U.S. Air Force Recruiting program had 9,398 personnel in the field
and a budget well over $25 million.5 8
As late as 1952, however, the Air Force found it still had difficulty
controlling its own recruiting. Since the Army structure called for a decentralized network of autonomous recruiting stations commanded by Army area
commanders, air recruiting leaders were often unaware of how the Army used
Air Force recruiters.5 9 Army recruiters missed Air Force quotas; fraudulent
enlistments into the Air Force were on the rise; and no one knew exactly why.i°
Moreover, when the Air Force needed recruiters to meet critical manpower
needs or when it needed to regulate the number of recruiters to deal with
fluctuating requirements, its hands were tied. 6' Also, in recruiting stations
where Air Force officers were not in charge, the Army often used Air Force
personnel for office work and not for recruiting. 2
These problems continued through 1953 when it became obvious that the
Air Force would miss the 1955-1956 enlistment quota. Air Force personnel
planners cited several problems that led to the missed quota, and all seemed to
involve joint recruiting. First, "the Army," according to one contemporary
recruiter, "was trying to syphon off the best they could, and of course, they
weren't getting the best people, but they were really putting the pressure on the
recruiter to meet the Army's quota [not the Air Forces's]." Other problems
included the failure of the Army to provide a stable recruiting force, the
sacrifice of interservice competition, and the inability of Army recruiters to
understand Air Force needs and policies.63
Conferences between Secretary of the Air Force Harold E. Talbott and
Defense Secretary Charles E. Wilson eventually solved the joint recruiting
problem. The secretaries agreed that the services needed their own recruiting
departments to address each service's individual needs and espouse its
philosophy. On March 6, 1954, the Secretary of Defense signed a memorandum
apprising the three services that "the Air Force will, not later than 1 July 1954,
assume operational control of Air Force recruiting for its administrative and
logistical support."''
On April 10, 1954, Air Training Command redesignated the 3500th
Personnel Processing Group as the 3500th USAF Recruiting Wing. Seven years
after independence, the Air Force finally threw off the last vestiges of Army
bureaucracy and moved toward a centralized recruiting structure much like the
Navy's. The Air Staff would provide the yearly manpower quotas, and the
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recruiting organization would plan and implement the strategy designed to meet
those goals.
The new wing, stationed at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, consisted of 6
groups, 63 detachments, and 809 recruiting stations. In effect, the Air Force
would remain at Army recruiting stations, yet the former joint relationship
ceased. The Air Force continued to supply administrative personnel, but it
assigned and controlled its own recruiters. The Armed Forces Examining
Stations also continued as joint agencies serving all three services.65 Publicity
and advertising funds were split, and a joint Recruiting Publicity Center was
created, thereby continuing to control all advertising funds through the late
1950s. 6 6

Building a Professional Recruiting Force
The expansion of the post-World War II recruiting network led toward
standardizing station procedures and building a professional recruiting force.
One important consideration was organizational communication channels. A
major breakthrough in enlistment reporting came in late 1947 when Air Force
recruiters began to machine-tabulate the Gain and Losses reporting system
established during the war. Previously, the data were hand-tabulated and the
final reports took weeks to compile and distribute. Now recruiters could
compile enlistment data and send the results to the respective Air Force
commands on the 15th and 30th of each month.67 Commands then forwarded
the reports to headquarters and the comptroller's office for combined
accounting.68 The use of machine tabulation helped recruiting planners stay
current on manpower needs and overages.
Because manpower shortages and overages were now expeditiously routed
to headquarters, air planners could initiate a more precise system for quota
setting. Following the Navy's example, the Air Force and Army introduced
monthly recruiting quotas.69 The Navy first used quotas in 1917, and when the
United States entered World War II, the Army adopted them for the same
reason: to adjust to the sudden influx of inductees, inasmuch as the services
could train and ship only so many men at a given time. Rather than using
quotas as a restrictive measure, the Air Force in the postwar period established
them to ensure that increased manpower requirements were quantified and
distributed proportionately throughout the commands. Planners based command
quotas such as the number of recruiters per station on geographic locality and
the size of the surrounding civilian communities.7"
Other standardized procedures may seem trivial, but they were instrumental
in establishing a professional recruiting service. Recruiting stationery bore the
embossed letterhead, U.S. Army and U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service.
Headquarters authorized recruiting automobiles and imprinted the vehicles with
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the recruiting service's logo. The tickler file, a tool adapted from industrial
sales departments for military purposes, became central to daily operations.
This file, which quickly became the basic tool of recruiters, contained a list of
all prospective enlistees classified by age, education, and background. It served
to remind a recruiter (also known as a salesman or canvasser in the recruiting
literature) when to contact a specific individual. The file systematized referrals,
projected workloads, and located future "clients."'"
Besides systematizing some recruiting procedures, the Air Force introduced
recruiter selection criteria and professional training. Before 1947, the biggest
requirement for becoming an air recruiter was willingness, and little else. Army
recruiters often spoke about the slovenly appearance of airmen. Complaining
to the Sixth Army commanding general, one dismayed soldier castigated a local
Air Force recruiter as "5' 2", greatly overweight... and utterly lacking in all
necessary requisites for a good recruiter." Besides this, the airman seemed to
lack interest in his assignment.72 The soldier recommended that airmen receive
a more rigorous screening before their assignment to recruiting duty.
A letter to General Spaatz from an ex-officer, now a master sergeant,
echoed similar sentiments. Air Force recruiters, the seasoned veteran warned,
"should be experienced and well-versed in protocol and regulations."'73 No
doubt to his surprise, the master sergeant was favored by a personal reply
stating that action would soon be taken to correct this deplorable situation. In
the meantime, Spaatz sent the enlisted man's letter to the personnel directorate
of the Air Staff for comment.
The result was a directive sent to all commanding generals of the major Air
Force commands codifying the criteria for selecting recruiting personnel. The
letter stated that recruiters should be white, master sergeants, and three-year
reenlistees. In addition, the position called for men who were volunteers, smart
(AGCT of 110 or higher), at least twenty-five years of age, and good communicators. Personal morality, habits, appearance, and selling experience were also
mandatory qualifications. 74 The recruiter image reflected the 1940's and 1950's
societal view of the "corporation man," a moralistically upright, intelligent,
white American male who enjoyed corporate life (the Air Force) and desired
to preach its message. Personnel planners continued, through selection criteria,
to reinforce this image throughout the 1940s and 1950s.
Though much of the standardization occurred slowly under the joint
recruiting agreement, Air Force personnel planners did not take long to devise
programs of their own. In addition to promoting recruiter selection requirements, the Air Force established recruiter schools to teach the fundamentals of
salesmanship, management, administration, and vocational guidance. Patterned
after industrial salesmanship courses, the Air Force's program, like the Army's
and Navy's, concentrated on an intensive nine-week course designed to
familiarize recruiters with advertising, publicity, community involvement, and
human psychology. 75 The school actually conducted three separate courses: a
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nine-week basic recruiting course, a two-week sales-supervisors' course, and
a two-week course for new nurse recruiters. The 1954 basic recruiter course
was divided into five phases requiring 272 hours for completion:
Phase 1-Introduction, Testing, Classification, and Benefits, Forty-eight
Hours
Phase 2-Selection Criteria, Processing, Administration and Training,
Forty-nine Hours
Phase 3-Publicity and Community Relations, Forty-five Hours
Phase 4-Speech and Personnel Relations, Fifty-two Hours
Phase 5-Salesmanship, Seventy-eight Hours76

Moreover, Air Force recruiting officials, like their Army and Navy
counterparts, did not couch the nature of recruiting duty in military terms. They
chose retail sales analogies to explain what they wanted in recruiters and in
recruiter training." "If we want to hold our own [make enlistment quotas],"
said Lt. Col. Marvin Alexander, Director of the USAF Recruiting Course, to a
group of recruiting instructors, "we must have recruiting salesmen [emphasis
added] who can outsell and out produce our competition [the other services and
industry].... The only way we can get salesman like that is to train them."78
The Air Force's growing staff of recruiters initially attended the Army's
recruiter training course after the war. By 1948, however, many recruiters
argued that this course did little to prepare Air Force personnel to sell careers
in aviation. Although 1954 saw a centralized recruiter school established at
Lackland AFB, Texas, many groups and wings developed their own courses
and provided on-the-job training.7 9
Recruiters also prepared a manual to serve as a practical guide for the daily
operations of a sales force. It covered topics from finding prospects to
submitting all the necessary paperwork. This so-called bible also covered such
items as preparing and using prospect cards (the tickler file), using recruiting
media, performing local market research, and conducting sales training
meetings.8 0
Besides the training course and manual, recruiters published and circulated
a monthly paper. The title evolved from The AAF Recruiting Bulletin in 1945
and 1946 to The U.S. Army and U.S. Air ForceRecruiting Bulletin in 1948 and

The Take Off in 1954. Designed to keep recruiters aware of regulatory changes
and new bureaucratic guidelines, these papers were also a means to share
suggestions and techniques and to learn about future assignments.8' The U.S.
Army and U.S. Air ForceRecruiting Bulletin, for example, stated the Air Force

mission, defined complicated projects and definitions, spelled out the details of
future advertising campaigns, and frankly discussed the implications of quotas
and the service's manpower needs. The The Take Off s intent was to provide
a medium from which "recruiter-salesmen" could communicate the "recruiting
ideas of one area ... to all areas of the United States." 82 In addition to a central
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Lackland AFB (top), ca. 1947; retreat at Lackland (bottom), 1953.
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bulletin, commands and smaller recruiting groups published many similar
informational sources.
Advertising
For Americans, a large peacetime military establishment was something new,
and just because the public supported it did not mean that citizens would send
their sons and daughters into service. To sell the Air Force, recruiting publicity
embraced two goals: convince the public that a large military establishment was
important to national defense, and sell the idea that the Air Force was the best
service to join.
Besides promoting the military in general, the Air Force created and
sustained an image and designed enlistment programs to attract personnel of
its own. Although the Army relied primarily on the draft at this time, the Air
Force, during the late 1940s and 1950s, maintained its authorized strength
through volunteer recruitment. Consequently, the Air Force devoted much
advertising time and money to defining an image distinct from the Army's or
the Navy's. Direct mail advertisements, billboards, newspaper and magazine
articles, books, radio and television promotions, and recruiting posters
introduced potential enlistees to the technical Air Force world of the future.
Movies such as Strategic Air Command and A Gathering of Eagles portrayed

careers in the Air Force as technologically driven, glamorous, and exciting.84
In response to the Air Force leadership's adamancy about enlisting only
intelligent, high-caliber individuals, recruiting literature challenged young men
"to see if they could make the grade."85 Recruits who did, according to the
advertisements, would find life challenging, educational, and glamorous. "This
is the air age, man," one 1947 recruiting pamphlet read, "we have advanced to
an age in which men who fly ignore all conditions of earthbound travel.... We
do not have aircraft that will travel as fast as sound, but we expect to shortly.
...We do not have aircraft that will reach the moon, but we are certainly
making progress in that direction ....

So this is the air age and the atomic

age-and aviation is the leading business of the age and a good business for
you to get into. .

.

. The best is yours for the asking-and aviation wants

you."86

Recruiting themes among the services differed. While the Army chose
patriotism and vocational education and the Navy chose tradition and travel,
the Air Force emphasized aviation technology, education, and the future.
Posters increasingly focused on men doing highly technical jobs on advanced
aircraft. Pamphlets told high school seniors that the Air Force would teach
them an aviation skill, help them gain a general education, and put them on the
road to success. Mottos like the old interwar standbys "Learn While You
Earn," "Plan Your Future NOW-Enlist in the Air Force," or "For a Job With
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a Future-Enlist in the Air Force" reinforced the concept of education and
preparation for the future. 87
Literature aimed at recruiting women reiterated the aspect of having
important skills in a technologically advanced future and equality with males.
"You are a woman," one brochure pronounced, "with an eye to the future, if
you choose a career in the U.S. Air Force Medical Service.""8 "Visualize
women charting the arrival of a giant airliner in Hawaii; observing the blips of
an all-seeing radar screen in Colorado; watching the unrelenting teletype pour
out world news in Germany; or photographing the arrival of a VIP in
Washington, D.C.," the pamphlet Women in the Air Force read.89 Another
booklet stressed that the scope of assignments available to women was very
similar to the choices given males; thirty-two of forty-two career fields were
now open to females. "Remember," the booklet encouraged the reader, "Pay,
retirement, and all other benefits available to male members of the Air Force
are exactly the same for WAF [Women in the Air Force].."'
Air Force recruiting themes in the 1950s not only emphasized aviation
technology and opportunity for women, but they explained to middle-class
parents that the Air Force placed the individual first, stressed productivity,
emphasized morality, and prepared their sons and daughters for tomorrow in
the Jet Air Age. As malassignment was deemed one of the major morale
problems during World War II, the Air Force assured discontented veterans that
their sons would be trained in advanced skills and used efficiently in that
capacity. 9' "You realize," one recruiting booklet emphasized, "that in our world
of continual technological advance, where emphasis is placed on the individual-in both industrial and community activities-the Air Force is a recognized
leader in keeping abreast of times and trends.... The Air Force places a high
premium on the well-trained technician ... [your son] will not just be marking
time." 92
Recruiting literature also promised middle-class parents that the Air Force
would make their sons mentally tough, physically strong, and morally aware.
"The molding of a solid character," one recruiting pamphlet directed to parents
read, "is the ultimate goal [presumably of an enlistment in the Air Force]."9 3

Furthermore, the Air Force made it clear that parents should not wait for the
"machinery of the draft to call [their sons] to duty," as "you should be certain
which service offers him most." 94 According to these recruiting tracts, only the
Air Force promised youth a moral education and a ground-floor opportunity to
join the "revolutionary jet-age progress of our nation."''95
To attract potential recruits, the Air Force not only had to differentiate
itself from the other services, it also had to fashion a recruiting program that
would attract the type of person it wanted: an intelligent individual capable of
retaining technical training. From 1946 through 1955, recruiters avidly
publicized three programs that had roots in the interwar and World War II eras.
Procurement planners aimed one enlistment program at civilian specialists and
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the other two at prior-service veterans and high school graduates.
The first program mirrored the 1939 Air Corps campaign for civilian
specialists and sought skilled personnel with no prior service to fill critical
shortages in areas such as aircraft mechanics, electronics, weather, and
personnel.9" Reception center personnel tested applicants for level of skill,
performed physicals, and then reported their results to the Air Staff. Upon
headquarters' approval, the centers notified recruits, administered oaths, and
issued assignments. Most importantly, headquarters also assigned ranks
commensurate with skills. Rather than enlisting as privates, inductees went
directly to their stations as corporals, sergeants, technical sergeants, or master
sergeants, based upon ability. In time, this program lowered morale among
many who were already in the Air Force and could not be promoted due to the
influx of these civilian experts in higher grades.
The other two programs focused on prior Air Force personnel and high
school graduates. The first of these two was similar to the campaign for civilian
specialists except that recruiters reinstated prior Air Force personnel with the
needed skills at or above their previous pay grade, based on skill level.91 Before
1946, those who left the Air Force for more than twenty days would take a
reduction of at least one grade at reenlistment."
The final program, known as the Airman Career Program, sought high
school graduates. Personnel planners understood that a higher percentage of
graduates would finish technical school compared with nongraduates. 9 Thus,
recruiters promised enlistees in this program the choice of selected technical
schools, their first duty assignment, and the possibility of joining and training
with a friend."°
Locally, recruiters made wide use of newspapers, radio, and, in the 1950s,
television to promote Air Force careers. Events such as Air Force Day
promised aerial demonstrations and a host of technical and military displays
showing airmen working in various careers such as radar, aircraft maintenance,
and personnel management. Recruiters also began to speak at high schools and
vocational colleges and informed local guidance counselors about military
careers.'0 ° The cooperation between the recruiters and the Military Affairs
Committee in Colorado Springs provides a vivid example of the local process.
The Air Force established a recruiting station in June 1946 with only one NCO
recruiter; by July 1947, the number of recruiters had increased to five. These
five were selected for specific tasks: two were to serve as public relations
experts and three, as canvassers-salesmen.
From January 1 to December 31, 1947, the Colorado Springs recruiters
enlisted 360 men, of whom nearly 60 percent (211) were destined for the Air
Force. In December alone, they recruited forty-four airmen. The city of Denver
only recruited sixty-eight more in December, though its population was seven
times that of Colorado Springs. During 1947, the recruiter explained: "[We]
obtained 756 column inches of news items and 3,584 minutes of local radio
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Brig. Gen. Leon W. Johnson
time without costs to the military ...

this figure is continuing to grow." 1 °2

Additionally, on August 1, 1947, Air Force Day, merchants paid for 450
column inches of advertising in praise of the Air Force. Local radio stations
KRDO and KVOR scheduled more than twenty-one hours of air time for
recruiting promotionals. Finally, to promote the advantages of Air Force
technical training, the Junior Chamber of Commerce sponsored a program
encouraging five high school graduates to enlist under the Air Force's Career
Program. Recruiters treated the five high school seniors to a big publicity
campaign, a banquet, and a visit by the Commanding General of Fifteenth Air
Force, Brig. Gen. Leon Johnson, who personally enlisted them and administered the oath of enlistment. As a follow-on, local newspapers carried monthly
reports on the five young men's Air Force training and study.

The Recruiting Process
It was one thing to gain applicants and quite another to qualify them for
acceptance. The Air Force constantly loosened or tightened enlistment
requirements to control the needs of critical specialties and an expanding or
contracting force structure. The first decade after its separation from the Army
saw the Air Force trying to find enough people qualified to complete technical
training successfully. Personnel planners, like alchemists, were constantly
seeking that right mixture of eligibility requirements, technical test scores, and
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recruit character traits that promised the gold-like substance known as an
effective force.
Once procurement planners distributed manpower quotas to the various
recruiting stations, recruiting officers and NCOs established individual recruiter
goals. It was then up to the recruiter to meet his assigned number of men for the
month. Generally, recruiters found it necessary to sell a military career to four
men before one would actually complete the entire enlistment process.
Recruiters often devoted much time in interesting potential recruits, only to find
an enlistee ineligible because he was unable to meet some requirement or
another. This frequently led to frustration among the recruits because the Air
Force seemed to be selecting recruits by elimination, by finding reasons to turn
most applicants down.' 3
When a potential recruit entered the recruiter's office, the recruiter
performed a quick introductory interview to determine the applicant's age, race,
and nationality. The applicant would later provide the required documentation
to substantiate this initial information. Under the Voluntary Recruitment Act
of 1945, men could enlist between the ages of seventeen and thirty-four.'4
Seventeen-year-old males needed parental permission. Planners justified a
double standard for recruiting women on the basis that the need for women was
so little that recruiters could be more selective. Women were thus legally
required to be at least eighteen years old, and they needed parental consent if
they were not yet twenty-one. Also, unlike men, both the Army and the Air
Force required female applicants to have a high school diploma or its
equivalent.'0 5
Other requirements for men and women included possessing U.S.
citizenship or equivalent, passing a rigorous physical exam, and after 1952
-largely due to government-wide loyalty investigations stimulated by the anticommunism ideology of the era-passing a security background check that
established loyalty, trustworthiness, and the absence of a criminal record."°
Besides these requirements, the Air Force usually precluded the enlistment
of married persons. Following the dictates of interwar Army Air Corps policy
and those of the other services, recruiters could not enlist or reenlist a firsttermer who was married without first receiving a reenlistment authorization
from headquarters. Married airmen in paygrade E-4 (sergeant) with less than
six years' service and those in paygrades E-1 (private), E-2 (Private First
up for another term unless
Class), and E-3 (corporal) were barred from signing
07
base commanders authorized their reenlistments.1
Air planners wanted to obtain people who would stay for their full terms;
thus authorization was only given after a recruit could show that he could
support his family and would not later apply for a hardship discharge. The Air
Force, however, desperately needed certain civilian specialists such as
electronics technicians and jet mechanics, and it often overlooked their marital
status in order to recruit them. Specialists usually enlisted at higher grades than
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fledgling recruits did, and they received more pay. Under no circumstances did
recruiters enlist married women or women with dependents under the age of
eighteen.'l 8
By 1953, the huge manpower losses led the Air Force to relax its ban on
accepting and retaining married male airmen, hoping that men with families
would be more inclined to remain in the service for subsequent reenlistments.,°9
In 1954, 29.2 percent of its first-term airmen were married (42 percent of the
total enlisted population was married compared with the Army's 32 percent and
the Navy's 28 percent).110 The Air Force had almost as many personnel with
dependents (47.7 percent) as it did single personnel within its ranks."'
Following an initial interview with potential recruits, recruiters administered a preenlistment mental examination. Related to the Alpha and Beta tests
of World War I and to the AGCT used during World War II, behavioral
scientists hired by the Air Force designed the Armed Forces Qualification Test
(AFQT) to indicate an individual's trainability. In 1950, the DOD ordered the
services to use this single test as a preselection examination." 2 New enlistees
took the more formal Airman Classification Test after arriving for basic
training.
After an applicant passed the initial screening, the recruiter scheduled a
physical exam at the nearby Armed Forces Examination Center. This exam was
based on new physical standards developed during World War II and which
evolved during Korea and the Cold War.' 3 Physical requirements for the Air
Force were lower than those of the Army on the premise that technological
weapon systems required less physical size and stamina than combat-type
jobs.114 In 1948, the Army introduced a six-part physical profile system known
as PULHES, dividing the body into six functional areas-physical capacity,
upper extremities, lower extremities, hearing, eyes, and neuropsychiatric
behavior-which doctors graded on a point scale. After noting defects, the
doctors classified enlistees in categories from A to E, and this rating in
combination with mental and, later, aptitude scores determined a recruit's
future job and training.'15
Despite these measuring devices, fraudulent enlistments continued to
plague recruiters. The Air Force categorized fraudulent enlistments in two
ways: first, enlistees who entered into a contract with the Air Force under false
pretenses; and second, false recruiter promises such as guaranteeing a recruit
a particular job or duty station." 6 Recruiting regulations considered applicants
who were previously dishonorably discharged, who were underage, illiterate,
or physically handicapped, or who had a felony record as ineligible for
enlistment. And because many recruits were needed for overseas duty following
basic training, they could not attend technical school. Men who had been
promised such training and complained of a breech of contract were subsequently released from the Air Force.
Often during hectic enlistment drives, such as the Air Force's expansion
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in the 1950s or in the mobilization and demobilization periods during and after
World War II and the Korean war, a recruiter might overlook poor test scores
or a substandard education, although regulations prohibited such practices.
During one intense recruiting campaign in 1946, 554 enlistees were recruited
with test scores below the minimum of 70. Thirty-six of these were enlisted at
AAF installations, and the remaining 318 joined at Army recruiting stations."17
Again, Army recruiters often were less concerned about the needs of the Air
Force than of their parent service. Periods of extended personnel stability
allowed recruiters the time to check records thoroughly and apply Air Force
standards more diligently, thus reducing such incidents.
Finally, after the preliminaries, the recruiter, according to the Volunteer
Act of 1947, offered enlistment into the Air Force for two, three, five, or six
years.'"' By 1950, the Air Force offered newcomers only enlistment periods of
four or more years in order to offset the cost of training and reduce the
proportion of time a recruit spent in technical training, and to enhance the
experience level in a very young force." 9 In 1953, Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force H. Lee White argued that long-term enlistments were necessary both
from a cost and from a readiness standpoint. Anything less than a long
enlistment term (four or more years), he pleaded, "would wreck the Air
Force."' 20 Benefits of the longer terms offered to enlistees included a promise
of technical training and no time served in the Army (if drafted)!
The possibility of induction into the Army helped Air Force recruiters
persuade parents and youths that four years in the Air Force actually were
better than two in the Army. Under the draft, a young man had to fulfill a
minimum five-year military obligation, including both Active Service and
Ready Reserve duty. Air Force recruiters told parents to have their sons
volunteer at seventeen, serve fours years' active time, learn an important skill,
mature, and then enter the Ready Reserve for one year. After four years in the
Air Force, recruiting literature told middle-class families, a young man could
enter college and "follow in Dad's footsteps in business or the professional
world" by the time he was twenty-two.121
On the other hand, if the young man waited for induction, he would serve
two years in the Army, three years in the Ready Reserve, and because the
average age of an inductee was twenty-three, he would not be finished with his
obligation until he was twenty-eight. In other words, by the time an inductee
had finished serving, he might be too old to become successful in a civilian
occupation.' 22 Moreover, the Korean war and the possibility of combat made
parents and youth think twice about the draft and the Army. The Air Force
offered young men a way to obviate infantry duty and combat but still fulfil
their obligation to the country.
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Who Joined?
Air Force planners determined the success of a recruiting program by two
factors: the number of personnel obtained and the number capable of retaining
technical training. Surveys of recruits demonstrated that most were young (70
percent were between the ages of 19 and 21 with an average of 19.2) and from
the most populous states.'23 Close to 70 percent came from towns (of greater
than 2,500 people) and from cities, reflecting both U.S. demographics and the
geographical locations of the Air Force's recruiting stations (Table 9).

Table 9
Pre-serviceResidence
Rural and Urban
(In Percent)
Type of Residence

Number

Percent

Rural Area
Town <2,500
Town 2,501-25,000
Town 25,001-100,000
Town >100,000
Total

149,690
95,630
209,950
144,450
196,250
795,970

18.8
12.0
26.4
18.1
24.7
100.0

SOURCE:

USAF StatisticalDigest, 1955, p.

347.
In regard to quality, from the Army's first introduction of the Alpha and
Beta mental tests, the Air Force equated high test scores with trainable
enlistees.'2 4 It was no different in the Cold War era. In 1948, the Air Force
spearheaded the development of the uniform aptitude test, the AFQT. After its
acceptance in 1950, the Air Force used this test as a screening device to ensure
25
that recruits scored in the top three quintiles prior to enlistment.'
Mental standards differed for draftees and volunteers. As required by law,
the Army accepted a percentile score of ten (more than 85 percent of army
draftees during World War II scored higher) for inductees. The Air Force and
the Navy, however, could set their standards as high as they wanted.126 Before
1951, mental standards varied depending upon. manpower needs and training
capability.127 After the Korean war began, the Army noticed a growing disparity
in the quality of recruits that the four services were accepting.' 28 As in World
War II, the Air Force during the Korean war was able to recruit highly qualified
personnel, since many enlistees did not want to serve in Army combat
positions.
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The war and the draft provided a very selective pool from which the Air
Force could recruit. In fact, the Air Force obtained so many quality recruits that
its basic training center at Lackland AFB in San Antonio, Texas, was turned
into a tent city because the barracks there were simply too few to house the
thousands of recruits pouring in for training in late 1950.1"9 Army complaints
about the Air Force's successful efforts to get the best recruits reached
Congress. As a result, the Senate Preparedness Committee, headed by Senator
Lyndon B. Johnson of Texas, a future President, examined Air Force recruiting
and training policy. He declared the Air Force's hoarding of recruits "a
disservice to the nation.'' 13 He also stated:
The loss to the Nation is incalculable.... Men of high intelligence who
might have made invaluable officers for the Army are now consigned to
the ranks of the Air Force as privates. .

.

. The Air Force's apparent

unconcern for the other services is not merely a rebuff to the spirit of
unification, it is also an attitude detrimental to the best interests of the
Nation."'
Surprisingly, Senator Johnson made no comment about the young men who
sought refuge from the Army and combat by enlisting in the Air Force.
Indeed the Air Force was hoarding its men, but it did so from tradition, not
from malice. Lessons from World War II impressed zealous policymakers with
the need to get the brightest recruits classified and trained quickly so that they
could be deployed overseas. In this regard, planners believed it was a service
to the nation, not a disservice, to get top-quality personnel. The rhetoric and
reasons for hoarding personnel, however, were not appreciated by all, as the
new Secretary of Defense and former Army Chief of Staff George C. Marshall
believed it was time for new thinking. "Under the conditions of modem war,"
Marshall explained, "men of outstanding qualifications are required in all
branches of the military . . . to concentrate the qualities of leadership or
technical pre-eminence in one branch ... is detrimental.'' 2

This "new thinking" actually stemmed from Marshall's experience with the
AAF during World War II. One branch of the Army, or in this case, one branch
of the armed services, could not prosper at the expense of the others.
To prevent this type of recruiting fiasco from reoccurring and to assure an
equitable allocation of new manpower among the services, in May 1951
Secretary Marshall established a "qualitative distribution policy" that
standardized mental and physical scores for all the services.' 33 This distribution
scheme established a quota control based upon the World War II model of five
broad mental groups (Table 10).
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Table 10
Qualitative Distributionof Mental Scores
Mental Group

PercentileScore
93-100
65-92
31-64
10-30
9 and below

Category
Category
Category
Category
Category

I
II
III
IV
V

SOURCE:

Memo, SECDEF to All Service

Secys and JCS, Subj: Qualitative Distribution of Military Manpower, Apr 2, 1951,
RG 330, 66, Box 314, MMB, NA.

Under this system, the Air Force had to accept more lower category men
(it was now required to accept 27 percent from Category IV) which, in an era
of increasing technological sophistication, played havoc with the service's
desire to recruit only individuals capable of technical training. The Air Force
placed most Category IV personnel as apprentices or else located them in a
very few occupational specialties that accepted lower mental standards. Few
such men received formal training."'
Changing the mental standards gradually changed the mental composition
of the Air Force. For instance, in October 1949, 95.7 percent of all enlistees had
AGCT test scores exceeding 100."'t In January 1950, when the Air Force
implemented the AFQT, 92.9 percent of non-prior service enlistees scored36
above the 50th percentile. By June, that number had dropped to 73 percent.1
These results become more startling when the higher grade NCOs are
compared to incoming recruits. In World War II, Regular Army NCOs were
less educated and presumably less intelligent than were newcomers. During the
Korean war, quite the opposite held true.137 Perhaps because of the reserve
officers who joined the enlisted ranks during the demobilization after World
War II, the 1950's personnel-hoarding fiasco, and the Air Force's emphasis on
promotion and retention of the brightest, in 1951 nearly 76 percent of the
master sergeants38 scored in Categories I and II compared with only 36.6 percent
of all privates.1
As a group, master sergeants were also more educated than recruits; 74.2
percent held high school diplomas or better compared with 68.8 percent of the
enlistees.139 By 1955, the gap between the two groups had widened. Close to
80 percent of the master sergeants had high school diplomas or better, whereas
basics (privates) had less than a full four-year high
65.6 percent of airman
40
education.1
school
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Large pools of draftees and a greater need for skilled technicians eventually
forced the DOD to authorize higher standards for regular enlistees and
encourage the services to develop programs to eliminate untrainable
personnel.141 By 1958, the DOD changed peacetime induction standards, thus
allowing the Air Force to focus on selective recruiting. Until then, however, the
lowered requirements caused havoc in training and retention.
During the early 1950s, decreased mental standards forced air planners to
consider other options for obtaining quality recruits. The WAF program,
although established in 1948, never received the impetus to expand until late
in the Korean war.142 Previously, planners had placed an internal ceiling on the
number of women the Air Force would accept. 143 With wartime expansion,
however, many began to view women as a potential source of thousands of
high-quality recruits and became anxious to expand their enlistments when
Congress removed the 2 percent ceiling previously enacted in the Women's
Armed Services Integration Act of 1948."'4
In September 1951, the DOD announced a 10-month recruiting drive
designed to increase the number of women in the military to 112,000 (a 180
percent increase). The Air Force optimistically set its goal at 500 women
recruits per month and began to appoint trained WAF officers as women
recruiters. Many jobs open to WAFs were in the health professions and
administration (75 percent of all WAFs in 1953 were in these fields) although
other nontraditional occupational specialties such as radio and radar maintenance, plane-dispatcher, and cryptographer had been open to women during
World War II.14' By law, none of the specialties involved combat.
In the spring of 1952, the recruiting campaign crumbled."4 ' Compared to
its goal of recruiting 50,000 women, the Air Force only obtained 13,000. In
fact, the number of WAFs never approached the 2 percent ceiling which
Congress lifted during the Korean war. At their peak strength, women never
constituted more than 1.3 percent of the total force.' 47 For the most part,
surveys showed that most women were tired of war or were concerned about
the loose-morals stigma surrounding women who served in the military.
Moreover, poor wages and the higher educational, mental, and physical
standards required of females helped shape their view of the armed forces and
contributed to the campaign's failure.' 4"
Air Force leaders generally shared society's conservative attitudes toward
women and minorities. Nevertheless, the buildup of the Air Force often placed
the leadership in a position where they had to achieve a reasonably efficient use
of manpower without offending societal perceptions on race and gender.
Because few planners were social reformers, personnel policies reflected their
pragmatic designs-the Air Force used women to replace men only when the
situation dictated, and it49 placed them in jobs "pretty much dominated by
women in civilian life.''
With the Korean war no longer providing a demand for women, planners
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felt no obligation to forward WAF causes. In fact, after 1953, the concern over
using women in the Air Force received little attention by personnel
policymakers trying to create and maintain an experienced (male) technical
force in midst of a rapidly expanding mission. By 1954, all the services had a
large personnel pool from which to draw an ample number of male volunteers,
and all the services showed a decreasing number of women in their ranks."'5
Women leaving the Air Force believed that the recruiting promises of extensive
training, career of choice, and travel were unavailable to most of them.'51
As the size of the Air Force decreased, planners began to remove women
from seven of the twelve major commands, assigning them to one of the
remaining five-Air Defense Command (ADC), Military AirTransport Service
(MATS), Strategic Air Command (SAC), Air Training Command (ATC), and
United States Air Forces in Europe (USAFE)-that could best "use their
service."'5 Although 85 percent of the technically trained women were
employed by three commands-MATS, ADC, and ATC-their service usually
meant administration, communication, supply, medical, and personnel, based
on the belief that women were "inherently best suited" for these jobs because
of "emotional and physical considerations."' 5 3Faced with a reduction-in-force
in the late 1950s, some air planners proposed doing away with the WAF
program entirely, thereby eliminating 8,000 manpower spaces and reducing the
hardship of having men and heads-of-households put out of work.'54
Driven by presidential order and the Korean war, planners also developed
policies for blacks. The immediate World War II demobilization period saw
continued segregation, but losses in white manpower drove policymakers to
rethink polices that prohibited the use of trained blacks in white units.'55

F-84s head for a target north of the 38th parallel in Korea
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Truman's Executive Order 9981 (which called for integration), the close
monitoring of the President's Committee for the Abolition of the Racial Quota
(the Fahy Committee), and the desperate need for skilled manpower moved the
Air Force toward integrated units.15 6 By 1949, the Air Force had eliminated a
10 percent quota and went to equal standards of enlistment for both whites and
blacks, largely because of the Fahy Committee's emphasis on increasing the
classification test scores to ninety.'57
The period beginning with the onset of the Korean war in June 1950 to the
end of that year showed a continued effort to recruit blacks, albeit using white
recruiters, and to achieve total integration. As a result of the Korean expansion
and DOD's implementation of the qualitative distribution scheme, which
required the Air Force to enlist more Category IV personnel, the proportion of
blacks increased from 5 percent in 1949 to close to 9 percent in June 1954
(Table 11).158 The 1954 percentage of blacks in the U.S. Air Force compared
favorably to the Marines' 6.5 percent, the Navy's 3.6 percent, and the general
population's 11.0 percent. Due to the fact that the Army assimilated more of the
poorly educated Americans, blacks composed 13.7 percent of its force.

Table 11
Percentageof Blacks in the Air Force
1949-1954*
Year

Percent

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

6.0
7.1
5.7
5.6
7.2
8.7

Gropman, The Air Force Integrates, app 1; Air Force
StatisticalDigest, 1949-1954.
*In 1954, the percentage of blacks in the American population
was 11 percent.
SOURCES:

By late 1950, the Air Force had reduced the number of its segregated units
to nine. Thus, more than 95 percent of black airmen served in integrated squadrons.' 5 9 By 1955, integration policies ordered by the Truman administration,
and enforced by the Fahy Committee, compelled the Air Force to institutionalize equality in its policies. Although desegregation policies were in place,
time was required for the Air Force to reduce prejudice within the ranks. "6
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Why They Joined
By 1948, the Air Force began surveying new recruits to determine their reasons
for joining. As in the pre-World War II Air Corps, external factors often
dictated what kind of people enlisted. Proximity to the end of a school term,
conditions in the civilian job market, and world events affected enlistment
decisions.
Surveys taken during the late 1940s and 1950s showed that recruits enlisted
for various reasons. A 1949 survey determined that nearly 50 percent of
enlistees selected the Air Force for technical training.'6 ' Another 25 percent
joined for financial considerations or opportunities for travel and adventure.
Only 1 percent of those surveyed indicated patriotic reasons for selecting the
Air Force. When asked why they chose the Air Force over the Army, 75
percent said technical training; others expressed an interest in airplanes or
explained that there were "higher types of men in the Air Force."' 62
Also influencing a potential recruit's decision was the Korean war and the
Selective Service Act of 1948. The war and the draft imposed an additional
impetus for enlistment because many who volunteered for Air Force duty
believed the Army would have eventually inducted them. Only 7 percent of the
1949 recruits thought the draft was the prime motivator to enlist in the Air
Force. By 1955, however, 25.6 percent stated that the threat63of compulsory
military service played an important part in their enlistment.'
A comparison between those who claimed to avoid the draft as their
primary or secondary reason for enlisting and those who volunteered for other
reasons showed that the draft-induced enlistees, on average, were older and
better educated."M Their age and education may explain why financial
considerations and the draft constituted more inducement than education or
travel did. Those who enlisted to evade the draft often did so to take advantage
of specific programs not offered to inductees. Close to 40 percent of these
airmen desired a choice in what branch of the military they would serve. For
instance, during the Korean war, few wanted to join an infantry company.
Another 25 percent chose to enlist because this permitted them to fulfill their
obligation at a time of their own choosing. "I wanted to join while I still was
young," one recruit wrote, "and by waiting the draft might upset my career....
I enlisted to finish my college education without later delay.'' 65 Another group
believed that volunteers would be afforded more opportunities such as joining
the Air Force with a buddy.
Although educational levels played a role in reasons for enlistment, the
disparities were not that great. Most high school and non-high school graduates
joined for technical education, work experience, or, during Korea, to evade the
more likely to join to escape an
draft. Less educated men were 7 percent
"uncomfortable civilian situation."'' 66
Within the first decade after World War II, the Air Force separated from
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the Army, created a modem recruiting system, and successfully promoted the
military and itself as a means of obtaining a good career. For the most part, the
Army provided the necessary structure from which the Air Force could pattern
its recruiting system. The Air Force adopted recruiter schools, career paths, and
various standardizing processes established by the Army. One of the most
important aspects of the new recruiting system was the advertising that the Air
Force used to promote itself. It did more than simply tell people about military
jobs. It focused on selling the military as an American tradition and it
emphasized Air Force life to men and women unfamiliar with aviation and the
jet age. Highly technical, very selective, and professional, the Air Force's
image made it the choice of many parents for their draft-aged children as well
as for youth to fulfill military obligations.
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Training and the
Enlisted Career Program
1945-1955
THE DECADES OF THE 1940s AND 1950s demonstrated the Air
Force's ability to promote an image that would draw young men and women
into the ranks of its enlisted corps. Yet, the success of the recruiting service
created an important problem for Air Force planners: how to assimilate these
new recruits into the service and train them with skills desperately needed by
the Air Force's major commands. To solve the problem, the Air Force
depended heavily on the experience garnered during the interwar years and
from World War II.
Basic training continued to evolve from that employed by the Army, while
technical schools reflected a confusing dichotomy between generalized and
specialized training. By 1955, however, Air Force personnel planners had
created a recruiting and training system capable of producing the needed
technicians to support the Air Force's expanded combat mission by channeling
civilians through a basic indoctrination to formal instruction in various
specialties and thence to on-the-job training (OJT).
Besides combat efficiency, the ability to retain experienced airmen was an
ultimate measure of success for a recruiting and training program. By 1952, the
Air Force had developed the Airman Career Plan which established a
centralized training pipeline while emphasizing the Air Force's belief that
airmen were technicians first, and soldiers, a distant second. The plan
established broad areas of occupational training and a clear path of advancement, and it placed a premium on job knowledge over military deportment. The
introduction of the Airman Career Plan demonstrated just how much the Air
Force and the armed forces had embraced corporate personnel management
philosophy and practices. Indeed, the Air Force was more than a part of the
military-it offered youth a jet-age job, upward mobility, and a potential
career.
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Basic Training: Gateway to the Air Force
In May 1955, an important conference of Air Force planners from the three
basic military training (BMT) centers at Lackland AFB, Texas (established for
BMT in 1946), Sampson AFB, New York (established in February 1951), and
Parks AFB, California (established in August 1951), met at Technical Training
Command Headquarters in Gulfport, Mississippi, to discuss the problems in the
basic military training curriculum.' Most of these problems centered on a lack
of concise definitions about the nature of basic training for the Air Force. What
appeared to be the beginning of a rather mundane conference, however, quickly
transformed into a flurry of heated activity when the head scientist at the Air
Force Personnel and Training Research Center presented "a new approach to
overall basic military training." 2
Robert G. Smith argued that the committee "must accept that the Air Force
has a way of life or culture all its own," and this concept must be the governing paradigm in all curriculum design. "In the Air Force culture," he explained,
"everyone must know military courtesy, how to wear the uniform, and many
similar things .... At the same time only a few people must know how to be
a jet mechanic or electronics technician .... Accordingly the purpose of basic

training is to develop in the individual the 'universals' of Air Force culture..

Sampson AFB, New York, in the early 1950s
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Training in camouflage. A sniper's nest (top) and a road in South Carolina (bottom).
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. . These are the things which every man must know how to do and believe, not
just a few." 3
The results of the conference included a new definition of the basic training
mission-to develop skills, knowledge, and attitudes essential for allairmenand a major revision of the BMT curriculum that called for the integration of
technical and basic training in which raw recruits would go to a basic training
center and learn only "universals," i.e., small arms training, Air Force history,
and so on.4 Following this truncated course, recruits then attended technical
school where they learned technical skills and finished basic training.
Since the creation of an independent Air Force, air planners were
particularly concerned over the type of military training necessary for fledgling
airmen. The planners also renewed the World War II argument over whether5
basic training should produce soldiers or persons capable of technical training.
Planners also recognized that basic training provided the fundamentals
necessary for a productive military career, and this training became the
denominator that tied all airmen, regardless of specialty, into a common bond.6
Yet, between 1945 and 1955, training officials consistently changed course
length, curriculum topics, and mission statements. Airmen who attended basic
training in 1949, 1951, and 1955, if gathered together into one room, could
discuss little of their common heritage. Training was simply too disparate.'
Many reasons account for these disparities. One is that the need for
manpower as a result of the Air Force's expansion and the Korean war made
the length and quality of basic training unpredictable.' During periods of
demobilization and buildup, the demand for technical schooling forced planners
to adjust the length and curriculum of recruit training to meet the need. During
the 1950 Korean war mobilization, the Air Force reduced basic training from
the traditional thirteen weeks to ten and a half weeks in June and, finally, to
five weeks in October. In January and February 1951, the curriculum varied
from two weeks to merely in-and-out processing.' With the end of the Korean
war in 1953 and the subsequent demobilization, the length of basic training
gradually increased to eleven weeks.
Critical shortages of skills in the commands resulting from advancing
technology, organizational expansion, and poor retention also controlled the
length of basic training. By 1950, the Air Force was in transition to jet aircraft
and advanced radar and navigational systems, and it was experimenting with
guided missiles. These technologies required new skills and new training
programs. Also, as the Air Force gradually relied less on the Army for support
personnel, personnel planners created new specialties in finance, food service,
and intelligence.' 0
Nor did the continued expansion of the Air Force after the Korean war help
standardization. Training instructors often shortened basic training in order to
get recruits into technical training and out to the commands faster. Personnel
planners also found retention a significant problem; they had to replace skilled
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Cpl. Robert Gibbons pulls hot rolls
from the oven (top) and food service
training at Fort Francis E. Warren,
Wyoming (center), and at Jefferson
Barracks, Missouri (bottom), all in
the 1940s.
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men who left the service. Not until the mid-1950s did Air Force manpower
increase to peak strength and stabilize due to better retention."1 This stabilization of personnel, combined with the advent of a centralized system for tracking
training requirements, alleviated many of the problems such as the long
technical courses and training lead times associated with technological
advances, organizational growth, and manpower retention."2
Curriculum changes also detracted from a standardized training program.
Many of these changes were induced by agencies outside the Air Force.
Integration, for instance, was a product of presidential directive and congressional insistence.1 3 Before 1949, the Air Force assigned black recruits to
exclusively black squadrons where they ate in their own messes, trained
together, and had their own libraries and clubs. As soon as Headquarters United
States Air Force (HQ USAF) ordered integration Lackland AFB began to
assign all trainees by date of arrival rather than by race. Blacks now ate and
slept in the same rooms as whites, trained with whites, and could attend all
service clubs and other facilities on base."4
Pressures on the DOD by the President's Committee on Religion and
Welfare in 1949 and 1950 also led to curriculum changes in the areas of

Columbia University
President Dwight D. Eisenhower
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citizenship, character guidance, and personal morality.* By 1952, the Air Force
BMT curriculum reflected nineteen hours of courses such as The Development
of Character, Clean Thinking and Living, The Complete Person, and SelfDiscipline.' 5 Some of the courses taught ethics; others, such as the citizenship
course written at Columbia University under the auspices of University
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, taught about the evils of communism and
emphasized the rights inherent in American society.16 By 1955, these courses
7
had evolved into teaching specifics about personal behavior in a democracy.'
People should know their rights, be responsible to defend their way of life,
respect authority, and drive acar "responsibly."18 Thus, it was no surprise when
the Air Force, like the Army, Navy, and Marines, undertook the job of
Americanizing the nation's youth.'
Another imposition to the curriculum involved Category IV (Cat IV)
recruits. Until early 1951 only one basic training program had been in place for
male enlistees. With the DOD's implementation of the qualitative distribution
program, which required all the services to receive an equal amount of mentally
substandard volunteers, the Air Force inaugurated a second basic training
program designed to "raise the intellectual level of [the substandard] to the fifth
grade level." 20 The new training plan for substandard airmen consisted of an
intensive forty-five-hour language arts course in addition to the normal basic
training curriculum. During these fourteen weeks, instructors segregated Cat IV
personnel from higher (mental) category recruits. 2'
Besides the changes in integration, political indoctrination, and DOD
programs that caused the basic training curriculum to fluctuate, the Air Force's
continued struggle to divorce itself from Army traditions also promoted
instability. The World War II debate over drill and ceremonies, marksmanship,
and physical exercise continued.22 In 1949, the Air Force taught over 223 hours
in those courses, compared with 136 hours in 1952 and 68 in 1953 (Table 12).
By late 1955, training instructors required recruits to field-strip a M-30 carbine,
dry-fire it, and learn proper cleaning procedures-all in sixteen hours (the
standard had been fifty-seven hours in 1949).23 The Air Force had its own drill
manual patterned after the Army's Field Manual 22-5 and, at times, used it
sparingly. A 1954 survey of recruits found that 60 percent had never marched
in a retreat formation, and of this 60 percent, 40 percent had never participated
in a parade of any kind.24

See Chapter 2 for an expanded discussion.
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Table 12
Changes in Military Courses in
Air Force Basic Training
(In Hours)
Year

Drill

1949
1952
1953
1956

52
72
36
66

Tactics
34
-

Small Arms
57
28
16
16

Physical
80
36
16
39

SOURCE: HistoricalData of the 3700th Military Wing,
Lackland Air Force Base, 1949-1956,AFHSO Microfilm.

By 1952, curriculum designers also dropped many of the vestiges of the
AAF. Rather than introduce topics like Elementary Aerodynamics, Aircraft
Powerplants, and Military Filing Procedures as precursors to technical training,
instructors replaced these courses with one single mathematics course common
to most technical career fields. 25 In 1956, the math course was dropped in the
belief that technical schools provided the best type of mathematics instruction
for their specialties. 26 The overall curriculum gradually moved away from one
that served as a primer for men dedicated to repairing airplanes to a course
geared for assimilating large numbers of men into a host of specialties
including supply, guided missiles, and intelligence.
Just as the AAF had differentiated itself from the Army during World War
II by developing an enlisted program designed to produce, for the most part,
aircraft technicians rather than soldiers,* so did the postwar Air Force by
designing a program to produce a variety of specialists, not just aircraft
technicians." Planners at the Basic Military Training Conference held in May
1955 reflected this approach as the rudimentary standardized program evolved
into an operational training plan. Split into two phases, the integrated course
consisted of five weeks at a basic training center and additional basic training
provided concurrently with the recruit's technical schooling. Recruits not
designated for formal training continued BMT for thirteen weeks before
assignment to the major commands for OJT."
Many of these new basic training classes sought to assimilate a new recruit
into Air Force life. As a military organization, the Air Force required
knowledge of saluting and military courtesy (including a recognition of ranks

See Chapter 1.
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Basic calisthenics at Hondo AFB, Texas, 1950 (top); mass calisthenics at Lackland
AFB, Texas (bottom).
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Above, a class is receiving M-l
carbine instruction at Kinder
AFB. Small arms training, as
exemplified by skeet shooting,
is shown at Langley Field to the
left. A liaison and plotting unit
is at work, shown at the top of
page opposite. A Very flare
pistol is used to teach aircrewmen land and air survival training at Fort Benning, Georgia
(opposite page, center). An Air
Force survival weapon, an overand-under 410 shotgun and 22
Hornet rifle combination is seen
being demonstrated at the bottom, far right.
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and uniforms), drills and ceremonies, and procedures for reporting in a military
manner. Instructors taught classes in military law, Air Force history, and
organizational structure of squadrons and wings along with the fundamentals
of security guard details. Besides standard courses in personal hygiene,
character guidance, and citizenship, course designers placed much of the
traditional field training that involved hikes, bivouacs, and combat training
under the heading of survival training. These courses discussed atomic blasts
and radiation as well as biological warfare and first aid.
Course developers believed that many recruits would not be combatants but
might find themselves in cold climates, in nuclear or chemical warfare zones,
or in air crews where this knowledge might prove invaluable. In the past,
courses in military leadership dwelt on individual and personal character traits,
but new course materials stressed concepts emphasized during World War II:
cooperation, teamwork, and human relations.' The "new" military basic
training was premised on conditions imposed by the Air Force mission and its
developing traditions. As one chief master sergeant pointed out, "I think that
the changes in basic training [in the 1950s] were smart changes ....
[Basic
training now] concentrated on the actual things that people were going to do
... when they [got] to the field."''
Basic training for women and prior service personnel underwent a similar
evolution. As early as 1949, basic training for WAFs mirrored much of the
content of the men's basic training curriculum although their course was
usually shorter (Table 13). Many of the differences could be attributed to 1950s
societal norms and the Air Force's experience with women during World War
I. Course content reflected an emphasis on office skills, personal appearance,
and social skills. One anomaly, the Leadership and Training Methods class,
encouraged women to assert themselves, speak in a command voice, and study
examples of great leaders, albeit an odd group of military luminaries and social
reformers that included Eisenhower, Marshall, Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley,
and Jane Addams of Hull House. Instructors also taught Women in the Armed
Forces as a short overview during the seven-hour period.3"

Table 13
Comparison of Basic Training Courses
For Males and Females
1949
(In Hours* and Percent)
Course
Elementary Aerodynamics
Drills and Ceremonies
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Male

%

Female

%

2
52

.4
10.0

3
52

.7
11.8
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Table 13--cont'd
Course
Personal Hygiene
Sex and Morality/Social Hygiene**
Personal Adjustment
Weapons
Squadron and Miscellaneous Duties
Military Correspondence
Military Filing Procedures
Leadership Training

Male

%

3
5
6
57
61
7

.6
1.0
1.2
11.0
11.7

1.3

Female

%

7
5
9
3
48
5
2
7

1.6
1.1
2.0
.7
10.9
1.1
.4
1.6

History of 3700th Indoctrination Wing, 1949, AFHSO Microfilm.
*For males, the total number of course hous was 520; for females, it was
440.
"**The course for men was entitled "Sex and Morality"; for the women, it
SOURCE:

was called "Social Hygiene."

In 1952, basic training for both male and female recruits had, for the most
part, converged. Training sessions for both were nine weeks long (396 hours)
and consisted of similar subjects (Table 14).32 Although WAF training still
stressed personal grooming and development of administrative skills, the
emphasis was mitigated by the Air Force's need to replace its skilled manpower. As new fields opened to women, their basic training reflected more of
what was offered to males. Besides primary classes in traditional clerical and
medical roles, the Air Force also taught thirty-six hours of mathematics courses
in preparation for technical schooling.

Table 14
Comparisonof Basic Training
For Males and Females
1952
(In Hours)
Course
Attitude Development
Character Guidance
AF Citizenship
AF History
AF Mission

Male

Female

68
6
12
8
4

78
8
20
9
5
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Table 14-cont'd
Course
AF Weapons
Cost Consciousness
Accident Prevention
Psychological Warfare
Adjustment to AF Life
Personal Appearance
Military Fundamentals
Personal Hygiene
Airman's Role in Defense Attack
First Aid
Military Skills
Drill
Inspection
Squadron Orientation
Marksmanship
Practical Field Application
Administrative and Office Procedures
Physical Fitness
Mathematics

Male

Female

12
2
2
5
53
39
7
6

10
4
5
66
13
47
9
2

10
132
72
24
8
28
32
-

21
116
72
24
20
8
9

36
36

36
36

SOURCE: History ofLacklandAFB, April-June1952, apps

A, B, AFHSO Microfilm.

Women even began to receive more military training as instructors either
introduced or lengthened classes in physical fitness, base defense, and small
arms training. 3 Eventually, however, increasing male reenlistments, a rapidly
growing manpower pool, and a lack of female enlistments obviated the strong
need for women in nontraditional skills. The basic training curriculum reflected
these factors. By early 1956, when the male curriculum shifted to the twophase, eleven-week plan, the WAF course remained at nine weeks, and the
mathematics classes were dropped. 34 Ever pragmatic,
air planners increased
35
opportunities for women only when necessary.
In early 1954, the Air Force introduced a basic training course specifically
designed for prior-service personnel. Since many of these individuals had been
previously trained or were capable of receiving advanced technical training, the
goal was to indoctrinate, classify, and send them to the commands or school as
quickly as possible. 6
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Instructors designed courses for two types of people: those who had been
in other branches of the service and those who were returning Air Force
veterans. "Misfits, nonconformists, and people unable to readjust [from]
civilian life" were supposedly weeded out during this training.37
The first prior-service program, initiated on February 24, 1954, segregated
individuals with previous military experience from other male recruits and
placed them in a significantly reduced BMT of 160 hours.38 Course work
consisted of eighty-four classroom hours of Air Force topics similar to those
given in traditional BMT. Instructors emphasized drill and ceremonies less and
Air Force history and traditions more. Course designers devoted another thirtysix hours to administrative activities such as haircuts, immunizations, pay,
career counseling, and classification. 39 The fluctuating needs of the Air Force
determined the exact details of the course. By May 1954, this initial program
was shortened to fifteen days, and in June it was scaled back to nine days in
order to meet the technical training requirements imposed by the commands'
need for skilled manpower.4 °
Though basic training differed among the services and was constantly
evolving for the Air Force, one fundamental aspect remained. All airmen,
soldiers, marines, or sailors were classified into future occupational specialties
during this period. Usually within the first two weeks of training, new recruits
spent a full morning or afternoon taking the Airman Classification Test Battery.
This test told classifiers what areas might be suitable for the recruit's advanced
training. Consisting of fourteen parts, the test covered five basic aptitudes-mechanical, administrative, radio operator, general, and electrical. 4'
Guidance and assignment counselors then used the test scores to determine
which of the forty-three major career fields were appropriate for each recruit.
If a recruit had already acquired specific skills needed by the Air Force,
classifiers administered Job Knowledge Tests and Proficiency Tests to
determine the individual's skill level. Based on all these tests and interviews,
classifiers determined whether an airman would go to school, receive OJT, or
bypass training altogether.42

Building a New Service: Technical Training and the Growing
Air Force
The rapid demobilization after World War II, though devastating to efficiency
and effectiveness, still left a force fully four times as large as it had been in
1939. Even during the late 1940s and early 1950s, with pressures to reduce the
military budget and reduce conventional arms and military strengths, the armed
forces' size did not go below 2.5 million. Part of the need to maintain this
manpower was the military's commitment overseas. More than 40 percent of
the nation's military strength served abroad in the 1950s (the figure was 50
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percent during the Korean war). On average, nearly 39 percent of Air Force
personnel were located overseas in the 1950s, during and after the fighting in
Korea.43
Overseas commitments were a major factor shaping Air Force manpower
and training policies in the 1940s and 1950s. In the interwar period, the Air
Force depended on the Army for logistical and combat support to supply
continental bases. Now it needed specialists to supply and operate widespread
overseas bases; maintain large headquarters, personnel, administrative, and
service units; and provide for the training and rotation of personnel from
overseas.
Air Force training requirements were significantly affected by shifts in the
size of its personnel base at home and abroad. The growing reliance placed on
air power by the Truman and Eisenhower administrations resulted in large
manpower allocations to the Air Force during the Korean war and early Cold
War period, as indicated by the size of the aircraft inventory and number of
wings (Table 15)."

Table 15
Aircraft Inventory and
Number of Wings
1947-1957
Year

Aircraft

Wings

1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

13,341
13,890
13,456
12,572
13,753
15,970
19,013
21,601
23,694
26,670
25,969

38
55
54
48
87
95
106
115
121
131
137

SOURCE: National Security and the Budget
(Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1988) p. 291.

Between 1950 and 1956, Air Force manpower constituted 28.7 percent of
total military strength (Table 16), compared with 19 percent for the AAF at the
end of World War II. Table 16 also shows that the overall levels of the military
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branches were subjected to several factors, including the nature of the military
mission, the type of conflict, the lead time for training personnel, and the
technological nature of the services.

Table 16
Manpower Strength
By Branch of Service
1945-1956
(In Percent)
Year

DOD

Air Force

Army

Navy

Marine

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

18.7
15.0
19.3
26.8
26.0
28.2
24.3
27.0
27.5
28.7
32.7
32.4

49.1
47.4
43.3
38.3
40.9
40.6
47.1
43.9
43.1
42.5
37.8
36.6

28.2
32.5
31.5
29.0
27.8
26.1
22.7
22.7
22.3
22.0
22.5
23.9

4.0
5.1
5.9
5.9
5.3
5.1
5.9
6.4
7.0
6.8
7.0
7.2

SOURCE:

DOD FactBook, 1958, p. 21.

Because of the long training periods for technical skills, it was imperative
that the Air Force and the Navy have much of their enlisted force experienced
and in readiness before the outbreak of war. Nuclear weapons and jet aircraft
made a fast response time absolutely necessary. No more could long-term
mobilizations be acceptable, as they had in World War II. Thus, having more
manpower in readiness ensured less fluctuation in manpower levels at the start
of a war. For instance, in 1950 and 1951, while the Air Force and the Navy
were the most technological of the services, they were also the least affected by
the manpower fluctuations that occurred during the Korean war. Manpower
statistics for the Army and the Marine Corps, however, reflected the converse.
Table 16 and Appendices 1 and 2 demonstrate that the Army and the Marine
Corps grew by 170 and 160 percent respectively, while the Navy's and the Air
Force's growth rate failed to double.
Although overseas expansion and the increasing size of the Air Force had
an important effect on its training mission, the rate of technological change was
equally pervasive. Embraced wholeheartedly after World War II, confidence in
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Fire and rescue training in Korea (top). Training to fight aircraft fires (bottom).

Prewar drafting class, Roosevelt
Field, New York (top). Tracking
a B-29 on ground radar (center). Operations specialists prepare operational data forms
(bottom).
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scientific research and the belief that superior technology would win the next
war permeated Air Force thinking. By the time of Korea, technological
innovation had accelerated so rapidly that some equipment and weapons
systems had become obsolete before they became operational.45
Belief in technological superiority and the breadth of technological change
deeply affected the Air Force, as demonstrated by the steady production of new
fighters and bombers which flew faster, higher, farther, and under all types of
climatic and weather conditions. 46 By 1955, new weapons proliferated.
America's arsenal now included thermonuclear weapons, jet aircraft, advanced
electronics, computerization for fire control, air defense, communications, and
supply. In 1956, it included guided missiles with nuclear warhead.47
One important area of technological growth was in electronic applications
to weapons systems. Pioneered during World War II and advanced during the
Cold War, military researchers devised new electronic devices that could
instantaneously observe and react to incoming weapons. Other electrical
innovations included microwave radio relays, tactical data control systems,
electronic countermeasure devices, weather radar, micro-transceivers, and
automatic data-processing equipment. One NCO vividly remembered the effect
of technology on training during the early 1950s:
Recruits had plenty of automotive experience... but jet engine theory and
practical application to a higher technical skill had to be applied to all
ranks and grades. The fast progression almost daily of new systems in
communications, radar, autoflight control, weapons, and delivery systems
had to be absorbed quickly and still maintain the force in an operational
ready status.48
The Air Force's occupational distribution for 1945, 1953, and 1957 (Table
17) indicated a trend toward the highly technical specialties, the great need for
administrative help during the expansion, and a decrease in less-skilled trades
(food services, fire fighters, and military police). 49 Additionally, as aircraft
weapon systems advanced technologically, old AAF specialties like aerial
gunner approached obsolescence.5"
Table 17
OccupationalDistributionof
Air Force EnlistedSpecialties
1945, 1953, 1957
Air Force Specialty
Electronics
Technical
Administrative/Clerical

1945
8.1
7.6
19.9

1953
13.1
7.7
28.6

1957
15.5
7.8
27.9
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Table 17-cont'd
Air Force Specialty
Mechanic/Repairman
Craftsman
Services
Miscellaneous (Aerial Gunner)

Total

1945

35.9
4.7
14.5

1953
24.7
7.6
15.1

9.5

3.1

100.0

100.0

1957
28.8
8.0
12.0
-

100.0

SOURCE: Harold Wool, The Military Specialist, p. 43.

Two important ramifications arose due to this change. First, as technology
increased and made various air crew positions obsolete, airmen had almost no
direct or immediate combat role, such as firing machine guns at attacking
aircraft."s Second, this also meant that the division between the status of air
crews and ground crews would decrease. In the interwar period, an airman's
status was related to his work on the aircraft: in the postwar period, status
would be defined by how technical and pertinent an airman's skill was as
related to the mission. Thus, individuals with highly technical skills became an
elite class of enlisted personnel. In fact, the Air Force divided all specialties
into hard-core (highly skilled and technical) and soft-core (support) specialties,
thereby further codifying the distinctions among and status accorded skills.
A Prelude to Training: Devising an Air Force Career Man-

agement System
Technological sophistication called for advanced training and constant
retraining in schools that only the Air Force and the other military services
provided. Air planners predicated such a program upon understanding the
demands of technology and projecting the manpower needs of its various major
commands. Central to this need was the creation of a system whereby
occupational categories and skill levels were known and easily communicated
up and down the chain of command. 2 It was obvious in the wake of World War
II demobilization that Army reporting procedures and classification schemes
did not do justice to the vast array of Air Force specialties.53 In 1946, no one
in the Air Force knew exactly what manpower strength levels were or what
critical skills had been lost."4 Planners hoped that a new occupational
classification patterned after industry and new reporting procedures would aid
in reassigning and retraining personnel into needed specialties. cut manpower
costs. and help create a pipeline from which future training needs could be
projected and accessioned.5
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In light of the joint agreements between the Army and the AAF that called
for a separate Air Force in 1947, the Secretary of Defense directed both
services to work together in planning and restructuring military occupational
specialties in hopes of finding a unified classification program. Army and Air
Force classification specialists, many trained during the war in classification
and industrial job schemes, met at the Pentagon in 1947 and 1948 to plan for
the future renovation. 6 By late 1947, though the Army and Air Force had
analyzed several common jobs under the auspices of the Office of the Secretary
of Defense's (OSD's) Armed Forces Personnel Policy Board, it was clear that
the two services needed a more comprehensive classification system. 7
Both services and OSD agreed that the new system called for an
encompassing plan that did more than categorize jobs and provide for easy
reporting. 8 The new plan, according to defense staffers, must "enhance the
prestige and professional worth of all career enlisted men and by so doing
attract more and better personnel."59 Drawing from industrial occupational
plans and the Navy's career program, the military agreed upon "career
management" as a guiding philosophy that would establish the Army and Air
Force as institutions capable of providing a career complete with broad areas
of occupational training and a clear path of advancement.'
In devising the career management system, planners believed two criteria
were fundamental to its successful implementation. First, the system should
provide a pathway of advancement that a serviceman could understand and
compare favorably with civilian firms. The more civilian-like the career
program, the more recruits could identify with the military as being similar to
other good employers. Citizens could also understand the military in corporate
terms-a significant factor for making the military seem more democratic, or
more American.
Second, it should eliminate the failings of the old promotion system, such
as dead-end jobs, favoritism, lack of Tables of Organization and Equipment
vacancies, poor assignment guidelines, and "waiting for the man ahead to die,
to be demoted, or retire" in order to be promoted.6" In a society that espoused
the idea that a person should advance through his own ability, a merit system
also helped the military seem more American.
Introduced by the Air Force in 1950, planners designed the Airman Career
Program as a plan governing the entire life cycle of an airman. It became the
basic framework for enlisted personnel management for the next forty years.62
Guided by principles espoused by Frederick W. Taylor almost fifty years
earlier, classifiers studied each Air Force job, created for each ajob description
of standard requirements, and assigned a pay scale so that equal pay was
established for the same jobs. Once analyzed and scientifically standardized,
personnel planners then grouped them into nine broad occupational areas, or
families, and into forty-two career fields (see Appendix 3).63
In tandem with career field development, classifiers established a job
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progression ladder whereby enlisted men moved up the enlisted rank structure
on the basis of their ability to pass job knowledge and skill tests.6 Thus, while
the old system stressed longevity and unit vacancies for promotion, this
program placed occupational skill and merit as the premier criteria.65 Longevity
in service and grade served as qualifiers for promotion, not as determinants.
Just as the Doolittle Board had argued in 1946 for a promotion system based
on merit, air planners in 1950 introduced a career plan that tied promotion to
skill level. Thus, occupational competence, not military deportment, became
the basis for promotion. 6
Air leaders and planners engaged in much discussion about how far up the
career ladder an airman could climb. Both the Army and the Air Force agreed
that a change in grade structure was required to make the career plan a proper
incentive for promotion and retention.67 The Army, for instance, completely
overhauled its grades by eliminating staff and technical sergeants from their
NCO ranks. As of 1948, the new Army NCO grades were corporal, sergeant,
sergeant first class, and master sergeant (or first sergeant). The Army now
designated technicians by a specialist chevron rather than NCO rank. 68 The Air
Force, on the other hand, maintained the AAF rank structure until 1952, when
planners replaced it with a new version (Table 18).

Table 18
Air Force Enlisted Grade Structures
1947 and 1952
1952

1947
Pay Grade

Rank

Pay Grade

Rank

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

Master Sgt
Technical Sgt
Staff Sgt
Sgt
Corporal
PFC
Private

E7
E6
E5
E4
E3
E2
El

Master Sgt
Technical Sgt
Staff Sgt
Airman First Class
Airman Second Class
Airman Third Class
Airman Basic

SOURCE:

USAF Statistical Digest, FY 1952, p. 388.

Planners devised alternate paths for the progression of technician NCOs;
however, it became clear by 1956 that to reach the highest career promotion
level of superintendent (which carried a warrant officer grade), one had to
become a supervisor/manager first and a technician second. (For an example
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of the job progression for an airman in the Motorized and Miscellaneous
Equipment Maintenance Career Field, see Chart 1.)
Under optimum circumstances, the Airman Career Program began during
basic training when classification tests placed a candidate in a suitable Air
Force specialty designated by an Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC). 69 This fivedigit code specified the career field, the career field subdivision, the skill level,
and the Air Force specialty. For example, in the Aircraft and Engine
Maintenance career field, an AFSC of 43150 indicated a skilled jet engine
mechanic. The first two digits, 43, designated the Aircraft and Engine
Maintenance Career Field; the third digit, 1, meant the career field subdivision
of aircraft engines; the fourth digit, 5, indicated a skilled rating; and the final
digit, 0, pinpointed the AFSC within the subdivision and the level-in this
case, Jet Engine Mechanic. By the early 1960s, the last digit was tied to a letter
that designated the category of aircraft and specific weapon system (a 1
indicated tactical fighters; an A meant an A-7 aircraft).70

Designated as a helper or trainee, the airman followed basic training with
technical school or progressed to a major command. At technical school, the
Air Force awarded a semiskilled Air Force Specialty (AFS) 3-level skill code
to an airman who successfully completed the course and passed a proficiency
exam at his next unit.7" An airman who went directly to a command and was
not a bypass specialist (someone who was a specialist and did not need
additional training) underwent a period of OJT. Then, upon his supervisor's
recommendation and demonstration of proficiency, he was granted the 3-level
AFSC.
The five skill levels designated levels of technical expertise and managerial
competence. The first level, or helper, identified those who were entering the
service or going into retraining. The second level, the semiskilled or the 3-level
apprentice, were those who lacked the experience and proficiency to perform
the job without supervision. The skilled, or journeyman 5-level, specified
airmen who had the experience and training and had demonstrated proficiency
to perform the job alone. The advanced or 7-level supervisor or technician
identified those who had gained a high degree of technical knowledge in their
specialty and were competent supervisors. Finally, the 0-levels, or
superintendent levels, were reserved for warrant officers and some master
sergeants who had attained a broad technical knowledge of all jobs within a
given career field and could "plan, coordinate, implement, and direct work
activities."72
Once working in a specialty, an enlisted man could upgrade his skill level
through OJT, a minimum period of AFS experience, and by qualifying on an
Air Force Job Knowledge test. These tests were written specifically for 3-, 5-,
and 7-skill levels
by teams of "the best qualified" master sergeants selected Air
73
Force-wide.*

See Chapter 5 for more detail.
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The Airman Career Program also provided the framework from which to
standardize promotion criteria and centralize quotas. Mirroring the basic
structure of the Army's career program, the Air Force tied advancement to skill
levels, time-in-grade requirements, performance reports, and servicewide
promotion quotas.74 As promotion was tied to skill level, only those who
achieved the 54level could be promoted to E-4 or E-5. The 7-level was
mandatory for E-6s and E-7s, while the Air Force generally reserved the
superintendent level (0-level) for warrant officers.
Time-in-grade requirements ensured a minimum period during which an
airman could "fully learn and appreciate [his] duties and responsibilities and
gain familiarity" with the duties of the next higher grade.75 As the Air Force
expanded in the 1950s, planners greatly reduced the time-in-grade requirements
(see Table 19) to build up the enlisted force. They made promotions to Airman
Third Class (E-2) from Basic Airman automatic upon completion of basic
training.
Table 19
Total Time-in-Grade Requirements
1950 and 1955
Promotion
From:

To:

Time in Grade
1950

E-2
E-3
E-4
E-5
E-6

PFC
Corporal
Sergeant
Staff Sgt
Tech Sgt

4 Months
8 Months
18 Months
24 Months
36 Months

E-7

Master Sgt

48 Months

1955
E-3
E-4
E-5

A2C
AIC
Staff Sgt

6 Months as A3C
8 Months as A2C
12 Months as AIC

E-6
E-7

Tech Sgt
Master Sgt

14 Months as Staff
16 Months as Tech

SOURCES:

AFR 39-30, The Promotion and Demotion of Airmen

(Washington, D.C.: GPO, Mar 24, 1950); AFR 39-29, Promotion
of Airmen (Washington, D.C.: GPO, Jan 2, 1955).
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During the Korean war, the Air Force dropped time-in-grade requirements
as promotion opportunities blossomed. Airmen progressed quickly up the job
ladder, averaging six months between promotions."7 The Air Force also waived
time-in-grade minimums for spot promotions for prior commissioned or
warrant officers and for those previously demoted for cause.17 The length of
active federal military service, while not a requirement for promotion, did have
an effect on obtaining temporary or permanent status as an NCO. Promotion to
E-2, E-3, and E-4 was permanent, while permanent promotions to staff
sergeant, technical sergeant, and master sergeant required times in service of
eight, eleven, and fourteen years, respectively. In addition, unit commanders
could authorize acting NCOs, who wore the stripes but did not receive more
pay. After permanent NCOs fulfilled tenure requirements, the Air78Force issued
Certificates of Appointment specifying the airmen's new status.
Personnel planners discussed as early as November 1946 the advantages
of establishing central promotion quotas. Yet it was not until the Air Force
established a better reporting process and classification program that the service
was able to institute such a system and use it to smooth out the grade
imbalances caused by rapid promotions during the Korean war. 79 Established
in 1953, the new quota system terminated the unit vacancy rule required under
the old Army system and allowed the director of military personnel to allocate
promotion quotas to the major commands on the basis of commandwide
vacancies in grade and AFSCs.
The Air Force now only promoted an Airman Second Class jet mechanic
who had complied with all promotion requirements if the command (not the
unit) had an opening in his AFSC and next grade (AIC). Units or commands,
upon receiving the quotas, usually established selection boards which
subjectively evaluated possible promotees. By 1954, only major commands
could promote to the E-5, E-6, and E-7 grades. Lower grades were delegated
to the squadron level.8" It would not be until 1970 and the introduction of the
Weighted Airman Promotion System (WAPS) that promotions became fully
centralized, standardized, and automated.81
The progression from Airman Basic into a career field and up the ladder
to the superintendent levels was marred, however, by warrant officer quotas. 2
Due to the Officer Grade Limitation Act of 1954, the Air Force considered
warrant officers a part of the total officer ceiling. When air planners desired
20,000 warrant superintendent positions for the Airman Career Program in
1954, the Air Staff failed to approve their plan because of the debilitative effect
it would have upon the commissioned officer quota imposed by Congress. The
additional warrant officers would reduce the commissioned officer strength by
15,500, including 20 generals, 470 colonels, 1,250 lieutenant colonels, and
3,250 majors.8 3
With ceilings held to a minimum due to their diminishing effect on officer
spaces, other factors also made the use of warrant officers in the Airman Career
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Program untenable. Many senior NCOs did not see promotion to warrant
officer as a career incentive.8 4 Some thought the position was too limiting.
"They were absolute experts," a chief master sergeant of the Air Force
commented, "If you saw a warrant officer in the finance business, he could
recite the manual .... He'd been working for twenty or twenty-five years in
one field."85
Other airmen were confused over the role of a warrant officer in the Air
Force structure. This confusion carried over into housing, social activities, and
the workplace. They were "neither fish nor fowl," recalled one senior
NCO-neither officer nor enlisted. Rather, they worked in an ambiguous
environment where the highest-grade warrant officer (W-4) often fulfilled the
duties of a commissioned major, but he was subject to the orders of the
youngest second lieutenant.86 Additionally, the pay difference between the
master sergeant and warrant officer grades was too small to be an incentive to
overcome the effects of isolation, diminished prestige, and a few token
privileges.87 Moreover, some senior NCOs did not want to be addressed by the
warrant officer's title-"Mister.''8 8When the Military Pay Act of 1958 ushered
in two enlisted supergrades, E-8 and E-9 (senior master sergeant and chief
master sergeant), the Air Force placed the new grades in the career path and
gradually eliminated the warrant officer from its rank structure.89
Another major consequence of the new career management program was
the eventual elimination of another category of airman: the career private, or
helper. In the Army Air Corps before World War II, it was not unusual to find,
in the Tables of Organization, positions listed simply as private and with no
specialty attached. These men's assignments usually involved housekeeping
duties or other unskilled jobs. In time, many did enter the NCO ranks or into
a specialty via some type of OJT.' With the advent of the Airman Career
Program, this pattern changed. Planners assigned every new airman to a broad
occupational-functional category during basic training, to begin at the bottom
of his career field as an apprentice. Though unskilled, these recruits were
assigned an occupational path that called for formal job training or OJT which
would lead to higher skill levels and promotion.
One of the Air Force's biggest problems was finding helper jobs for
substandard, Cat IV airmen. As of 1950, the Air Force could use Cat IV
personnel in 28 percent of its 292 jobs, none of which offered a grade higher
than E-4.91 Moreover, planners continued to receive considerable flak from

many commanding generals who, like Curtis E. LeMay, firmly believed that
Cat IV personnel severely undercut mission effectiveness. Few could hold
technician jobs, and those who could were not very proficient.
Starting in 1952, experiments in basic training with Cat IV recruits,
combined with the lack of jobs, caused an increasing resistance among Air
Force leaders toward the qualitative distribution scheme. Rather than simply
accepting the inevitable-low caliber recruits as a given-the Air Force
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Lt.

Gen. Curtis

E.

LeMay, late 1947

requested DOD to allow it to study further the basic training provided to Cat
IV personnel.
Continuing well into 1953, Project One-Thousand (as the study was
called), sought to demonstrate scientifically to DOD the futility of enlisting Cat
IVs into the Air Force.92 Planners of this project selected 1,000 Cat IV men for
long-term study. They then assigned 500 to a six-week remedial training course
prior to basic training; the other 500 received the normal twelve-week course.
The groups were studied during training and at their first command. After
twenty months the project demonstrated no significant difference between the
two groups. In other words, remedial training did little to help or retard these
men in their follow-on jobs.
The results of these tests were skewed due to DOD's insistence that the
thousand men be assigned to areas not requiring technical training, such as
Food Service, Motor Transportation, Supply, Air Police, and the Medical
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Career Field, rather than be placed in the normal assignment system, which
could have included technical career fields.93

Nevertheless, the project's results provided the Air Force with evidence to
counter some of the effects of DOD's qualitative distribution program. On
November 9, 1953, the basic training center at Lackland AFB discontinued the
remedial reading program for substandard airmen since none of the
experimental programs conducted previously justified the efforts.94 Second, the
results of Project One Hundred Thousand helped scientists at the Human
Research Laboratory devise more stringent screening instruments. Instead of
basing their selection on aptitude scores, which measured intellectual potential,
planners now emphasized the scores of specific achievement tests as predictors
of future success.95

The results of the project also aided personnel planners to glean low
achievers from the service as the Korean war was scaling down. By the third
week in November 1953, HQ USAF authorized worldwide commands to force
an estimated 35,000 low achievers from the Air Force. Criteria for retention
included supervisor evaluations, the commander's discretion, and a score of at
least 3 on the Airman Classification Test Battery.96 Though the qualitative

distribution scheme continued for another year, the Air Force now accepted
only those Cat IV personnel scoring at or above the minimum standard on
aptitude tests.
By 1954, the Air Force still had too many Cat IV personnel. As planners
ran out of helper-type jobs to assign to substandard personnel, they began
placing them in technical jobs. However, only 40 percent of those placed were
capable of qualifying for their positions. The increased number of Cat IV
personnel reenlisting also compounded the problem. In the same year, Congress
approved the Air Force's expansion to 137 wings. Thus, as the requirements for
technical specialties increased and since few Cat IV people could function in
those jobs, the Air Force was stymied in its efforts to solve this problem.97
In 1955, while the Air Force accepted 25,600 Cat IV airmen, only 24,300
could be used. By 1956, fiscal year projections indicated that another 32,870
substandards would enlist, of which the service could use only 1,200.9 By
1956, a combination of too few helper jobs in all the services, a reduction in
draft calls and in the size of the Army, and a growing manpower pool led the
DOD to indefinitely suspend the qualitative distribution scheme. 99 Instituted in
the late 1960s, Project One Hundred Thousand (often called a Great Society
program) reintroduced the notion of the military as a training ground for low
achievers."° Though air planners laid the groundwork for this program in the
early 1950s, they clearly did not like the idea that their service would be used
for social welfare experiments.
Planners disliked these social experiments for two major reasons: First,
such programs often reduced efficiency and detracted from the Air Force's
image of accepting and training only high-quality youth. Second, programs like
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the acceptance of marginal men were thrust upon the Air Force by presidential
and congressional committees and by the DOD. Planners had little input into
the origins of the program; civilian officials told them only to ensure that the
marginal program was implemented. Planners viewed Americanizing efforts
differently. They saw political education and citizenship training as attempts
to make the military more amenable to public support.
Technical Training: The Raison d'Etre
Following basic training and classification, the Air Force introduced airmen,
through technical training, into the realm of everyday Air Force life. The
fundamental objective of such training was economically to produce "airmen
who are skilled to the extent that they may perform efficiently specific duty
assignments."'' During the interwar and World War II periods, technical
training vacillated between extensive OJT programs and formal training, and
between generalized and specialized training.
This vacillation continued into the Cold War period. By 1954, however,
personnel planners and major commands had hammered out a system which
included recruit training, technical schools for formal training, and OJT
packages (used by the commands in a limited apprenticeship program and for
upgrading proficiency).'° 2 The requirement for specialists undermined the
original broad training concept envisioned in the Airman Career Program and
placed the Air Force in a position of needing more men to do more jobs.
The creation of an efficient training program and pipeline was predicated
upon the right mix of formal training, OJT, and self-study.'° 3 Since World War
I, Air Force training personnel studied and discussed the necessary mix of
theoretical and practical training, and this debate continued well into the mid1950s. In the 1946-1950 period, demobilization, a dearth of technical
specialists, and a lack of operational aircraft for training purposes forced
planners to emphasize broad formal training and largely forgo OJT.
This shortage of trained personnel in 1946 hampered all the AAF's major
commands. For instance, the Strategic Air Command's manpower precipitously
dropped from an authorized 43,279 men in May 1946 to 37,426 (a 14 percent
decrease) by December of that year. SAC leaders complained of too few
instructors, surpluses in some specialties, and acute shortages in critical
technical areas such as aircraft maintenance, radar, and aircraft powerplant
repair. Moreover, when SAC attempted to retrain surplus airmen in more
critical skills, it found too many were incapable of absorbing technical
training. 14 Moreover, those already trained had only general, not specialized,
knowledge, which meant that most technicians could not be efficiently used
without a long period of informal OJT.
ATC's commanding general, John K. Cannon, attributed the emphasis on
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generalized training to economic reasons. ATC did not want to duplicate
operational equipment; hence, they taught theoretical versus practical courses
and hoped that individuals broadly trained could be used in a variety of Air
Force technical specialties.'0 5
By 1949, graduates of formal schools were expected to enter into any one
of several semiskilled AFSCs, participate in a minimum OJT program at their
5 At this time, advanced courses were few, and
unit, and perform adequately.O"
most were long, abstract, and theoretical, providing little practical training.
Frequently, the basic course was the only formal training given to an airman
during his entire career.
As of 1951, formal training took place in one of eight Air Force schools
that had been established during World War II and in various civilian contract
schools. Sheppard AFB near Wichita Falls, Texas, offered specialty training in
maintenance and repair of jet and reciprocating engined aircraft along with
transportation, intelligence, and finance. At Francis E. Warren AFB in
Wyoming, the Air Force taught courses in auto mechanics, supply, teletype and
telephone, and special-purpose motor vehicles such as trucks, cranes and
bulldozers.
Communication specialists trained at Scott AFB near St. Louis, Missouri,
as did personnel managers and cryptographers. Schools for radio and radar
operators and radar maintenance technicians were located at Kessler AFB,
Biloxi, Mississippi, home of the Technical Training Air Force Headquarters.
Lowry AFB, near Denver, Colorado, offered training in armament and
photography. Finally, Chanute AFB in Illinois, continuing its tradition from the
1920s, provided more than forty courses for sheet-metal workers, machinists,
specialized aircraft powerplant mechanics, and weather observers.10 7
A 1948 Air Force-wide survey showed the fallacy of such broad training
programs. Few graduates were capable of immediate employment by the
commands since their theoretical training did not easily transform into
practical, hands-on expertise. The study revealed that Air Training Command
simply did not have the proper equipment and techniques to teach the day-today skills required of a technician.'0 8 More often than not, the commands
themselves set up formal training to offset these deficiencies and lamented that
"by the time an airman became a dependable operator or mechanic" over onehalf of his enlistment had expired."°
With the advent of the Korean war, the emphasis on broad training that
chacterized World Wars I and II now shifted toward specialization, or
channelized training." 0 For instance, when early in the Korean war the Air
Force needed many radio mechanics in a short time, the generalized radio
mechanic course was divided into a fundamental course and two phases: Phase
I for aircraft equipment and Phase II for ground equipment. Compared with the
generalized course that took 175 days for completion, the channelized courses
required only 150 days (110 days for fundamental and 40 days for the phases).
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If necessary, a trainee could graduate at the end of the 110 days and then
transfer to the commands as an apprentice."'
Planners also broke the Aircraft Mechanic AFSC into a number of
subspecialties, called shred-outs, and devised courses for each. By July 1954,
the Aircraft and Engine Maintenance Career Field consisted of twelve technical
courses and thirteen OJT packaged programs. The twelve courses served as the
source for ninety specializations in this career field (Table 20 presents a partial
listing of this field's shred-outs), from which 19,633 aircraft and engine
mechanics graduated in Fiscal Year 1954.112

Table 20
PartialList of Shred-Outs,
Aircraft and Engine Maintenance CareerField
AFSC

Title

43130
43133
43136
43137
43139
43131A
43131B
43131C
43131D
43131E
43131F
43131G
43131H
43132F
43131J
43131K
43131L

Rotary Wing Mech
Acft Jet Engine Mech
Acft Instr Mech
Towreel Mech
In-flight Refueling Spec
Acft Mech, B-36
Acft Mech, B-29
Acft Mech, Heavy Transport
Acft Mech, Medium Transport
Acft Mech, Admin
Acft Mech, Conventional Fighter
Acft Mech, B-26
Acft Mech, Jet Fighter
Acft Recip Eng Mech, In-line
Acft Mech, B-47
Acft Mech, B-45
Acft Mech, Amphib

Memo, DCS/PT (Persons) to Comdr, TAC, Aug 31,
1953, Subj: Technical Training, RG 341, Entry 155, file 353,
Box 695, MMB, NA.

SOURCE:

Although most of the specializations had to do with jet aircraft,3
channelization also affected reciprocating and rotary engine mechanics.'
Specialization seemed an important corrective to technical training problems
because it significantly reduced course length and increased the number of
technical school graduates.
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Unlike after World War I and World War II, specialized training continued
for several reasons. For one, the Air Force continued to expand its number of
wings (see Table 15) to meet its growing global mission. More wings meant
more aircraft and a need for additional technicians. By January 1951, ATC
increased its training facilities, and within six months it doubled its technical
school graduation rate to met the demand." 4
By 1952, the four-year expansion program to 148 wings required the use
of civilian, factory, Army, and Navy schools." 5 Between July 1951 and June
1952, approximately 50,000 trainees attended civilian institutions. The Air
Force had not spent that much money on factory training in one year since
World War II. Under the 95-wing program planned in 1951, 48,848 airmen
were scheduled for civilian training in approximately 50 private and statesupported trade and vocational schools, colleges, and universities."16 The Air
Force also used Army and Navy Schools, but it found the other services
preoccupied with their own training needs. In 1952 and thereafter, the number
of airmen significantly decreased in other service schools." 7
While the expansion, coupled with a mass exodus of Korean war enlistees,
increased the need for specialized training, the complexity of new equipment
also called for channelization. For example, the advent of jet aircraft and
electronic guidance systems made much older technology obsolescent. One
important innovation during World War II was the Norden bombsight, which
worked on a visual-mechanical principle. Six years after the war, the bombsight
had been replaced by a new electronic system, the AN/APQ-24, which in 1952
was replaced by the K-I bombsight. Operationally, the K-I was "an operator's
dream, but a maintenance man's nightmare." It was so sophisticated that the
solution for its maintenance was either to use "graduate engineers" as
repairmen or to specialize so that its repair was done by "a team, no member
of which [was] fully qualified to troubleshoot the device alone.""... Simpler
equipment was another solution, but the design of such equipment was usually
out of the hands of training officials." 9

Problems often developed with other advanced systems. When ATC began
to develop courses for the F-86D Sabre Jet interceptor's electronic systems, it
found that each aircraft required 5,500 electrical wires for a total of 22,196 feet,
more than ten times the wiring used in World War II fighters.' 20 Increasing
complexity also meant additional maintenance hours. For instance, a World
War II B-25 averaged about twenty maintenance hours per hour of flight; the
F-86D required fifty-five.12' Likewise, a World War II P-51 needed seven
man-hours of depot maintenance for each hour of flight, a 1954 F-91 required
13.1.122 Additionally, in 1951, the ATC introduced maintenance courses in
guided missiles, and by mid-1952 five course addressed this specialty.' 23 With
more complex equipment coming on-line, plus the increase of (substandard)
Cat IV personnel going into technical training, the need for specialization
seemed incontrovertible.
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Advanced systems required intensive OJT programs for enlistees.

The 60 percent yearly attrition rate of airman-technicians also increased the
need for specialized training. Since many of their skills were transferrable to
civilian aviation, a number of experienced technicians left the Air Force for
better pay and benefits.124 In 1951, a congressional inquiry into the state of Air
Force training estimated that the cost of a student's training in a twenty-week
fundamental electronics course exceeded $6,000, or $4,194,000 for the 699
students then in attendance. Expenses for less technical courses such those
given to airmen entering food service or public relations (information)
specialties averaged about $1,500 in 1950 dollars.125
Some Air Force leaders, such as ATC Commanding General Robert
Harper, saw the benefits bestowed upon the country through the Air Force's
technical contribution to the civilian aircraft industry. He also pointed out that
"the Air Force gets no credit in Congressional
appropriations for this loss...
26
it's just completely charged against us.''1
To offset partially this training loss, a new concept of training evolved that
went hand-in-hand with the Airman Career Program. Planners introduced
training to airmen at specific times in their career and accomplished it through
several means.'27 Initial technical school training taught only the "knowledge
and skills which they will use during this narrow initial utilization period [firstterm of enlistment]."128
On-the-job-training at the command level ensured that the airman had
specialized knowledge and proficiency in the squadron's equipment and
procedures. Some debate existed over whether the Air Force should formally
train or exclusively use an OJT-type program. Personnel planners at ATC and
HQ USAF saw centralization and control over the training process as crucial
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to their growing hegemony and status. Moreover, technology seemed to dictate
formal courses. Thus, the trend toward formalized training received increased
impetus from ATC and HQ USAF, while the commands looked at the technical
schooling warily and preferred OJT and field training.'29
Field training, through mobile training units and factory courses, taught the
fundamentals and specialized knowledge necessary to repair new equipment
procured by the units.' 30 Finally, as airmen progressed into their second
enlistment they became eligible for advanced training in their specialty. This
usually meant, for the airman, a minimum of four additional years in his
enlistment and, for the Air Force, a guarantee of a 20-week training course.'31
This restriction was a deliberate attempt by the Air Force to save money and
make first-term enlistees less attractive to industry.
With regard to retraining airmen, Project Guidance developed from a need
to train surplus airmen into personnel to meet critical skill shortages. This
centralized program issued a list of all critical skills from which airmen could
not transfer. Before this system, wing commanders took airmen already trained
in one AFSC and placed them in other career fields that had shortages. Later,
airmen who were thus retrained often needed to be replaced in vacancies that
had developed in their former positions. Project Guidance solved this problem
as it controlled surpluses and shortages on a worldwide basis and listed the
skills that could not be learned through OJT.13 ' The transfer of retraining
authority from the wing commander to ATC and HQ USAF further
demonstrates the growing centralization of most personnel actions at the
highest organizational levels of the Air Force.
Upgrading the Force: Educational Programs
Other educational programs oriented toward airmen were aimed at imparting
technical knowledge, gaining high school and college degrees, or retraining in
other skills. Established in 1950, Project Midnight Oil consisted of several
interrelated home-study courses designed to improve an airman's career field
proficiency and help him qualify for subsequent formal training."' The
following list of career courses for the Airman Pilotless Aircraft Guidance and
Control Systems Career Field (Career Field 31) indicates the prerequisites
required for each career classification:
Helper:
CB-858
MA-779
CA-1 88
CB-290-1
CB-106
CA-151-2
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The Slide Rule
Blueprint Reading
Trigonometry
Physics I and II
Review of Grammar
General Mathematics I and II

Training
Mechanic:
CC-400
English Composition I
CB-785
Electrical Measuring Instruments
CA-889
Radio Communications II
CA-888
Radio Communications I
CA-781
Fundamentals of Electricity
CB-166
Advanced Algebra
Technician:
AF Course Teaching Techniques
MB-415
Speech
CC-544
Personnel Management
CB-700
General Aeronautics
MA-517
College Physics
CA-430
Analytic Geometry
Superintendent:
CB-545
Office Management
CB-485
General Psychology
AF Course Electronic Principles and Applications
AF Course Mechanism and Kinematics
CA-440-1 Calculus I and II3 4
College Algebra'
CC-425
Various universities produced many of these self-paced courses and
catalogued them in the List of Correspondence Courses Offered by Colleges
and Universities Through the United States Armed Forces Institute (USAFI).
In this program an airman enrolled at the base education office, and then on
course completion, his dates and grades were entered on AF Form 186
(education data) which was made available to promotion boards. In 1948, more
than 25,000
airmen and officers were participating in correspondence
35
courses. 1
Another plan, Operation Bootstrap, encouraged airmen to complete their
high school and college educations. Offered in conjunction with USAFI
courses, Bootstrap, in addition to extension courses, offered residence courses
either on base or at nearby high schools and colleges. It also stressed taking
exams for high school completion and advanced college standing.' 36
In addition to a variety of educational programs, personnel managers
constructed a viable training program and career plan. Few airmen, however,
stayed in long enough to take full advantage of it. In 1952, planners estimated
that by 1954 less than 20 percent of the first-term airman would remain in the
Air Force. This yearly loss of such experience could prove disastrous to the
combat efficiency of the air forces worldwide. Many planners during the mid1950s sought a way to provide the proper combination of career incentives and
personnel policies to retain the people the Air Force needed most.
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External Remedies, Internal Reform, and
The Making of a Career Enlisted Force
1952-1956
IN THE 1950s, the young Air Force learned a significant lesson about its
enlisted personnel. Advertisers might successfully promote the need for a
standing military, internal reforms might make the armed forces appear more
democratic, recruiters might find the men and women the service desired, and
training might make them a valued commodity, yet an airman would eventually
pit the benefits of an Air Force career against the perceived opportunities of
civilian life. Pay, housing, the job, working conditions, and other fringe
benefits were what provided the most incentive for enlisted personnel to remain
in the Air Force. If these incentives were less than satisfactory, then enticements from the outside world would influence airmen to seek employment
elsewhere.
Air personnel planners learned that the sheer costs of training, the need to
deploy units overseas on short notice, and the growing arsenal of complex
weapons systems called for a large, stable, career force. Poor retention of
airmen, especially after the Korean war, seriously jeopardized the service's
mission and clearly sent a message to the Air Force and Congress-new
policies and legislation were needed.
The Mounting Crisis
Until 1952, the Air Force had little need to worry about retention. After all, the
service had only been in operation for five years when Air Staff personnel
planners overcame recruiting obstacles and budget crises and built a personnel
system capable of recruiting, training, assigning, and promoting the enlisted
force. Moreover, a poor job market in the late 1940s combined with social
reforms within the military, pay and benefits mandated by Congress, the draft,
and the advent of the Cold War helped the Air Force expand and maintain its
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forces. Finally, the Korean war buildup in 1950 and 1951 forced planners to
focus on recruiting and training for the combat commands, not the career
programs. The indirect effects of the draft and the recall of reservists met Air
Force wartime personnel requirements for 800,000, while involuntary
extensions kept turnover to a minimum.' In fact, those who had enlisted during
the first full year of the Air Force's existence in 1948 were still serving their
first term when the Korean war erupted. (Appendix 4 has enlistment statistics.)
Beginning in late 1952, however, the Air Force and all the services began
to lose a significant number of active duty reserve and regular forces.
According to the Secretary of the Air Force's semiannual reports for fiscal
years 1952 and 1953, net military personnel losses for all the services increased
sharply, from 665,000 in 1952 to an average of more than 1,000,000 per year
through 1955.2

Compounding the Air Force losses after the initial Korean war buildup was
the discharge of personnel in surplus career fields or those involuntarily
recalled to active duty; the Air Force lost an average of 167,000 airmen per
year from 1952 through 1955 (Table 21). Additionally, absence without leave
(AWOL) rates averaged a significant 16.8 per 1,000 airmen (compared to 7.2
per 1,000 in 1956). In the postwar era, the AWOL category was a better
indicator of dissatisfaction with the service than desertion was, which until
1949 assumed that under the Articles of War anyone who failed to report for
duty after a thirty-day period was a deserter. The introduction of the Uniform
Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) and the Manual for Courts-martial in 1949,
along with a series of court decisions in the early 1950s, placed the burden of
proof on the services to demonstrate that an individual "intended to remain
away, shirk important service, or avoid hazardous duty." Thus, until proven
guilty, statisticians recorded absentees from duty as AWOL, not as deserters.
Until the Vietnam war, the Air Force did not publish desertion rates but
recorded all desertions as AWOL. It seemed more concerned with man-hours
lost than with deserters because absences reduced labor efficiency rates. 3
Table 21
Air Force Manpower Losses and
Reenlistment and A WOL Rates
1949-1955
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Year

Losses

1949
1950
1951

45,571
99,308
54,526

First-Term
Rate
-

Career
Rate
-

Total
Rate
49
55
55

AWOL
Rate
25.0
24.4
13.5
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Table 21-cont'd

Year

Losses

First-Term
Rate

Career
Rate

Total
Rate

AWOL
Rate

1952

111,443

48

16.6

1953

181,130

-

-

66

17.0

1954
1955

172,776
203,746

11.0
14.4

-

31.2
23.5

12.3
7.6

SOURCES:

--

70.2

USAF Statistical Digest, FY 1956, p. 284. Reenlist-

ment rates are found in OSD, Directorate for Statistical Services,
Tables P.29.21, P.29.31, Feb 24, 1964. These rates are unadjusted; that is, they are the percentage of the total separated in
that period who were eligible to reenlist. AWOL rates (the

number of personnel AWOL per 1,000 airmen) are from USAF
Statistical Digest, FY 1959, p. 570. These statistics reflect the
continental United States only. Overseas AWOL rates were
negligible.

In April 1952, Lt. Gen. Laurence Kuter, Air Force Deputy Chief for
Personnel (DCS/P), spoke to his subordinates about the problems involved in
maintaining a greatly expanded force, in light of the potential Korean war
drawdown. One of his major concerns was that the active force consisted of
almost 70 percent first-tour airmen. "This figure, in view of our rapid
expansion," Kuter asserted, "is understandable and not alarming." Yet, he
added, "an expected downward-plunge in our reenlistment rate by the end of
Fiscal Year 1954 is serious.., by the end of that period we anticipate a drop
to perhaps as low as 25 percent ...

[and] this cannot, by any stretch of the

imagination, be considered satisfactory." 4
Kuter pointed out that many of these losses could be attributed to draft
evasion as fully one-third of all enlistees chose a four-year tour with the Air
Force rather than a two-year assignment in the Army infantry and a possible
combat tour in Korea. He also assumed that recalled reservists would return to
civilian life after the war. Although Kuter foresaw the future retention problem,
he did not recognize the full gravity of the situation; first-term reenlistment for
FY 1955 was only 14.4 percent (11 percent for the last half of FY 1954), and
career retention dropped by almost 30 percent (see Table 21).5
If these losses consisted largely of unskilled labor, recruitment could have
compensated for the poor retention; Table 22 shows that only in 1950 and 1954
did losses exceed recruiting gains. Air Force studies, however, revealed that the
lowest retention rates were in the hard-core technical career fields. Airmen in
these fields invariably were first-termers (those on their first enlistment) with
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Maj. Gen. Laurence S.

Kuter
the highest aptitude scores, high school graduates, and recipients of the
lengthiest and most expensive training.6 Conversely, those in the semitechnical
and nontechnical soft-core specialties were on their second or third enlistments
(career regulars), had average or below average aptitude scores, failed to finish
high school, and had little, if any, technical training. 7 Yet, members of this
group were twice as likely as those in the technical fields to reenlist. 8
Table 22
Ratio of Air Force Personnel
Gains to Losses
1949-1955
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Year

Ratio

1949
1950
1951
1952

1.04
.91
6.94
2.39
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Table 22-cont'd
Year

Ratio

1953
1954
1955

1.03
.87
1.05

SOURCE: USAF Statistical

Digest FY 1956, p. 284.

Further aggravating the retention problem was the Air Force's experience
level. Most airmen were young (the median age was 23.9 in 1955), in their first
enlistment, and single. Moreover, although all career fields were manned at 98
percent, there was a dearth of journeyman skill levels largely because it took
a four-year enlistment to gain such expertise. In 1954, for instance, all career
fields were overmanned with apprentices and supervisory personnel but were
undermanned in 5-level (journeyman) workers (Table 23). Navy and Air Force
planners both agreed that at least 25 percent of first-term sailors and airmen and
75 percent of the career personnel had to reenlist in order to form an adequate
base for wartime mobilization.'

Table 23
Airmen by Skill Level
In Technical Categories
1954

Skill Level

Tech
(97.1%)

1
3
5
7

213
128
97
66

High Tech
(96.8%)

Semi-Tech
(102%)

Non-Tech
(99.2%)

194
91
84
135

153
65
97
176

198
107
87
101

SOURCE: USAF Statistical Digest, FY 1955, p. 331.

Had the Air Force demobilized after the Korean conflict to its prewar size
of 360,000, retention problems may not have developed into a crisis. This,
however, did not occur. Anticommunist rhetoric at home, heightened tensions
abroad, a growing Soviet nuclear capability, and concerns over the burgeoning
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defense budget helped convince the Eisenhower administration to get more
bang for the buck by relying on the Air Force strategic capability as its most
direct means to retaliate against communist aggression. Thus, in the aftermath
of the Korean war, the Air Force did not demobilize but remained at its
800,000-plus size. The Air Force charged General Kuter and his personnel staff
with not only meeting a sizable recruiting objective but also formulating an
ambitious retention program.

The Problems with Military Careers
As early as July 1952, Kuter and the DCS/P staff had mapped out a plan to deal
with the Air Force's retention problems. They believed that the new Eisenhower administration might present the military's case before the opening of
the new Senate and the new House of Representatives. Thus by December 1952
Kuter had written a memo regarding needed legislative actions to bolster
military morale for President Eisenhower to use in his 1953 State of the Union
Address. Assistant Secretary of Defense Anna M. Rosenberg resented Kuter's
backdoor approach to the President and disapproved his memo.' 0
Rosenberg's appointment by the administration as the first woman
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower did not guarantee good
relationships with the military hierarchy. Secretary of Defense Marshall had
selected Rosenberg as the first woman for this post because of her industrial
and military manpower background. Born in Hungary in 1901, she immigrated
to New York as a child with her father and, by the 1920s, had gained expertise
in the field of industrial and labor relations. During the New Deal, besides
heading a public relations firm, she served on several regional boards working
with defense and health issues, Welfare Services, the War Manpower
Commission, the National Recovery Administration, and in the Office of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. In 1944 and 1945 President Roosevelt,
and later President Truman, sent her to study the Army's manpower problems
in Europe. Because of her previous membership on the Advisory Board on
Universal Military Training, Marshall found her a valuable ally as their views
on conscription and UMT coincided.
Kuter recalled of Rosenberg that he "was never very fond of her and
[became] less fond of her as time went on."" To get his initiatives passed,
Kuter preferred to bypass her and use his connections at the White House and
2
his political savvy to put his personal recommendation before Eisenhower.'
In January 1953, hoping also to garner support from the Joint Chiefs of
Staff (JCS), General Kuter sent General Omar Bradley, then JCS chairman, the
resignation letter of a Regular Air Force colonel.' 3 The letter described a
military that had lost respect for itself and its civilian leaders and felt weak in
the eyes of the public. According to the despondent colonel, pay and benefits
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had eroded, retirement was in jeopardy, and officers were openly hostile to
Congress.' 4
By early February, Bradley and Kuter met to discuss this particular
resignation and the future reenlistment trends of all the services. After his
discussion with Kuter, Bradley proposed to Secretary of Defense Charles
Wilson that the Department of Defense establish an ad hoc committee to study
the future of military careers."5 Composed of officers from all three services,
the Womble Committee (named for its chairman, Rear Adm. J.P. Womble, Jr.)
began in March 1953 to examine reasons for the flagging retention of regular
officers and enlisted men. 16 On April 30, 1953, President Eisenhower told the
Congress that he had directed the Secretary of Defense to study the problem,
thereby giving the Womble Committee his official sanction."7
One of the committee's first actions was to canvass personnel to determine
why they were leaving.1 8 Findings for the Air Force showed that airmen were
leaving for three principal reasons: limited advancement, substandard living
conditions, and organizational problems. Many first-term airmen simply
believed that greater advancement opportunities existed outside the Air Force.
At times, parents and friends, who attributed greater prestige to civilian work,
would pressure airmen to leave the service. One first-term airman explained
that "my ma and pa think military life is the lowest type of job you can
get.... During wartime it's considered great, but not during peacetime.... I
just don't want to hurt my parents."' 9 Another said, "There's pressure from
your family and friends.... They expect you to come back home and get a job
after you put in your hitch ...

as much as I like the Air Force, I still like

civilian life.""2
The draw of college life and the extended Korean G.I. Bill provided an
important impetus for many single and married airmen to leave. From 1950 to
1953, 22.9 percent of all males going to schools were veterans, versus 51.2
percent for the years 1945-1949. The Air Force had a high percentage of high
school graduates and a significant number of enlistees who had come in as a
means of avoiding Army duty and/or for furthering their education. It is
probable that many left to pursue college studies.2"
"My wife and I are going to the University of Illinois," one airman told an
interviewer, "my ambition is to get with a good company and be a good
engineer."22 Another airman explained how he entered the service specifically
to save for college. "I didn't have money to go to college before I came in the
service.... I have saved $1,800 in the past three years [and] have received my
letter of acceptance."'23 Other airmen who finished high school and began
college education while in the service often decided to complete their college
education after leaving the service. One airman first class, in the administration
career field, who had had college experience before enlistment, explained his
reasons for leaving:
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I've really enjoyed my clerical work with the weather group. I've gained
a lot of interesting knowledge. I've never really considered a career in the
Air Force. I had three semesters at the University of Indiana before I
joined the Air Force. I feared the draft, and I wanted no part with the
Marines or Army. Since May, 1952, I've picked up nine credit hours...
in salesmanship, personnel management, and business law. I've been
accepted at the University of Indiana. The service is not for me! I've too
much to offer on the outside.24
Trade schools and the lure of owning a small business also served as
avenues of advancement for aspiring airmen. "I'm going to Capitol Radio
Engineering Institute," one radio mechanic said, "[and] will get advanced
standing because of my Air Force training.""5 Another looked forward to
returning home and entering business with his father. "My dad wants me to
take over his business," he responded, "I'm one of the few with such an
opportunity." "Besides," the would-be entrepreneur
explained, "I want a lot of
26
things ... a Cadillac [and] the luxuries of life."
The luxuries of life were something the Air Force did not offer its married
personnel. Housing was scant, rentals off-base were high, and many lived in
impoverished conditions. One NCO's wife vividly described her family's
situation at a zone of interior base:
At this base, this is how most [NCO families] live if we have children.
They have a trailer lot, but there are thirty-one NCOs ahead of us on the
list. To rent or buy a trailer, you have to give $150 down and then ... you
pay $75 a month, plus your trailer lot. They are twenty or twenty-five
miles from base. One GI lives sixty miles. He goes home once a week.
Then if you are lucky like we are, you find a furnished place for $125 per
month. This is how you live: You take your children's shoes off in
daytime and you keep saying "Don't make any noise." For cooking, you
have a hot plate, and you cook one thing at a time. After you get done
with the last, the first is cold. One stands; there are four of us and only
three chairs. After that, you take your children to the park and let them run
wild after being cooped up all day ... but now the park is getting cold.
We don't save a dime. Most of the G.I.s' after duty have other jobs that
they work at. My husband works two nights a week. I have my husband
get The Air Force Times hoping and praying something will be in it about
building housing at this base. Are we forgotten? 27
As early as 1948, the Air Force had described its number one personnel
problem as inadequate housing.2" In 1949, the Presidential Committee on
Religion and Welfare in the Military cited the Air Force housing situation as
despicable and called on Congress for relief.29 The committee's detailed report
showed Air Force families living in garages, tents, and decrepit World War II
post housing. One Air Force survey in the same year analyzed the housing
problem and concluded that, while inadequate housing had only a slight effect
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on reenlistment rates, it significantly contributed to how the airman thought
about his job and the Air Force in general.° The survey failed to recognize,
however, the increased number of married personnel and dependents in the
service. In 1950, for example, 50.9 percent of all civilians were married while
married airmen constituted 29.7 percent of the force. By 1955, the percent of
married airmen increased by 48 percent (to 44.1 percent). Family life and
spouse support became important in any reenlistment decision.3
By 1952, the Air Force, with the aid of the Wherry Mortgage Insurance Act
of 1949, had rapidly begun to construct base housing. 2 One of the biggest
problems facing military personnel planners was the shortage of available
housing on or near military bases. The shortage of housing was even more
acute in the Air Force than it was in other branches of the military because the
Air Force was a brand new service that found itself restoring old Army and
Navy air fields and constructing new bases for its own use. The act sought to
minimize the cost of building military housing by encouraging private
contractors to construct rental housing for the military. The legislation
promised contractors that, should a base deactivate, the government would buy
the unit. It also gave leasing rights free from revocation and made it incumbent
upon the military to provide utility services.33 Once built, the rental units could
then carry charges based upon local averages.
By early 1952, 27,913 Wherry homes had been built and rented for an
average of $69.00 per month. In 1953, building slowed as contractors believed
they were not getting a reasonable profit under the existing law. In 1954,
Secretary of the Air Force Talbott cited continued problems with permanent
housing, rentals, and corrupt Air Force contractors as the main reasons for the
lack of family housing.34
The Air Force still had too few houses for its members.3 ' Although a 1952
Air Force-wide survey showed that most military housing was rated good or
excellent, it failed to note that, at best, the commodity was available only for
7 percent of its married personnel.36 Housing also failed to keep up with the Air
Force's expansion. 37 In 1954, only 4.1 percent of its married first-term airmen
were in government-sponsored quarters (compared to 12 percent of career

personnel)

38

By 1955, the Air Force had a housing deficit of 250,000 units with only
10,727 units under construction.39 In May, SAC commander General LeMay
told a Senate subcommittee that a lack of adequate housing slowed his
command's buildup and "threatened its ability to strike back quickly if the U.S.
[was] attacked." Inadequate housing forced manning restrictions, which
according to LeMay, "delayed [the] combat readiness of four or more wings by
as much as eight months."'4
Housing conditions overseas were worse. At Johnson Air Force Base in
Japan, an Air Force member would have to wait months for an opening on
base. Off-base housing, on the other hand, was difficult to find. It had to
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undergo a series of inspections by the Air Installation Office, the Preventive
Medicine Detachment, and housing officials before it could be authorized for
an airman's use. Cultural differences in housing styles were also a problem for
Americans who liked central heating, good lighting, and privacy.4"
Correspondence between the Joint Commander, Far Eastern Air Force, and
the Assistant Chief, Army General Staff, emphasized the command's major
morale problem in 1953-dependent housing. "As you know," wrote Army
Maj. Gen. Charles W. Christenberry, Deputy Chief of Staff for the Far East and
United Nations Command stationed in Japan, "government furnished housing
fulfills only about one-half of our requirement ...

and the current waiting

period is fourteen to sixteen months." General Christenberry added that the
housing shortage was "partially alleviated in Japan by the use of private
rentals," of which "four thousand families were occupying."' 42 What his letter
did not convey was that Air Force officers and airmen often contracted local
Japanese laborers to build a "mobile trailer" for them.4 3 Airmen built these
rentals at their own expense, not the government's. Families destined for
overseas duty in Alaska, Okinawa, the Philippines, and France found similar
housing restrictions."
Overseas conditions could deter some from enlisting. "My wife," one
distraught airman voiced, "would like for me to get out of the service... [as]
she talks to a neighbor, a Master Sergeant's wife, who tells her about poor
housing, terrible things about Japan, and bad things about traipsing all over the

world.... I don't want my wife nagging at me, I'm getting out."'45 Family
problems often made overseas conditions intolerable. Another airman believed
he could not care for his sick in-laws overseas and chose to leave the Air Force
on that account. "My wife's folks and my folks have been sick for three years,"
he told one interviewer. "I fear overseas duty [as] even with four years service
I'd be at the bottom of the list for my family being with me overseas."46
Single-airmen housing, whether stateside or overseas, also constituted a
problem. Most of the barracks were the World War II open-bay types. By 1954,
however, several commands had constructed quarters that were divided into
four-man compartments. Each room had its own separate bed, locker, and study
carrel. Mess halls, formerly located a mile or more from the barracks, were now
nested among a quadrangle of four of these dormitory-style buildings.47 New
units also contained central heating and air conditioning. Planners believed this
new style would promote morale and an ambiance of academic life for the
technically educated airman. In 1954, planners adopted the dormitory plan for
the entire Air Force.4
Not only spartan living conditions but also long work hours, temporary
duty away from home, remote tours overseas, and frequent changes in stations
all took their toll on reenlistments. In the Strategic Air Command, which was
often undermanned and had few experienced airmen, work could extend well
over twelve hours a day, seven days a week. Moreover, the impact of
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insufficient personnel hurt SAC's mission-effectiveness goals. In 1955, some
of the poorest manned units completed only 87 percent of their missions with
only 80 percent of their planes operational. On the other hand, SAC units that
were "effectively manned" (that is, had 85 percent in technical skills present)
flew 99 percent of their planes and met the 91-percent efficiency standard set
by LeMay.49
MSgt. David Menard, a young airman in 1955, described how, as a
structural mechanic, he generally worked in aircraft shops that were understaffed. "When my tour [in SAC] was up," he wrote, "[I] was about fifteen
pounds lighter and very, very tired . . . sixty- to eighty-hour weeks were

common."5 ° SAC' s emphasis on global capability and deterrence translated into
a lot of time away from home for its married personnel. 5"
The Air Force moved complete combat wings overseas for a three-month
period of temporary duty (TDY), leaving families behind. Some units went on
TDY three times a year. Furthermore, poor family accommodation at SAC
bases in Greenland, Guam, Morocco, Spain, and the United Kingdom resulted
in remote tours for some airman. Thus, families lost husbands and fathers for
up to a year at a time. 2
Finally, Air Force families moved often. As of 1953, 74.1 percent of Air
Force technical sergeants (married and single) had made two to twelve changes
of station during their careers; more than a third had moved five to seven
times.5 3 One wife cited "raising children on the run" as difficult. "Our [three]
boys are seasoned troopers," she wrote, "we have moved eight times in the past
seven years." 54

By 1954, SAC allegedly had the highest divorce rate of any of the
commands in the Air Force.55 When one researcher surveyed SAC wives about
their husbands' intentions of remaining in the Air Force, one woman responded:
All that we can see ahead as long as our husbands are in SAC is more of
the same buttons pressed which bring TDYs for indefinite length, transfers
and other changes which families accept because they have no choice.56
Increasingly, however, families found they had achoice. In 1953, 25,000
airman left SAC at a cost of $50 million to train their replacements.57 In Fiscal
Year 1955, the Air Force lost more than $777 million 58in training costs when
1,900 SAC officers and 35,800 airmen left the service.
Poor pay and fringe benefits increased the numbers of those leaving. Pay
raises in 1949 and 1952 of 21.6 percent and 10.9 percent were substantial. Yet,
when airmen compared military jobs with similar civilian work, their pay
seemed paltry. A master sergeant with over ten years as an air traffic controller
took home $375 per month. A civilian in the same job and experience averaged
$745, a 98 percent increase over the career sergeant's pay and allowances
(Table 24).
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Table 24
Pay Comparisons
Selected Air Force and Civilian Jobs
1955
Military Title
MSGT (10 years)
AIC (3 years)
MSGT (10 years)
A2C-MSGT (1-12 years)

Pay
$345
$172
$345
$131-$444

Civilian Title
Airline Dispatcher
Air Panel Engineer
Lead Mechanic
Skilled Mechanic

Pay
$745
$545
$600
$318-$407

SOURCES: DOD, Military Compensation Background Papers,3d ed. (Washington,
D.C: OSD, June 1987), chap. 2, B.1, B.2, B.3; Brig Gen Dale 0. Smith, "Let's
Make Military Life a Wanted Career," Air Force, May 1956, pp. 86, 89-93.

Though these figures take into account compensation for quarters and food,
they do not place a dollar amount on the per diem received by enlisted
personnel during extended TDYs, nor do they reflect the cost of fringe benefits
such as commissary privileges, retirement, or dependent medical care. Yet,
airmen recognized that these benefits were more perceived than real. Off-base
rents including sewage, electric, and gas bills, on average, were higher than the
men's quarters allowance. Per diem rates rarely matched the money spent as
TDYs, which for some airmen totaled sixty to eighty hours per month and cost
$30 to $40 more than their per diem pay because of the higher costs of food and
lodging in various parts of the country.59 Most importantly, during a period of
rapidly rising medical costs and high birth rates (the baby boom of the 1950s),
a married airman had no promise of medical care for his dependents.'
The legal precedent for providing military dependents with some degree
of medical assistance is found in an 1884 Appropriations Act which specified
"That the Medical officers of the Army and contract surgeons shall, wherever
practicable, attend the families of officers and soldiers free of charge." This
concept was later incorporated into the United States Code (10 USC 96) and
adopted by the Air Force and Navy. The phrase "wherever practicable" ensured
that dependent care was not deemed a "right.""' Thus, if an airman was lucky
enough to live on a post with a hospital, his family could possibly see a doctor
on a space-available basis. 62 As a result of the uncertainty, some enrolled in
group medical insurance programs, further decreasing their already dwindling
paychecks.63

Frozen career fields often kept many experienced airmen from advancing,
a factor that prompted some to leave the service. The Airman Career Program,
a management tool to help planners anticipate the number of men in each
AFSC and skill level necessary for each unit to have to fulfill its mission,
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served as a basis for promotions, depending upon command vacancies.
Naturally, as the Air Force expanded, more openings as well as promotions
became available. When the force contracted, fewer vacancies ensued.64
Moreover, fields with low reenlistments had more promotion options available
while those with high retention rates did not.65 Consequently, the Air Force
encouraged men to cross-train into new areas rather than remain frozen at their
current pay grade.
Nevertheless, some airmen had not advanced for years. 66 "I had buddies
who didn't make it before the freeze [of the Air Police Career Field], and it
took four or five years to make it [to E-7]," former Chief Master Sergeant of
the Air Force Robert Gaylor remembered, "and then they had to compete with
all the guys who had been frozen all that time." In April 1956 Gaylor
emphasized, "there was only one promotion to master sergeant at Laredo Air
Force Base, and I got it .... There's much to be said for timing and taking
advantage of opportunity and being in the right place at the right time."'67 In
1954, TSgt. Howard Babin wrote to The Army, Navy, and Air Force Journal

that he had reenlisted in 1947, obtained proficiency in two related AFSC career
fields, and had superior ratings and letters of commendation. Nevertheless,
when the Air Force announced his career field (supply) as having overages
(defined as a surplus career field) at the 7- and 9-levels (the Master Sergeant
levels) of proficiency, he believed that his "ten years of technical knowledge
had been cast aside and [that] a terrific blow was dealt to his initiative and
ambition.... I cannot be considered for Warrant Officer, because I am not a
Master Sergeant ... there is no promotion for [me]."'68 A disheartened A2C
remarked, "I was thirty-five months in grade.... I haven't been eligible for
promotion because of my AFSC.... I'm bitter about it." 69
In other cases, air bases with surplus personnel began to use these airmen
in jobs not related to their career fields. Some people saw this as a double bind.
"I have over eleven years in aircraft armament maintenance, but now am doing
the job of a 'flunky,"' one surplus tech sergeant lamented. "By not doing the
work I have been trained to do and [am] highly skilled in, I am losing
proficiency in my career field," he noted sadly, "[I am] losing confidence in
the Air Force, and losing prestige in the eyes of officers and other
myself and
70
NCOs.''

Frozen career fields were not the only problem some airman had with the
promotion system. Favoritism was a significant issue. Skill tests, awards, and
time-in-grade requirements qualified airmen for promotion, but local boards
consisting of unit officers and NCOs actually made the decision. In an era when
commanders logged conduct in a black book, some squadrons promoted airmen
based on impression more than merit. TSgt. Lewis Stephens, a fire control
technician, found that his prior officer status was a handicap. At the promotion
boards in the 1950s, he complained, "You were either in or out.... Whatever
it took to be with the 'in' group made the promotions, be it athletics, drinking
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with the boys, or something else ....

As an ex-officer I was not in the 'in'

group, neither were other ex-officers I knew."'" A2C John Leffanta, who was
stationed in Germany during his first enlistment, also found the promotion
process exasperating:
When the Air Force introduced review boards, fairness went out the
window. At my first review... I correctly answered all of the questions
but one. I had the top quality/quantity performance rating, but was not
promoted to A/IC because [the ranking NCO] ruled that because I didn't
know what Snoopy had done in the Peanuts comic strip published in the
Stars and Stripes that morning, I did not have a "grasp on current
affairs."72
MSgt. James Long, a career airman, also believed that the promotion
process was unfair. "If you had a single APR (Airman Performance Rating) that
wasn't outstanding," he recalled, "you could kiss promotion goodbye for a
number of years." Long also added, "If you were not a good mixer, your
chances for promotion were lessened ....

It was commonly said that the way

to help your chances was to learn to play golf.., attend the73 appropriate social
club ... and get recognition like 'Airman of the Month."'
The Air Force's emphasis on outward symbols of recognition and joining
the correct social circles was symptomatic of its growing organizational
mentality. One contemporary observer argued that the Air Force was in such
a hurry to reject the Army's ways and to seek autonomy that it adopted
business practices without proper consideration and became industrialized (that
is, it followed a corporate model). This civilianization, according to Col.
Russell Ritchey, was "fostered by the improper application of management
principles which have led us down the road to bargain basement economy and
the subversion of the commander and the military professions." He further
argued that combatants were nothing more than "civilians in uniforms ...
[who] sell 'management' as a cure-all." The Air Force has made a "job out of
a career." 74 Another Air Force leader explained:
When the Air Force became independent, it adopted many good techniques from industry and science. It undertook a program of qualification
testing to place round pegs into round holes. It developed the Career
program in an attempt to keep them there. It tied promotion into development in the career field. Two factors, however, were lost. First, leadership
and command were overlooked as identifiable skills. Second, [specialization caused] the concept of the mission to be lost ... it became a forty-

hour-a-week rather than a twenty-four-hour-a-day responsibility. 75

A growing depersonalization in the workplace was one direct result of a
culture that stressed production and businesslike operations. When a 1955
survey asked airmen if they felt that the Air Force overemphasized their
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military worth as technicians or workers, close to a third of those leaving the
service said they were not valued as individuals. Rather, the Air Force
"rationally" measured their value with respect to their contribution toward
organizational goals.76 Undoubtedly, frequent rotation, the large number who

lived off-base and used civilian medical facilities, plus the enormous size of the
Air Force contributed to these airmen's feelings of alienation.
This corporate culture also caused some career airmen to reminisce fondly
about the old Army Air Corps and argue that the prestige of the NCO was now
nonexistent. It was an important challenge for the new service to define what
the image of an Air Force NCO was as compared to the NCO image found in
the Army, Navy, and Marines. Some airmen vigorously complained that at one
time they were considered the backbone of the enlisted force, so they should be
more than technicians and organizational managers; they believed they should
be military leaders.77 Several studies showed that the policy melding technicians into the NCO grades during World War II severely undermined NCO
prestige and authority because many technicians looked upon NCO duties as
demeaning.78
Yet by 1952 the Air Force had not yet adopted "a common and accepted
ethical code of job performance, decorum, and personal responsibility" for the
noncommissioned officer that took into account supervisory as well as technical
ability.79 A written statement describing the Air Force NCO and what his
assigned duties were would help NCOs form a collective identity, and thereby
aid in establishing a sense of belonging and a conceptual environment for
esteem enhancement.
The great number of NCOs also undermined their status. The melding of
NCO and technicians, in addition to the Korean war buildup, the continued
expansion, and the Air Force's emphasis on technical proficiency, brought into
the NCO ranks many who were promoted on technical ability and shortened
time-in-grade requirements. 80 By 1952, the Air Force recognized 70 percent of
the 854,519 enlisted men as noncommissioned officers.8 One study concluded
that little prestige accompanied something so common. 1
The specialized work structure also undermined NCO prestige. The new
category of Air Police, for example, generally limited NCO authority to their
own office or shop. Air policemen (APs) now enforced Air Force standards of
grooming, dress, and behavior. 82 Additionally, the high proportion of Air Force
officers to airmen (Table 25) often meant that officers assumed duties once held
by enlisted men.83 Such a high percentage of officers meant fewer supervisory
positions for NCOs and airmen.84 For example, a survey of 490 NCOs in the
531 st Aircraft Control and Warning Group at Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, revealed
only 12 percent held positions of authority (Table 26). A case of too many
chiefs meant that many NCOs did the work normally assigned to the lower
ranks (E-1 to E-3).
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Table 25
Active Duty Officers
As a Percent
Of All Military Personnel
1948-1956
Year

AirForce

1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
SOURCE:

12.6
13.8
13.9
13.6
13.1
13.4
13.7
14.3
15.6

Army

Navy

Marines

12.3
11.7
12.2
8.5
9.3
9.5
9.1
11.0
11.5

10.8
10.7
11.7
9.6
10.0
10.3
10.6
11.3
10.7

8.1
8.1
9.8
7.9
7.1
7.5
8.3
9.0
8.9

DOD Fact Book, 1958, p. 27.

Table 26
Noncommissioned Officers
In Supervisory Positions
531st Aircraft Control and Warning Group
1951

Rank
Msgt
Tsgt
Ssgt
Sgt
Total

Number
27
48
132
283
490

Number in Supervisory Position
10
14
19
17
60

Percent Supervisors
37
29.1
14.4
12.2

SOURCE: Ltr, CG, Alaskan Air Command (Old) to DCSIP (Kuter), Jan
15, 1952, Subj: Selection of Noncommissioned Officers, RG 341, Entry
129, file 220.2, Box 134, MMB, NA.
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Making the Military a Good Career: The Womble Report and
Congressional Reform
After gathering reenlistment data, the services prepared a list of recommendations that the Womble Committee compiled into an official report. The report
attempted to explain in four broad areas why the services were losing personnel
and what specific actions could be taken to reverse the trend. Similar to Air
Force findings, the committee cited world commitments, the dilution of
military authority, the effect of technocracy on command, and increased
competition with industry for skilled personnel as the root causes of poor
retention. It concluded that strong measures by the President, Congress, and the
armed services could reverse the stream of dissatisfied servicemen leaving the
military. The committee's recommendations took two paths--congressional
legislation and internal military reforms.85
Beginning in 1953, and for the next three years, the Air Force worked hard
to publicize the Womble Committee's findings and promote remedial
legislation. Secretary of the Air Force Talbott and the other service secretaries
consistently importuned Congress for better pay and incentives.86 In an
important speech before the Air Force Association in 1954, Talbott blamed
Congress for spending "millions for equipment" while only giving "nickels for
the men."87 His successor, Donald A. Quarles, was also emphatic about needed
reforms-Air Force capability could only be achieved "by a stable corps of
trained personnel."88 Articles in a number of Air Force media, including The
Air Force Times, Air Force Magazine, and The Army, Navy, and Air Force

Journal, lobbied for congressional legislation to address pay, housing, and
medical issues.
In 1954, Congress attempted to resolve the retention problem by modifying
the Career Compensation Act of 1949. The 1949 act tied the amount of bonus
to future service, not to years served. It also authorized the payment of larger
sums for lengthier reenlistment periods: $40, $90, $160, $250, or $360 for
reenlistments of 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 years, respectively. Congress limited the bonus
for 30 years' service and specified a maximum career accumulation of $1,440.89
In July 1954, Congress, in reacting to the rush of first-term personnel
leaving the service, redirected the reenlistment bonus by funneling more of the
available funds into first-term reenlistments and progressively less into
subsequent commitments.90 Thus, first-termers received one month's base pay
foreach year of a first reenlistment; two-thirds of one month's pay for each
year of a second reenlistment; one-third for a third reenlistment; and one-sixth
for a fourth or subsequent reenlistment. Additionally, this bonus structure was
limited to twenty years of service and the maximum career accumulation was
raised from $1,400 to $2,000.
For several reasons, some of the services were not content with the changes
and the increases of reenlistment bonuses. One Army report charged that the
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Secretary of the Air Force Harold E. Talbott is flanked by two of his assistant

secretaries as he meets the press.
lump sum payment retained first termers who had "accumulated debts or for
some other reason were particularly attracted by the immediate prospect of a
substantial amount of cash." In other words, it attracted men who placed
immediate gratification over long-term career goals. 9' The Air Force, which had
more married personnel and less base housing than the Army did, saw no such
problem. Debts, if incurred, were often the product of mounting medical bills,
the high rentals, and inadequate per diem payments. 92 Although some of the
services differed over the effect of reenlistment bonuses, all agreed on one
thing: the armed forces needed new career legislation.
By late 1954, two important features demanded additional congressional
action. First, the projected loss of military personnel became an actuality. Poor
retention equally devastated all branches of the armed forces. In Fiscal Year
1955, the overall DOD reenlistment rate was 27.2 percent while first term and
career rates (those of individuals on their second tour) were, respectively, 15.8
and 73.6 percent. (Appendices 5 and 6 present reenlistment statistics.) This was
a significant drop from the overall 1950 rate of 59.3 percent. 93 A 9 percent firstterm rate for the Navy was the worst since the early 1940s."
Second, President Eisenhower, as a career army officer, also served as a
credible and respected advocate for military causes. He told one reporter that
"he didn't believe that soldiers, sailors, or airmen and marines go into the
service just for money.., they wanted just what other Americans wanted": a
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decent place to live, a respectable standard of living, and membership in their
local community. Speaking from personal experience, the former Supreme
Allied and NATO Commander was believable.95
Eisenhower's prestige as Commander in Chief and defense strategist also
helped the military achieve its legislative goals. When he talked about Soviet
aggression, nuclear capability, surprise attacks, and the New Look, the public
and Congress listened. Designed to be a countervailing power, his New Look
strategy placed special emphasis on nuclear deterrence, the economy, and a
large, technologically sophisticated Air Force.96 Translated into military terms,
this meant a heavy reliance on SAC's nuclear arsenal and a significantly
reduced mission for the Army and Navy.97 (See Appendix 7 for the increased
funds channeled to the Air Force under the New Look program).
Top secret studies made during 1954 and 1955 confirmed Eisenhower's
suspicions about Soviet nuclear capabilities and surprise attacks. According to
a February 1955 report, the Soviets were quickly achieving nuclear parity and
would soon be capable of mounting a "devastating, if not decisive" first strike
against the United States. 98 To avoid such an eventuality, the report warned,
American defense must rely on advanced technology and skilled personnel.
Yet, trade-offs were present. New technology, like the B-52 bomber, the
Army's atomic cannon, and the Navy's new carrier jets, were designed to be
maintained as a system. A radar system might consist of only three or four
components that could be easily removed and replaced, but problems occurred,
however, in the repair of the actual components; the parts were complex and
required a good deal of costly training to repair them. Under the systems
approach to maintenance, though fewer total maintenance personnel were
required per system, higher skill levels were needed to perform the repairs.
The doctrine of dispersal intended to reduce the vulnerability of SAC
forces by dispersing them at many bases also affected Air Force manpower
needs. It necessitated an increase of not less than 25 percent of 5- and 7-level
airmen.' These were the skill levels of experienced personnel, already in short
supply, whom the Air Force was losing in great numbers. The "price of low
reenlistments rates," report writers warned, could be the difference between
effective combat capability and deterrence, and nuclear holocaust. "It is
essential," this group concluded, "that the Services have a professional 'hardcore' maintenance force.., but it is impractical to build a professional force
...
without a career concept and long-term promotion and rewards comparable
to opportunities in private industry.""
In a special January 13, 1955, message to Congress on career incentives for
military personnel, Eisenhower, like the Technological Capabilities Panel
members, argued that the "increasing mechanization and complexity of defense.
forces [had made] technical skills and a wide background of experience vastly
more important than ever before." President Eisenhower further contended that
the erosion of pay and benefits was at the heart of the current retention
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problems, and he wanted the Congress to pass various pay increases and a
housing act and to fund medical care for dependents. Eisenhower's support and
the reality of poor retention placed heavy pressure on Congress to pass
legislation upgrading the military's quality of life.'0 '
By mid-January, Congress introduced bills advocating an incentive
package along the lines suggested by the President."12 In less than ninety days,
the bill passed both houses and became Public Law 20, the Career Incentive
Act of 1955. The new act increased pay for per diem travel allowances and
hazardous duty, and it provided a dislocation allowance
for married personnel
03
making a permanent change in station (PCS).1
More important, the act added an important feature to the Career Compensation Act of 1949. Although the 1949 act determined base pay on pay grade
and length of service, the 1955 legislation provided higher raises for personnel
at various stages in their careers. " For instance, the 10 percent raise authorized
by the 1955 act varied from 0 percent for E-1 s with fewer than 2 years' service
to a 17.3 percent increase for an E-4 with more than 8 years of service. Table
27 demonstrates that airmen now received pay raises during periods of their
greatest productivity and need. Because an Airman First Class (E-4) in his third
enlistment had obtained at least a journeyman's skill level and had decided to
make the Air Force a career, the largest raises were reserved for the middle
enlisted grades, where an individual had invaluable training and experience and
was in an age bracket where a decision about the future, including career and
marriage, needed to be made.
The new pay scheme favored experience, career
05
progression, and retention.'

Table 27
CareerIncentive Act of 1955
Selected Pay Grade Increases
By Time in Service
(In Percent)

Years in Service
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Pay
Grade

>2

>4

>6

>8

>12

>16

>18

E-1
E-3
E-4
E-5

8.5
9.3
8.0
7.1

8.5
15.6
16.2
14.2

7.8
14.8
15.5
13.6

7.8
14.0
17.3
15.3

7.8
10.1
15.9
14.3

7.8
7.1
14.8
13.4

7.8
7.1
9.9
9.1
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Table 27-cont'd
Years in Service
Pay
Grade

>2

>4

>6

E-6

6.5

6.3

E-7

7.7

7.5

>8

>12

>16

>18

12.2

11.9

13.0

12.2

11.6

7.3

10.5

11.6

11.0

10.5

DOD, ProposedCareer Incentive Act of 1955 (Washington, D.C.: OSD, Mar 1955) p. 45.
SOURCE:

Legislation in 1955 also attacked the continuing family housing shortage.
In August of that year, Eisenhower signed a new National Housing Act (PL
84-345) designating 100,000 new units for construction on permanent military
bases. The Capehart Amendment to this act authorized 17,000 new units for
Fiscal Year 1956, of which 8,100 were designated for Air Force use.'°6
Because contractors complained of not receiving enough profit from the
homes built for the military, Congress passed a new housing bill in 1955.
Unlike the Wherry program, in which contractors charged rent for the homes
they built and owned, housing would be government-owned under the Capehart
plan.107 Service personnel would surrender their quarters allowance rather than
pay rent. The problem, however, was even at 17,000 units per year, more than
twenty years would be required to make up for the Air Force base housing
shortage. By 1958, the combination of recently built off-base housing and new
base housing eased the shortage. In fact, Air Force surveys that year found 82
percent of all airmen satisfied with their quarters.'°8
Despite the bonus, incentive, and housing legislation, the loss of trained
personnel continued to plague the armed services. During Fiscal Year 1955, the
overall first-term reenlistment rate improved slightly (15.9 percent); however,
the Armed Forces still suffered enormous losses in the highly technical skill
groups. First-term electronic and armament personnel, communications
technicians, and aircraft maintenance personnel reenlisted at rates of 6.9, 8.1,
12.9, and 13.2 percent, respectively.'°9
Persistent among the problems was fringe benefits. Between 1946 and
1950, the military significantly changed their pay and benefit systems which in
many ways were broader and more attractive than industry's.* By the mid1950s, however, this was no longer true.1"° Civilian wages in the lowest pay
groups tripled, and salaries in the higher brackets doubled."' Moreover,
industrial fringe benefits had tripled since 1940 and they now cost employers

This is described in Chapter 2.
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about 20 percent of their payrolls.
Table 28 reveals the extent of benefits offered by more than 500 large
companies as compared to the military's offerings. The most significant
disparity in this table relates to the lack of medical benefits. Since 1948,
company-sponsored health and pension plans had quadrupled. By 1955,
approximately 70 percent of industrial workers received health benefits for their
dependents, and in 38 percent of the companies this coverage was fully
subsidized."' The military still had no statutory basis making it mandatory to
provide health care for dependents. Industrial collective bargaining had placed
military compensation packages at a serious disadvantage.

Table 28
Industrialand Military Compensation Packages
1955

Benefit
Group Life Insurance
Medical
Maternity
Retirement Pensions
Special Price on Company Products
Subsidized Cafeteria
Free Periodic Medical Exam
Yearly Bonus
Paid Sick Leave

Companies
That Pay
All or Part
Of the Cost
(%)

Companies
That Pay
All Costs
(%)

89.5
98.4
78.5
66.2
46.2
42.6
37.2
34.0
13.5

41.8
35.3
18.1
65.2
37.2
34.0
13.5

Military
Partial
None*
None*
Yes
Yes**
Yes
None*
None
Yes

SOURCE: Studies in Personnel Policy, No. 145 (New York: National Industrial
Conference Board, Inc., 1955) p. 14. Industrial figures represented hourly workers, but these benefits extended to salaried employees as well.
* Although military personnel received medical care, their dependents had no
statutory guarantee for mandatory health care. If sick, dependents were seen by
military doctors on a space-available basis only.
** This relates to exchanges and commissary costs.

In March 1956, Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson sent a long letter
to Eisenhower describing the continued personnel retention problem and the
growing inability of the military to provide attractive career incentives."'
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Citing the increase in pay and incentives offered by industry as a serious threat
to the successful retention of servicemen, Wilson asked that President
Eisenhower encourage the Congress to finish the work begun the previous year
per his January 13, 1955, special message, namely, "medical care for
dependents, more and better housing, and improved survivor benefits." On
April 9, 1956, the president sent letters to Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn
and Vice President Richard M. Nixon, President of the Senate, reiterating the
contents of Wilson's letter and calling on the Congress for immediate
legislation.
Eisenhower's letter generated quick action by the Congress. In June 1956,
the Dependent's Medical Care Act (PL 84-569) established the statutory4
foundation for furnishing medical care to military retirees and dependents."1
The key feature was the authority given the Secretary of Defense to contract
with civilian institutions for Blue Cross-type coverage for spouses and
dependent children.
By July 1956, the Servicemen's and Veteran's Survivor Benefits Act (PL
84-881), which attempted to standardize benefits paid to widows and
dependents, had become law. As passed, the measure placed military personnel
under contributory coverage of the Old Age and Survivors Insurance system
and replaced the $10,000 life insurance coverage, authorized in 1951 for all
active duty personnel, with a schedule of monthly payments ranging from $122
to $266 made to survivors."'
Air Force Personnel Policy Reforms
Although the Womble Committee served as an important impetus for studying
retention, it by no means forced the Air Force to implement any of its findings.
The Secretary of Defense's Manpower Board correlated retention information
and advised the services generally about in-house policy changes, but it did not
offer any centralized guidance. Similarly, the Air Force made its findings
available to the commands, but it did not offer firm directives. All this changed
in October 1954 when Air Staff planners decided to organize an inclusive
retention program under the auspices of the DCS/P at HQ USAF at the
Pentagon." 6 In establishing a separate retention office, DCS/P planners desired
a centralized organization that could systematize retention research, establish
and coordinate major command action, and develop a master reenlistment
plan."•7 Under the new program, air planners stressed retaining the "average
young airman" on his first tour "who has or will become a skilled and
competent worker.""..8
The emphasis on retaining the average young airman was a significant shift
in Air Force thought. As early as 1942, Air Force recruitment and training
programs advocated obtaining only the brightest for technical training.
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Retention research findings in the 1950s showed that the brightest came in for
the training, to escape the draft, or to find aid for college training. Furthermore,
planners found that while those with the highest mental aptitudes did well in
school, the brightest often saw the Air Force as a stepping stone, not as a
career. "The best student," one influential planner wrote, "does not necessarily
make the most efficient and effective man on-the-job." He added,
The man we want in numbers is an individual of average intelligence,
aptitude and ability who is capable of improving with age and experience
and, most of all, who will stay with us." 9
Input from the major commands substantiated the planners' assumption
about the need for average young men. In tactical units, one general argued,
"simplicity of design, efficient procedures, and effective supervision reduce the
need for highly skilled technicians."' 20 In other words, the Air Force needed
enough workers who could read and follow detailed technical manuals and
handle the "great mass of routine inspections" and periodic maintenance. 2'
Planners hoped that well-written technical manuals could replace experience
and that specialization could reduce the need for personnel highly skilled in
technical areas. Moreover, changes in Air Force training methods greatly deemphasized the need for highly skilled technicians. By 1960, recruiters began
seeking those with average mental scores and a high school diploma because
studies indicated that high school graduates were more likely to remain in the
service than those who failed to complete this level of education."'
In 1953, the ATC introduced to the Air Staff a new channelized program
titled First-term Training as a brief residential, theoretical course, supplemented
by the ATC field training given to all trainees, in a structured family of
specialties.' 23 First, the program cut down the cost of training because it
reduced the time an airman spent in formal training and it increased the time
he worked in his command.' 24 Second, course work evolved toward a specific
system or piece of equipment.'2 '
This specialization made most first-term technicians, at best, semiskilled
and lacking the broader training necessary for jobs in civilian life. In essence,
some technicians became data-flow specialists, able to check out an aircraft
system, isolate the malfunction to a defective black box, replace the defective
component, and align the system. It was estimated that 70 percent were dataflow specialists while the remaining 30 percent repaired the black box down to
the component level in field maintenance facilities. For example, of the airmen
sent to school for the MG-10 Fire Control System in the F-102 jet, 70 percent
went to a 36-week school and 30 percent went to a 58-week course.'26 Hence,
in the planners' minds, technical manuals replaced experience, and specialized
systems obviated the need for many highly skilled technicians. Now only
semiskilled, many of these specialists became wedded to the Air Force for a
job.
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New programs, aimed at building up the Air Force to 137 wings under
President Eisenhower's New Look program, also addressed the retention
problem by consolidating manpower into areas most damaged by poor
retention, namely the hard-core specialties. Beginning in the fall of 1953,
military manpower in certain soft-core career fields and in highly skilled,
depot-level (or component repair maintenance level), technical career fields
was either eliminated or replaced with civilians.' 27
For example, 10,571 manpower spaces were cut in the food service career
field, 4,000 in motor vehicles, and 13,500 in the air police. Overseas, Project
Native Son, which replaced military personnel with local nationals, reduced the
need for 33,800 airmen by April, 1955.128 The stateside equivalent, Project
Homefront, substituted civilians for airmen who did not reenlist. Planners
channeled those spaces saved by civilians to hard-core operational specialties
in hopes of placing career airmen in chronic retention problem fields. 29
Although centralizing its retention efforts helped the Air Force rethink its
strategy toward retaining or replacing highly skilled technicians, personnel
planners continued to work on other areas of policy reform.130 For example, by
mid- 1955, studies of labor turnover in business convinced planners to put more
effort into fostering positive attitudes toward the Air Force earlier in a firstterm airman's career. Unit commanders conducted initial and exit interviews;
publications such as "You Be the Judge" and "Facts for Your Future" that
contrasted business and Air Force opportunities were sent to the airman and his
parents; and reenlistment handbooks instructed recruiters and squadron
commanders how to establish the right atmosphere for retention in their units.'"3
Personnel planners at DCS/P also made numerous changes in assignment
policies. 31 2 In the case of married personnel, the Air Force now allowed airmen
to volunteer for three-year accompanied and one-year unaccompanied overseas
assignments. Those who chose an accompanied three-year tour could also have
their family travel concurrently to their new destinations.' 33 The Air Force
distributed information packages to airmen and their dependents describing
overseas life and living conditions.' 34 Married airmen also benefited from the
Air Force's expansion of overseas elementary and high schools.
Those returning from overseas assignments could also choose their next
assignment for the first time, provided they had reenlisted. 135 Often, this meant

a base of choice and/or additional training. In the past, if an airman wanted a
change of assignment, he had to find a vacancy at the new station, obtain a
discharge from the Air Force, and then pay for his family's move. Upon
reaching the new station, he reenlisted at his old pay-grade.' 36 By 1954, with
the help of computerized punch cards and new reporting procedures, the Air
Force knew where37job openings were and could offer the base-of-choice option
to all reenlistees.'

The Air Force also focused on upgrading life on Air Force bases. For single
airmen overseas and at stateside bases, the Air Force expanded social and
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recreational programs. Theaters, libraries, service clubs, swimming pools, and
large, modem gymnasiums were just a few of the personnel facilities receiving
a high construction priority."13 With the Korean war G.I. Bill expiring in 1955,
the impetus to leave the service to obtain more education was nullified. The Air
Force did, however, encourage single airmen to take advantage of the Air
Force's educational programs and pursue off-duty high school diplomas and
college degrees.' 39 In many cases, the Air Force began to offer tuition
assistance for those working on degrees in exchange for additional years in
service."4
Various welfare services helped to make Air Force life better for married
personnel. As early as January 1951, planners directed surveys of the major
commands to determine how well the Air Force was looking after its own. For
instance, in Tactical Air Command, Red Cross workers handled nearly 8,000
welfare cases per year, of which 16 percent were for financial assistance. Air
Force aid societies provided emergency financial help to more than 50 percent
of those in need in the form of loans and grants. Moreover, the Air Force
placed the base chaplain in charge of the base's welfare fund and made him
responsible for its disbursement to worthy individuals and families. Wing
commanders designated experienced officers to manage the Personal Affairs
Program, which helped airmen and their dependents to understand their rights,
privileges, and benefits as service personnel. Finally, military officer, NCO,
chaplain,
and airmen's wives' clubs provided personnel to man the Red Cross,
4
Personal Affairs, and Air Force Aid Society welfare programs.' '
Additionally, planners adopted some of the major commands' ideas about
making Air Force assignments more pleasant for families. For instance, in
SAC, General LeMay established a dependent assistance program designed to
bolster the morale of military spouses.'42 Program volunteers built refreshment
stands on the flight line for their husbands' take-offs and returns. They also
established child care centers so that couples had more time to spend together.
This program also provided access to household goods, helped with house
hunting, and disseminated information to families about local schools and
health care facilities. Most importantly, the program established a network of
families in similar circumstances to provide friendship and a community for the
the Air Force made Dependent Assistance Centers an
newcomer. In 1955,
43
official program.'
Planners also sought ways to make career paths more attractive to
personnel by developing a plan to increase the prestige of noncommissioned
officers.'" One of the first steps involved in isolating the prestige problem was
an adjustment in grade structure.' 45 As the Air Force mission was premised on
skilled personnel operating and maintaining technologically sophisticated
systems and equipment, planners looked upon promotion as a major form of
compensation for technical proficiency.
With no specific means of compensating technical skills other than through
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promotion, the number of people in the traditional NCO ranks of corporal,
sergeant, staff sergeant, and master sergeant greatly increased as the Air Force
expanded. Thus, by 1952, more than 70 percent of all enlisted personnel were
in the NCO categories. Letters from the Air Force's Chief of Staff, General
Hoyt S. Vandenberg, to all major commands in March 1952 explained the
results of this grade inflation: "Prestige and respect due our senior NCOs for
ability as leaders and for skill as technicians [were] compromised by the current
situation.... It is imperative that the total numbers be reduced."' 46 In April
1952, the Air Force terminated its AAF rank designations and introduced a new
grade system that recognized only the top three grades as NCOs, thereby
reducing NCO ranks to only 33 percent of the enlisted force.' 47
Although the Air Force collaborated with the Military Service Publishing
Company in producing a handbook for noncommissioned officers and airmen
as early as 1948, by 1953 NCO duties were still not specifically defined.' 48 In
early 1953, planners asked the commanding generals of the various commands
to select top NCOs to participate in a conference on NCO duties and responsibilities. At the conference, these NCOs prepared a regulation
defining what was
49
expected of an Air Force noncommissioned officer.'
Essentially, the definition that emerged from the NCO conference
described an individual who was both a leader and a manager. This person
could work without supervision, understand complex job-related problems, and
train subordinates in technical and military subjects. Regardless of whether he
was a dental technician, a personnel specialist, or an electronics technician, the
NCO was also a military leader. Hence, the definition called for the ability to
conduct drills and ceremonies, understand
the UCMJ, and become thoroughly
50
familiar with the history of one's unit.'
Because planners gave no instructions on how to implement this new
regulation, major commands and units began to devise programs of their own.
A survey of NCOs at Scott AFB, Illinois, resulted in guidance that reemphasized the privileges, authority, and responsibility of noncommissioned officers.
Master sergeants were exempted from most additional duties, including retreat
formations, while staff and technical sergeants performed only duties involving
barracks chief, mess count, and quarters inspection. NCOs received head-ofthe-line privileges in pay lines, retreat formations, and at mess halls. 5 '
Noncommissioned officers could also cash checks without an officer's
endorsement and were not restricted to any distance of travel when off duty.' 52
Some wings established separate tables at the mess hall marked "NCOs Only"
and separate rooms for bachelor NCOs.13 Finally, like officers, "the word of
NCOs" was directed by the base commander to be "accepted without question
by all personnel, officers, and airmen."' 54

Other bases also contributed new ideas for boosting NCO status. Some
commanders formed NCO advisory councils in which participants discussed
problems and solutions to Air Force life and addressed the issue of poor
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Maj. Gen. Richard C.
Lindsay

retention."' Other base commanders assigned certain officers' jobs to NCOs.
At Sampson AFB, New York, Maj. Gen. Richard Lindsay assigned four NCOs
to take over the job of supply officers.' 56 In the Continental Air Command
headquarters, two master sergeants took charge of the record management
program and received commendation medals for handling jobs usually assigned
to field grade officers (major and above).' 57 At Kelly AFB, in the continental
Military Air Transport Service Command, the commander assigned each NCO
the job of "training specialists."'158 Each NCO was now responsible for the
complete training of five subordinates and could recommend promotion action
for each.
Perhaps one of the most significant contributions made by a command was
Strategic Air Command's 7th Air Division NCO Academy at Ruislip,
England.' 59 This academy, except for the commandant and military law
instructor, was completely staffed by NCOs. Its curriculum, lasting one month,
offered forty hours in personnel management; forty hours in leadership and
command; forty hours in oral and written communication; and forty hours in
miscellaneous course work including military law, Air Force organization, and
psychology. Moreover, not just any NCO could attend: he had to supervise at
least three persons, have a 7-level AFSC (supervisory), and be at least one more
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year in his present assignment.'6 °
In the fall of 1953, planners began to appraise the need for centralizing
NCO schools as other commands began to operate academies based on SAC's
design. By May 1954, academies opened at McChord AFB, Washington; Vance
AFB, Oklahoma; Eighth Air Force at Bergstrom AFB, Texas; Second Air Force
at Barksdale, Louisiana;
Scott AFB, Illinois; and Fifteenth Air Force at March
61
AFB, California.'
One of the major problems with which planners dealt was curriculum
uniformity. Major commands developed their NCO training programs based
around missions and requirements. Some schools stressed disciplined drill and
ceremonies while others emphasized leadership or personnel management.
Moreover, graduates of one command's academy often had62 to attend similar
NCO training when they transferred to another command.1
By October 1955, Air Training Command had worked out a four-phase
plan for standardizing NCO schooling. NCO instructors conducted the first
phase on each base and offered preparatory training for airmen first class (Al C)
who would soon become noncommissioned officers. The next phase was a
command-level school for current NCOs. The third phase-advanced training
for superintendents-would orient senior NCOs for warrant positions. The final
phase, "special phase one," produced a centralized Air Force Academy that
trained advanced technical management and military subjects. In all phases, the
Air Force supplied standardized curriculum outlines. Planners hoped that these
NCO academies would provide an "elite corps of noncommissioned officers
comparable to Academy-graduated officers.'

63

In 1956, NCO representatives of five zone of interior academies and
planners from Headquarters, USAF and Air Training Command met at the
Military Air Transport Service's NCO Academy in Orlando, Florida, to discuss
the standardization of NCO training curriculum.164 Planners published the
results of this conference in AFR 50-39 as NCO Academies which established

Reviewing stand, Kelly Field, Texas
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written accreditation requirements for NCO academies and preparatory schools.
Under this regulation, academies had to provide 220 hours of resident
instruction to master and technical sergeants over a five-week period. Topics
to be covered included World Affairs; Air Force History; Communication
Skills; Supervision and Management; Human Relations and Leadership; Drill
and Ceremonies; Military Customs, Courtesy, and Protocol; Physical Training
and Conditioning; Instructing; and Military Justice. NCO preparatory schools
for staff sergeants and airmen first class provided 120 hours of instruction over
a three-week period and focused on Leadership and Personnel Management.
Graduates of either course received Air Force certificates and command
diplomas.'65
Besides professional education, several reforms helped NCOs regulate
entrance into their ranks. Changes to the Air Force's nonjudicial punishment
procedures limited the number of pay grades a commander could demote a
noncommissioned officer for poor behavior or lack of proficiency. Now, only
promotion boards consisting of one officer and two NCOs could recommend
reduction to a grade lower than airman first class (E-4).'6 6 Noncommissioned
officers, besides creating tests to measure job knowledge, also created NCO
examinations that tested areas of leadership and military knowledge.' 67 No one
could become an NCO without receiving a passing grade; potential NCOs had
to exhibit both military bearing and technical expertise.'68 Gradually, however,
military leadership and knowledge questions gave way to questions on
personnel management and logistical functions.
Even if an airman received a passing grade on these tests, he still had to
appear before a promotion board, usually composed of two senior (E-7s) NCOs
and one officer. The board examined the airman's NCO/airman proficiency
reports and then asked the potential promotee a series of questions about his
work, military subjects, and contemporary affairs. Upon promotion, airmen
received a certificate of rank, similar to the officers', designating them as
noncommissioned officers.'69 With their participation in NCO examinations and

promotion boards, NCOs were now involved in regulating people eligible to
enter their ranks. Promotion boards, however, remained highly subjective.
NCOs were also instrumental in defining the role of Air Force First Sergeant
as a command position, giving the job a distinctive insignia and establishing
criteria for obtaining the assignment. 70
One final program sought to split airman ranks into a specialist and NCO
career paths, but after three years of study, planners dropped the idea when they
discovered that the program could not build NCO prestige and position without
depriving technician-specialists of the same incentives.' 7 ' E-5s or higher were
entitled by law to movers' expenses for their household goods, dependent
travel, a dislocation allowance, and other retirement and medical benefits. The
top three grades warranted NCO mess membership and their own night club,
priority on the housing list, and exemption from clean-up details and additional
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duties. Planners reasoned that, if they withheld any of these privileges from the
technicians, many would not reenlist. With the critical need for technicians,
nothing was to be gained by splitting the two groups.172 The Army, for its part,
depended less on highly skilled men and found it in its best interests to create
a specialist rating separate from the NCO cadre, thereby effectively returning
to its pre-World War II rank structure.'73

By 1956, a large peacetime military force had become an American
tradition. The Korean war and the communist threat reenforced its necessity.
The military service's image was that of a place where youth could receive a
moral education, gain a trade useful to the Air Force, and remain in the service
for a worthwhile career. Nevertheless, during the Korean war, the Air Force
recognized a need for personnel legislation and policy reform to match
perceptions with reality.
Planners projected that few personnel would remain in the Air Force
despite the millions of dollars spent in advertising it as a respected career.
Civilian life simply offered too many opportunities, and industry surpassed the
military in pay and benefits. By 1953, all the services were aware of the
impending manpower crisis and mobilized the Womble Committee to examine
reasons why personnel failed to remain in the service for a career. This
examination led to several legislative acts that, by late 1956, had increased
housing, guaranteed medical care to dependents, provided reenlistment
bonuses, and gave more pay to those with invaluable training and experience.
The Air Force also changed internal personnel policies. Air planners took
actions designed to decrease the reliance on highly skilled workers and increase
their ability to attract and retain career-minded personnel. This meant
acknowledging that older married personnel in their second reenlistment were
a valued commodity. Thus, the Air Force changed assignment policies,
promoted the establishment of welfare programs, and began laying the ground
work for a professional noncommissioned career cadre. What initially started
out as an advertising concept (a military career) in the 1940s became an
administrative reality by the mid-1950s.
The payoff from this legislation and policy reform came in Fiscal Years
1956 and 1957. First-term reenlistment rates increased an average of 128
percent, while career retention rates jumped from 70.2 percent in 1955 to 91.4
percent in 1957 (Table 29).174 AWOL rates also dropped almost 60 percent
from an average of 16.8 per thousand (1950-1954) to 7.2 per thousand for
Fiscal Years 1955-1956.'71 With increased retention rates, the Air Force in
subsequent years continued to focus on retaining only individuals capable of
comprehending technical training and those willing to make the Air Force a
career. By 1956, planners had laid the groundwork for an experienced career
force.
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Table 29
Air Force Reenlistment Rates
1955-1959
Year
1955*
1956
1957
1958
1959

First Term
14.4
29.3
36.5
39.8
45.7

Career

Total

70.2
87.9
91.4
91.8
92.9

23.5
44.2
49.2
54.8
61.5

SOURCE: DOD FactBook, 1970, p. 49.

*FY 1955 was the first time the armed services differ-

entiated between first-term and career reenlistments.
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Personnel Policy and the
Air Force NCO Cadre
IN OCTOBER 1974, retired General Laurence S. Kuter recalled how much
of the Air Force's personnel policy had become codified during his tour as
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel from 1952 to 1954:
As I came in, the legislation forming the Air Force was relatively new.
The Air Force personnel policies were being formed; they weren't
published; they weren't firm. They were springing up all over. All sorts
of personnel action and policies had to be coordinated and published. The
[old] basic statutes forming the Air Force referred back, generally, to what
the Army or the Navy had been doing.'
Kuter implies there was a concerted effort by the Air Force to make its
personnel policy distinct from the Army's. In fact, he indicates that much of the
new personnel policy owed little to the past. The "New" Air Force demanded
new thinking. Moreover, its independence depended on how well it could
separate itself from the other services. It had to have a distinct identity and role.
If anything, what influenced Kuter's judgment of personnel policy was the
drive for independence that had affected airmen since at least World War I.
With regard to the continuity between Army, Navy, and Air Force personnel
policies, General Kuter, like many decisionmakers, overlooked an important
point: Air Force personnel policies were often as much a product of evolution
as of crisis.
Certainly underlying the personnel system and policies of the postwar Air
Force were a number of guiding assumptions from the Air Force's past. The
service's reliance on technology, its need for high-caliber men, its penchant for
scientific management principles (that is, getting the right man for the job,
training him, and then ensuring his competency), and its ability to borrow
personnel policies from industry and the other services in order to meet its
needs created a worldview that influenced postwar personnel policy.
For example, the Air Force's insistence on high mental standards related
directly to its beliefs that the service needed intelligent men to work with
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aviation technology. This thinking was present in 1914, during World War I
(with the development of intelligence testing), and during World War II, when
the War Department accused the AAF of skimming the elite from the resources
of society. Problems again arose during peacetime as well as during the Korean
war, and eventually the Secretary of Defense was forced to establish a
qualitative force distribution scheme mandating that the Air Force accept the
less-qualified. Nevertheless, whenever possible, the Air Force continued to
emphasize that only the brightest need apply for technical training. Moreover,
by 1955, while 60 percent of the American population were high school
graduates, 63 percent of the entire enlisted force and 74 percent of the
noncommissioned officers had graduated from high school.'
Continuity between the Army Air Corps, the Army Air Forces, and the
United States Air Force was also found in its classification policies. Classification systems, while growing in sophistication over the years, continued to have
the same objective as when they were introduced into the Air Service and the
Army during World War I-to get the right man in the right job. If anything,
the Air Force strengthened its ties to industrial personnel management
philosophy. In the early 1950s, its human resources laboratory continued to
lead the way for all the services in classification testing and job analysis. The
Air Force began to use classification procedures to remove the incompetent and
to distinguish between people with low IQ scores who had some mechanical
aptitude and those who did not.
Technical training programs also had their roots in the interwar period and
during World War II. Planners continued to look for an appropriate combination of soldierly and technical training. By the early 1950s, the Air Force
concluded that it had to indoctrinate every airman into a specific way of life,
one in which enlisted personnel were technicians first and soldiers a distant
second.
Eventually, the Air Force integrated basic training and technical training
into a hybrid of interwar and World War II training policies: after a common
introduction to the Air Force, trainees received additional basic training during
highly specialized technical training and, later, at their first unit assignment.
The Air Force also sought the proper combination of formal and on-the-job
training. The service eventually moved toward universal formal training at
various points in an airman's career: this formal training was then augmented
by unit OJT.
Other technical training problems in the interwar period resurfaced during
World War II and the Cold War years. In his report to the Secretary of War in
November 1945, General Arnold argued that one important lesson of World
War II was that the complexity of modern war necessitated an "age of
specialization." Since "no rational man can hope to know everything about his
profession," Arnold explained, "encouragement should therefore be given to
specialization." 3 Technological advances and the increased size of the
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peacetime air forces demanded new training, professional schools, more
trainees, and increased specialization.
The development of a general recruiting service received impetus from the
Air Force's Army heritage, from the need for an expanded force, from
personnel management philosophy, and from Navy and industrial recruiting
concepts. When the Air Force ultimately won independence from the Army and
began to seek out volunteers, recruiters adopted Army, Navy, and industrial
procedures, regulations, and salesmanship courses. It hired professional
advertisers and salesmen to help with recruiting campaign methods, and these
specialists developed specific recruiting literature to project an image of a
future-oriented technical occupation offering a well-paid, fast-paced, and
exciting life. In an era of atomic bombs and jet aircraft, the Air Force asked
young people to become members of a technological vanguard that promised
peace and prosperity to those living in the American century. Finally, recruiters
across the nation formed a network that advocated national service, and in turn
helped the Air Force become an accepted national institution.
Although the need for volunteers and career personnel spurred the growth
of a professional recruiting network, in 1952 General Kuter found that the need
to retain an experienced cadre of enlisted personnel, many of whom were
married, provided the incentive to improve retention policies. The Air Force
could create an Airman Career Program to alleviate some of the problems with
promotion and skill imbalance and it could improve poor assignment policies
and welfare programs, but it had little control over congressional legislation.
Here, the confluence of three factors helped create a career force: a growing
centralization of authority in the guise of a consolidated Air Staff and
Department of Defense, poor retention suffered by all branches of the Armed
Forces in the early and mid-1950s, and a president who was sympathetic to the
plight of the military.
Work by various DOD and presidential committees-namely, the Doolittle
Board, the Hook Committee, the Presidential Committee of Religion and
Welfare in the Military, and the Womble Committee-presented the needs of
the military to congressional leaders. By 1956, legislation was effected linking
pay to civilian wages and providing housing and medical benefits to military
personnel and their dependents. That same year, poor retention and AWOL
rates began to change for the better.
The growing professionalization of the noncommissioned officers corps
also contributed to improved retention and the formation of a career enlisted
force. Before defining professionalization, however, it is important to
understand what is meant by profession. Sociologists who study occupations
and professions have spent much time debating the nature and attributes of
professions. Greenwood, for instance, studied eighteen articles from the 1960s
and 1970s that attempted to define and delineate the attributes of a profession.
He found that these authors cited between one and nine attributes; most
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An aerial view of
the multiple buildings comprising
the open hospital
facility at Lackland AFB, Texas,
in the 1950s (left).

The hospital at Bergstrom AFB, Texas,
in 1956 (right).

l

The new hospital at
Lackland AFB, Texas,
later named for surgeon Wilford Hall,
opened in 1957 (left).

averaged around four.4 Despite all this work on attributes (or perhaps because
of it), scholars still hesitate to concur regarding profession. Abbott comes the
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closest: he notes that a profession is not just a body of attributes but that
"professions are somewhat exclusive groups of individuals applying somewhat
abstract knowledge to particular cases.'
In 1957, Samuel Huntington, an expert on the sociology of professions,
argued that there is such an entity as a military profession and the officers of
the armed forces are its members. Like other structuralists of the time,
Huntington cites the central function of the profession, "the management and
application of violence," and lists the main attributes that qualify the officer
group to membership: expertise, social responsibility, and corporateness. 6
With regard to the attributes, Huntington defines expertise in terms of a
broad university background coupled with advanced, lifelong learning in the
"systematic application of force for political purposes."7 The social responsibility of the military profession, according to Huntington, was implicit in their
oath-the idea that officers must use their expertise for the good of society.
Finally, he defines corporateness by arguing that because officership is a
public, bureaucratized profession, it has the legal right to limit its membership,
structure its schooling, and define its hierarchy and ethics. In other words, it has
a social culture of its own.'
Important to the discussion here is Huntington's refusal to grant enlisted
personnel status as members of the military profession. According to him, they
had neither the intellectual capabilities nor the professional responsibility of the
officer. "Their vocation is a trade, not a profession," he added.' He did not view
officers who worked in specialties as members of the military profession; he
saw them as members of "auxiliary vocations, having the same relation to
expertise of the officers as the skills of the nurse, chemist, laboratory
technician, dietician, pharmacist, and X-ray technician have to the expertise of
the doctor."1° Thus, just as nurses and chemists were not part of the medical
profession, neither were military specialists and enlisted personnel part of the
military profession.
Problems arise, however, in attempting to apply Huntington's model to the
Air Force. Based on his exclusion of military specialists, less than one-half of
all Air Force officers (42 percent in 1957, and by 1991, 24.6 percent) were in
positions either to manage or to apply violence (Huntington's terminology).
The point is that Huntington focused his model on the Army, not on the Air
Force, a more technically driven modern service. Thus his view emphasized
command, grand strategy, and tactics, not nuclear research, aircraft development, or ballistic missile production.
Perhaps in 1957 one could argue that those in the Air Force who flew and
fought were the true members of the military profession. Today that model
would not hold up. Huntington would undoubtedly argue that a second
lieutenant flying a lone F-15 demonstrates less professional competence than
a commander in charge of the theater of operations. In this respect, there should
be no argument, but all officers of today, whether they be in aircraft mainte-
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nance, space communications, or the cockpit, have received advanced military
professional training that theoretically has prepared them to assume command
and apply strategic skills. The point is that the profession of arms has widened
its doors to specialists as well as to the traditional warrior class. In this sense,
most military officer specialists have been assimilated into the concept of the
military profession.
If Huntington exaggerated the degree to which military specialists were
excluded from the military profession, he may have also exaggerated his claims
about enlisted personnel. Again, arguing from a World War II Army model,
enlisted personnel seemed to be members of a trade who, at the bidding of the
military profession, applied violence. Using this approach, we can easily extend
our thinking to consider noncommissioned officers as foremen who prod their
craftsmen and unskilled labor to produce for management. Today, with career
paths, advanced professional military education courses, and a host of key
management jobs open to senior NCOs, some revisionists seem willing to
extend Huntington's definition to the senior noncommissioned grades (E-8 and
E-9) by arguing that they "show strong attributes of professionalism.""
Regardless, the exclusion of noncommissioned officers and other enlisted
personnel from the professional ranks seems appropriate. These individuals
neither belong to the same occupational community as officers, nor do they
master the same subject matter. Just as nursing is not included in the medical
profession, neither is the NCO part of the officership (military) profession. As
Huntington points out, only if the military were a single hierarchy from private
to general could enlisted personnel be considered part of the military profession."2

Although his work demonstrates how a profession developed for the officer
class, Huntington overlooks any movement by enlisted personnel toward the
status of a separate profession. By classifying the vocations of all enlisted
personnel as a trade, he failed to recognize the professionalization of the Air
Force's noncommissioned officers which was occurring even as he was writing
his book. The professionalization model, albeit not without critics, was well
developed by Harold Wilensky in 1964. In his work, this sociologist argues that
many occupations were undergoing a sequence of events (an occupationprofession continuum) from which eventually a profession would emerge.
Looking at the dates of first events in a variety of American professions, such
as first training school, first university school, first local association, first
licensing law, and first code of ethics, Wilensky asserts that there was a
structure and narrative for the movement from occupation to profession.
Professions begin, he argues, when people "start doing full-time the thing that
needs doing" and then continue by establishing schools, setting standards,
providing longer training, demanding commitment to the profession and the
group, promoting and creating a professional association, and finally,
establishing a code of ethics, eliminating internal competition, and protecting
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the client.13 Several factors, including the emphasis on deterrence, the
expansion of the Air Force's mission overseas, the pace of technological
innovation, the convergence of corporate and military personnel theories, and
the need to retain career personnel, forged an environment from which the
professionalization of the Air Force NCO was spawned.
Between 1950 and 1956, the Air Force established NCO academies (1953)
and revised and modernized NCO regulations (1953). During this period, NCOs
also received more privilege and status (as compared with men in the lower
ranks) and more jurisdictional responsibility from the officer corps (1953); and
they began to publish articles in the Air Force Times, Air Force Magazine,and,
beginning in 1957, the Air Force-sanctioned Airman Magazine. Finally, a
growing need to establish a nationwide self-identity was realized in 1960 when
NCOs from all the services organized the Noncommissioned Officers
Association (NCOA). In 1961, Air Force NCOs formed the Air Force Sergeants
Association.
Over the next forty years, from 1956 to 1996, NCOs lobbied for E-8 and
E-9 grades in lieu of a warrant officer category (1958), an office of Chief
Master Sergeant of the Air Force (1967), and an up-or-out promotion system
similar to that used for officers (1973). They were also instrumental in
establishing advanced and senior NCO academies. The professionalization of
NCOs continued as officers vacated more jurisdictional space to them, and they
began to serve in the Titan program as missile launch officers and in the top
rungs of middle management.
In addition to more jurisdictional responsibility, the amount of continuing
professional military education offered to enlisted members has also grown. In
the 1990s, the NCOA curriculum included Air Force history, military justice,
the Code of Conduct, national security, the role of the NCO manager,
leadership and management for the manager, and substance abuse and human
relations issues.
Furthermore, as those serving in the top three NCO grades (Master
Sergeant, Senior Master Sergeant, and Chief Master Sergeant) began to assume
more leadership and management duties, the Air Force responded by opening
the USAF Senior NCO Academy (SNCOA) at Gunter AFB in Montgomery,
Alabama. Its present course of study includes instruction in military professionalism, leadership planning, civil service personnel management, executive
decisionmaking, and organizational management.
But what were the attributes of the noncommissioned officer profession?
What was its basis for existence? What type of profession was it? According
to some scholars of the professions, as one moves along the continuum from
occupation to profession, one encounters a number of gradations, ranging from
doubtful professions to marginal new professions, to professions-in-process,
and then to established professions.' 4 Some sociologists also add a category for
semiprofessions. 5 With the exception of the established profession category,
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the definition of each of these types assumes that its attributes are lacking in
comparison to the established category. For the most part, an occupation
achieves the status of profession only when it attains the quality of the ideal
type as found in medicine, law, religion, and, in Huntington's case, the military.
If it does not, it is less than a true profession.1 6
The problem with this typology is that it fails to account for jurisdictional
claims. Those who view professionalization as an attempt to monopolize
knowledge (power), thereby increasing one group's domination over the control
of work, would see the medical and legal professions as having complete
jurisdictional control over their areas of knowledge. 7 In the military's case,
tradition, legal precedent, and society recognize the officer group as having full
jurisdictional responsibility over the military profession.
Obtaining full jurisdictional authority over a profession does not preclude
other occupations from professionalizing and then subordinating themselves to
an incumbent profession. Just as nurses, paralegals, and draftsmen have
professionalized and subordinated themselves to their respective incumbent
professions (medicine, law, and architecture), so have NCOs professionalized
and subordinated themselves to the officer profession. If managing violence
was the core function of the officers' profession, then managing military
resources for the application of violence was the central function of the Air
Force NCOs' profession. Despite the diversity of occupational titles held by Air
Force NCOs, all NCOs were required to progress in the understanding and
application of managerial theory to military environments.
Whether it was managing a shop of radar technicians, organizing and
directing a military finance office, or acting in the capacity of a B-52 crew
chief, NCOs by virtue of their own definition* were military leaders and
managers whose special knowledge involved managing the military resources
necessary for the Air Force to meet its combat function. In fact, as in the officer
ranks, the higher one advances, the more one becomes immersed in the
profession. Thus just as a general is expected to be more professional than the
second lieutenant, so is the chief master sergeant expected to be more
professional than the newly promoted sergeant.
Under the old Army system, NCOs were more akin to foremen, compelling
their subordinates to get a job done. In the postwar and Cold War Air Force,
however, NCOs began to resemble midlevel managers and white-collar
technicians more than foremen working on an assembly line or a construction
site. This transition came about because of rapid expansion, the willingness of
officers to delegate more jurisdictional responsibilities to NCOs, the technical
nature of the Air Force's combat mission, the increasing status that Americans
afforded Air Force occupations, and the rise of military professional academies
and managerial training. Thus, the NCO profession came to be based on an

See Chapter 5.
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NCO's ability to understand and apply leadership and management theory to
military cases. As for social responsibility, implicit in the airman's-and the
officer's-enlistment oath is dedication to the state and to the good of society.
Furthermore, NCOs have been involved in establishing criteria for the
certification and evaluation of their own type and have developed a strong
sense of group identity (corporateness).
During the 1950s, the nascent professionalization of NCOs went hand-inhand with the notion that the military (in this case, the Air Force) provided
suitable careers. The concept of having a career in the military was a product
of the changing societal perception toward standing militaries after World War
II. Potential recruits and their parents had to perceive the military as a possible
and, arguably, a middle-class career option, not something reserved for
marginal citizens. In short, the armed forces had to change America's
perception of peacetime military service. Beginning in early 1946, with the aid
of national advertising, public relations experts, and a mobilized force of
national and local veteran's committees, the armed services began a concerted
campaign to alter public opinion.
This campaign was substantially advanced by the development of the
Warsaw Pact military organization in Eastern Europe after World War II and
later by the communist invasion of South Korea, all seemingly directed by the
monolithic, powerful, and aggressive force of international communism,
promoting fears in the West that war was imminent. After the Soviets' first
successful atomic test in 1949, Americans were often reminded by national and
military leaders that, in the atomic era, their country could never again afford
to be a victim of a surprise attack. The rhetoric of anticommunist politicians,
such as that of Senator Joseph McCarthy, served to heighten the perceived
immediacy of the communist threat.
The communist threat was certainly important to the acceptance of a large
peacetime military force. Several other factors, including advertising campaigns, structural changes within the military, an Americanization program, and
legislative reform, helped the public understand that a large, permanent military
establishment could be consistent with democratic (middle-class) ideals.
Concerns about the military's resemblance to Prussian-type totalitarian
institutions were quieted by several well-publicized boards. The Doolittle
Board recognized the need for a democratization of the military and sketched
a framework for additional change. The Hook Committee concluded that
military pay and benefits should be comparable to industrial earnings and
drafted the necessary legislation to effect the change. The President's
Committee on Religion and Welfare in the Military assigned the armed forces
the role of Americanizing the nation's young people, and the armed forces
began to teach morality, ethics, deference to authority, character, and the
"truth" about godless communism. Finally, the Womble Committee outlined
exactly what the services and Congress needed to do to attract and retain
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career-minded personnel.
Strengthening civilian control over the military also helped calm the
public's fears about the military and paved the way for career-enhancing
policies. The creation of a National Military Establishment under the National
Security Act of 1947 combined with the 1949 amendments to the act created
and strengthened the role of the Secretary of Defense in military policymaking.
Moreover, by placing heads of corporations and businesses in the various
service secretary, deputy secretary, and assistant secretary positions, internal
changes in management and personnel philosophy were inevitable.
In the Air Force, secretaries like Robert Lovett, Stuart Symington, and
Harold Talbott introduced business and corporate models into the Air Force's
management practices.' Buzzwords like efficiency, economy, and cost-analysis,
common in the lexicon of many personnel planners, entered the Air Force's
vocabulary. Symington and other believed that it was imperative that the Air
Force eschew its Army traditions and adapt more scientific principles, that is,
civilian management philosophy and practices.
Even within the Air Force, some officers were already promoting such
changes in organizational theory and practice. Air personnel planners, many
recruited directly from civilian businesses and educational institutions during
World War II, served to bridge the gap between civilian management theory
and military tradition in the postwar Air Force.
Beginning in 1943, personnel managers became separated from the
Adjutant General's office to form their own divisions, either G-1 (War
Department) or A-1 (Air Forces). With autonomy and the creation of an Air
Staff that included a Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, it appeared that
personnel managers and management philosophy had come of age in the Air
Force.
These personnel specialists began to influence the Air Force almost
immediately. Each command, wing, and squadron had personnel managers who
were trained in classification and management procedures and who took orders
directly from Air Force headquarters. Personnel managers at the Headquarters
DCS/P level created and executed policy for the entire Air Force. Moreover,
recruiting, classification, and utilization issues were discussed in Air Forcewide personnel conferences. In World War II and the postwar period, the Air
Force sent personnel managers to Harvard University, The Wharton School of
the University of Pennsylvania, The University of Chicago, and other business
schools to learn their trades. By 1955, Air Force personnel officers published
their own magazine, The PersonnelDigest, in which they shared important Air
Force personnel theory and policies. They also had a career path and claimed
an occupational hegemony over most personnel management plans and actions
in the Air Force.
By 1956, advertising, presidential and congressional action, and internal
military reform made the Air Force an American institution. Businesslike,
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Air shows and demonstrations aided recruitment. Mobile exhibits at the National Air
Fair, Chicago, Illinois, 1949 (top). Aerial demonstration, F-84G Thunderbirds in the
1953-1955 period (bottom).
offering benefits comparable to industry, and making public welfare its first
priority, the Air Force, similar to other modem corporations, could now be
viewed by Americans as something familiar, useful, and nonthreatening.
Indeed, by 1956 the Air Force and its sister services became American
institutions, places where young people from the middle classes could enter,
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gain skills, become educated, build character, and if so inclined, find a career.
As a result, in the 1990s, a young person from a ranch in Colorado or a
suburban home in New York could enter a recruiting office near his or her
community, take aptitude tests and a physical, and upon enlistment, by late
afternoon have a specific Air Force occupation and school guaranteed. Some
recruits had to delay their entry to meet specific school quotas, while others
flew, at Air Force expense within a week, to basic training at Lackland AFB.
Recruits found that the Air Force provided good housing, opportunities for
technical training and postsecondary education, and vast recreational facilities.
Once married, recruits received additional money for quarters, subsistence,
family dislocation, and travel along with medical and dental benefits for their
dependents. Promotion was linked to centralized quotas, merit ratings, and a
quantified, computerized method of testing and rank-ordering possible
promotees. Noncommissioned officers could count on more formalized training
and opportunities to attend preparatory and advanced professional military
educational courses. An NCO might gradually move from the status of
technical expert to a manager of personnel and resources, and airmen remaining
in the service for at least twenty years would qualify for a generous retirement
of 40 percent of base pay for life, base exchange and commissary privileges,
and free medical care for themselves and their dependents at military
facilities."9
Today, neither the Air Force nor the airmen see these events and benefits
as uncommon or the opportunities as particularly extraordinary. Yet less than
fifty years ago, an American tradition of a large peacetime defense forces or an
autonomous Air Force did not exist. Few looked at the military favorably, let
alone as a viable career option.
The decade following World War II saw the laying of the ideological and
legislative foundation for a large standing military. With independence, the Air
Force relied on its Army heritage and its personnel planners to expand, polish,
and at times create personnel policies to recruit, train, and retain a career
enlisted force. In the late 1940s and 1950s, the Air Force devised policies to
make its service more than just a short-term military experience. The Air Force
became a career, and in time, recruiters could boast that the service represented
a great way of life. Personnel policies in the 1990s are predicated on these
traditions. The goal of enlisted personnel policies remains much the same as it
had been when General Kuter was Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel: to
maintain a highly trained career force upon which the Air Force is built.
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APPENDIX 3
Airman Career Fields

OccupationalArea

CareerField

Not applicable to airmen

Combat
Combat Support

Electronic
Engineering

CareerField Subdivision

Intelligence

Cryptanalysis
Radio traffic analysis
Language
Intelligence
Operations-Photographic
interpretation
Technical intelligence

Photomapping

Cartographic
Surveyor

Photographic

Aerial photography
Photography
Motion picture photography

Weather

Weather equipment repair
Weather forecasting

Air Traffic Control
and Warning

Air traffic operations
Ground control approach
Aircraft control and
warning

Communications
Operations

Communications center
operations
Cryptographic operations
Radio operations

Radio and Radar
Maintenance

Radio maintenance
Radar maintenance

Missile Guidance
Systems

Command missile
Automatic missile
Preset missile
Missile instrumentation
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Occupational Area

Maintenance
Engineering
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CareerField

CareerField Subdivision

Armament Systems

Bomb navigation systems
Gun-bomb-rocket systems
Turret systems

Training Devices
Maintenance

Instrument and navigation
trainer maintenance
Bomb, gunnery, and
classroom trainer
maintenance
Radio and radar trainer
maintenance

Wire Maintenance

Outside plant
Inside plant
Communications machine
maintenance
Cryptographic maintenance

Intricate
Equipment
Maintenance

Office machine repair
Tabulating equipment
repair
Camera repair
Instrument overhaul
Medical equipment repair

Aircraft
Accessories
Maintenance

Supercharger
Fuel metering
Propeller
Mechanical accessories and
equipment
Hydraulic
Aircraft electrical
accessories

Aircraft and
Engine
Maintenance

Aircraft maintenance
Flight engineer
Aircraft engine overhaul

Rocket Propulsion

Rocket propulsion

Munitions and
Weapons

Munitions
Weapons

Appendices
APPENDIX 3-cont'd
OccupationalArea

Installation and
Construction
Engineering

Career Field

CareerField Subdivision

Vehicle
Maintenance

Vehicle maintenance

Metal Working

Machinist
Metal processing
Sheet metal
Airframe repair
Roads and grounds

Construction

Building crafts

Logistics

Personnel and
Administration

Utilities

Electrical refrigeration
Gas generation
Water supply and sanitation
Plumbing
Heating

Fabric, Leather,
and Rubber

Parachute and fabric
Rubber products repair

Transportation

Air transportation
Traffic management
Motor transportation

Food Service

Baking
Mess
Meat cutting

Supply
Procurement

Supply
Sales commissary
Procurement

Administrative

Postal administrative

Printing

Duplicating
Letter press
Lithographic

Information

Information

Personnel

Career guidance
Personnel
Recruitment
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OccupationalArea

CareerField

CareerField Subdivision

Education

Technical training
General training
Band

Entertainment

Athletic and recreation
Comptroller

Special Services

Chaplain

Welfare

Management
Methods

Management engineering
Production control

Budgetary
Accounting and
Disbursing

Budget, fiscal, and audit
Disbursing
Cost analysis

Statistical and
Machine
Accounting

Statistical
Machine accounting

Medical

Aero medical
Preventive medical
Veterinary
Medical administrative
Dental

Rescue and
Survival

Rescue and survival

Grounds Safety

Ground safety

Marine

Marine

Firefighting

Firefighting

Security and Law
Enforcement

Air police
Investigation

Special Activities

Simulated trainer
Railroad equipment
Illustrator draftsman
Laundry
Graves registration
First sergeant

SOURCE: Airman's Guide, 2d ed., pp. 42-43.
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APPENDIX 5
Reenlistment Rates for Regulars
By Total DOD Categories
No. of:
Time Period

Reenlistment
Rate (%)

Reenlistments

Eligibles

39,876
149,306
64,709
84,597
254580
134,555
120,025
204712
113,445
91,267

211,694
547978
271,744
276,234
583,911
305,252
278,659
446032
251,902
194,130

16,860
69,148
28,101
41,047
21,2L
52,588
39,380
j72
40,246
31,826

154,969
439033
214,384
224,649
402704
214,193
188,511
291,495
168,122
123,373

23,016
80,58
36,608
43,550
162,612
81,967

56,725
108,945
57,360
51,585
181,207
91,059

Total Regulars
Jan-Jun 1954
FY 1955: Total
Jul-Dec 1954
Jan-Jul 1955
FY 1956: Total
Jul-Dec 1955
Jan-Jul 1956
FY 1957: Total
Jul-Dec 1956
Jan-Jul 1957

18.8
27.2
23.8
30.6
43.6
44.1
43.1
45.9
45.0
47.0
First Termers

Jan-Jun 1954
FY 1955: Total
Jul-Dec 1954
Jan-Jul 1955
FY 1956: Total
Jul-Dec 1955
Jan-Jul 1956
FY 1957: Total
Jul-Dec 1956
Jan-Jul 1957

10.9
15.7
13.1
18.3
22.8
24.6
20.9
24.7
23.9
25.8
CareerRegulars

Jan-Jun 1954
FY 1955: Total
Jul-Dec 1954
Jan-Jul 1955
FY 1956: Total
Jul-Dec 1955

40.6
73.6
63.8
84.4
89.7
90.0
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No. of.Time Period

Reenlistment
Rate (%)

Reenlistments

Eligibles

CareerRegulars
Jan-Jul 1956
FY 1957: Total
Jul-Dec 1956
Jan-Jul 1957

89.5
85.8
87.4
84.0

80,645
132,640
73,199
59,441

90,148
154,537
83,780
70,757

SOURCE: Office of SecDef Statistical Services Center, Selective
Manpower Statistics, Jan 31, 1959.
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APPENDIX 6
DOD Reenlistment Rates for Regulars
Fiscal Years 1950-1957
Total DOD

Army

Navy

Marine Corps

Air Force

FY 1950
FY 1951-1953

59.3
54.6

61.8
50.9

65.5
61.0

35.1
50.0

54.7
56.1

FY 1954: Total
Jul-Dec 1953
Jan-Jun 1954
FY 1955: Total
Jul-Dec 1954
Jan-Jun 1955
FY 1956: Total
Jul-Dec 1955
Jan-Jun 1956
FY 1957: Total
Jul-Dec 1956
Jan-Jun 1957

23.7
31.0
31.0
27.2
23.8
30.6
43.6
44.1
43.1
45.9
45.0
47.0

22.0
25.4
18.6
59.0
54.7
63.2
59.0
65.4
54.1
49.6
49.8
49.4

23.7
41.7
13.1
14.2
8.2
19.4
32.6
31.7
33.6
44.9
52.5
48.7

18.1
31.4
12.7
20.6
20.0
21.2
37.8
35.1
39.8
29.1
32.4
25.2

31.2
43.4
27.3
23.5
21.2
25.8
44.2
44.6
43.5
49.4
47.5
52.1

SOURCE: Office of SecDef Statistical Services Center, Selective Manpower
Statistics, Jan 31, 1959.
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APPENDIX 7
Summary of Expenditures, by Service
In Millions of Dollars
Fiscal Years 1945-1956
Fiscal Year

Army

Navy

Air Force

Total Military Functions

1945
1946
1947

49,750
27,176
8,027

30,128
14,844
5,784

-

-

79,877
42,021
13,811

1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956

6,791
6,482
3,985
7,478
15,708
16,337
12,910
8,899
8,702

4,297
4,446
4,102
5,584
10,161
11,878
11,293
9,733
9,744

6
1,059
3,600
6,349
12,711
15,087
15,668
16,407
16,749

11,094
11,994
11,938
20,706
41,358
47,664
43,965
37,824
38,402

-

SouRcEs: FYs 1931-1976--Combined Statement of Receipts, Expendi-

tures and Balances of the U.S. Government; DOD Fact Book, 1978, p. 37.
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Introduction.
2. Important works in this category are legion. See, for instance, Charles Moskos, The
American Enlisted Man: The Rank and File in Today's Military (New York: Russell Sage
Foundation, 1970); Morris Janowitz, The Professional Soldier: A Social and Political
Portrait(New York: Free Press, 1960); and David R. Segal, Recruiting for Uncle Sam:
CitizenshipandMilitary ManpowerPolicy (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1989).
All three contain extensive bibliographic citations.
3. Charles C. Moskos, "From Institution to Occupation: Trends in the Military
Organization," Armed Forces & Society, vol. 4 (1977), pp. 41-49. See also his The
Military: More Than Just a Job? (New York: Pergamon-Brassey, 1988), for an update.
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Clarity," Armed Forces & Society, vol. 4 (1977), pp. 51-54.
6. Ernest Greenwood observed that what distinguishes a profession from other
occupations is that fact that the former implies a career, and a career is essentially a
calling, a life devoted to good works. Ernest Greenwood, "Attributes of a Profession," in
Sigmund Nosow and William H. Form, eds., Man, Work and Society (New York: Basic
Books, 1962), pp. 44-45.
7. Andrew Abbott, The System of Profession: An Essay on the Division of Labor
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1988), p. 8.
8. See Robert H. Weibe, The Searchfor Order,1877-1922 (New York: Hill & Yang,
1967), p. 115.
9. Abbott, pp. 71-73.
10. Harold L. Wilensky, "The Professionalization of Everyone?" American Journal
of Sociology, vol. 70 (Sep 1964), pp. 137-158.
11. Weibe, Search for Order, esp. chap. 5; Burton J. Bledstein, The Culture of
Professionalism:The Middle Class and the Development ofHigher Educationin America
(New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1976), pp. 80-92; Abbott, pp. 177-211; C. Wright
Mills, White Collar: The American Middle Classes (New York: Oxford University Press,
1951), pp. 3-54.
12. William B. Skelton, An American Profession of Arms: The Army Officer Corps,
1784-1861 (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1992), pp. 359-362; Peter Karsten,
"Armed Progressives: The Military Reorganizes for the American Century," in Peter
Karsten, ed., The Military in America: From the ColonialEra to the Present(New York:
Free Press, 1986), pp. 196-232; James L. Abrahamson, America Armsfora New Century:
The Making of a Great Military Power (New York: Free Press, 1981); Edward M.
Coffman, The Old Army: A Portraitofthe American Army in Peacetime, 1784-1898 (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1986), pp. 269-270; Russell F. Weigley, History of the
United States Army (New York: Macmillan, 1967), pp. 195-196, 242-246; Timothy K.
Nenninger, The Leavenworth Schools and the OldArmy: EducationProfessionalism,and
the Officer Corps of the United States Army, 1881-1918 (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood
Press, 1978), chaps. 1, 2.
13. The term managers of violence was introduced by Harold Lasswell and used
extensively by Samuel Huntington in his treatise on military professionalism. Samuel P.
Huntington, The Soldierand the State: The Theory andPolitics of Civil-MilitaryRelations
(New York: Vintage Book, 1964), p. 11.
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14. Frederick J. Harrod, preface to Manning the New Navy: The Development of a
Modem Naval Force, 1899-1940 (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1978).
15. David Segal, in his Recruitingfor Uncle Sam, pp. 51-52, sees the formulation and
implementation of Air Force policy similarly.
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1. Juliette A. Hennessy, The United States Army Air Arm: April 1861 to April 1917
(Washington, D.C.: Office of Air Force History, 1985), pp. 109-112, app. 13. HR 5304
was entitled "An Act to Increase the Efficiency of the Aviation Service of the Army, and
for Other Purposes." Although the act authorized 260 enlisted men, only 101 were
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2. Ibid., p. 109.
3. Ibid., pp. 111-112.
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parlance, an E-7 is also a master sergeant. These two terms are often used interchangeably. During the interwar period, however, grades were reversed, so that grade 1 equaled
a master sergeant, grade 2 equaled a technical sergeant, and so on.
5. Hennessy, p. 112.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid., pp. 141-143.
8. Ibid., p. 112.
9. Ibid., pp. 112, 136, 143.
10. The most comprehensive works discussing Wilson's involvement in the war
include two books by Arthur S. Link, Woodrow Wilson and the Progressive Era:
1910-1917 (New York: Harper & Row, 1954) and Wilson: The Strugglefor Neutrality,
1914-1915 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1960), and Arthur C. Walworth's
Woodrow Wilson, 2d rev. ed. (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1961).
11. I.B. Holley, Ideas and Weapons: Exploitation of the Aerial Weapon by the United
States During World War I: A Study in the Relationship of Technological Advance,
Military Doctrine, and the Development of Weapons (Washington D.C.: Office of Air
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The American Military Experience in World War I (Madison: University of Wisconsin
Press, 1986), chap. 3.
12. Coffman, War, pp. 190-191, 194.
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1987), pp. 113-124, 146-147,441; in Michael Sherry, The Rise ofAmerican Air Power:
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Managers, Unions, and the Transformation of Work in American Industry, 1990-1945
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of the American Psychological Association and a professor at Harvard University. Both
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p. 151. See also Hugo Munsterberg's Psychology and IndustrialEfficiency (New York:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1913), especially the chapter "The Best Man," and Edmund C.
Lynch, "Walter Dill Scott, Pioneer Industrial Psychologist," Business History Review, vol.
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which industrial psychology emerged, see John C. Burnham,"'Psychiatry, Psychology, and
the Progressive Movement," American Quarterly, vol. 12 (1960), pp. 457-465.
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the United States Army, vol. 1, History of the Personnel System (Washington, D.C.:
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cover of this book is part of the art collection of the U.S. Air Force. The poster
of the airman used on the back cover was originally a piece of advertising art
for Randolph Air Force Base but now resides in the Air Force Art Collection.
The older, World War I and World War II posters used on the back cover are
in the public domain. The remaining art reproduced on the back cover is an
adaptation of the 1944 poster, Woman's Place in War, by the artist Ramus,
obtained from the collection of The Women's Memorial and used by permission. Permission to use the author's photograph was received from Brigham
Young University. Permission to use the photograph on page 122 was obtained
from the Bettmann Archive.

